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ABSTRACT 
Hurricanes pose a challenge for residents and communities of the United States Gulf Coast.  The 
people that live in the region must adapt and respond to these storms, as do the social institutions 
that provide support during disasters and their aftermath.  This is complicated by the longstanding 
and ongoing relationship between the oil and gas industry and gulf coastal communities, especially as 
activities associated with oil and gas development alter the local environments and regional 
landscapes in ways that increase vulnerability.  These vulnerabilities layer onto existing social 
inequalities and make management and protection of regional populations difficulty, and complicate 
recovery efforts.  In this dissertation I explore the relationships between people, communities, 
industry, and social institutions.  I trace the recent history of gulf coast storms in the region, 
emergent and developing strategies for preparation and recovery, and ongoing contention embedded 
within policy and governance issues.  I also consider the complex interaction between social and 
natural systems, the role of government and support networks in providing assistance, and the locus 
of responsibility in mitigating vulnerability and providing support, before, during, and after a 
disaster. 
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CHAPTER 1 

U.S. GULF COAST HURRICANES: RECENT HISTORY AND ONGOING CRISES 

 

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The threat of gulf coast hurricanes and their aftermath came into sharp relief during the 2005 

hurricane season, when Katrina and Rita hit the gulf coast in quick succession. This pair of storms 

highlighted general gaps in preparedness capacity, and the levee protection system, as well as specific 

problems associated with the ongoing crisis of social inequality and environmental degradation in 

the region. Katrina quickly became the most visible hurricane related disaster of recent US history in 

terms of national media attention and ongoing coverage in New Orleans, but hurricanes and 

flooding are a seasonal reality for the entire US gulf coast, and with far less attention paid. Countless 

storms have hit all along the gulf coast in the past century, with varying effects tied to both chance 

and context, and coastal communities have a general familiarity with storms.  These storms pose 

very real material and existential threats, linked to the severity of a given storm, as well as the 

ongoing social and environmental circumstances that shape the acute experience of a specific storm, 

and the long tail of the aftermath and recovery.  

 Media coverage and preparedness efforts typically focus on a bounded event – tied to 

disaster declarations and named storms, yet the experience of these storms extends beyond the tidy 

boundaries of bureaucratic designations.  The management of storms is layered onto and further 

complicated by the social, environmental, and political contexts of the region.  These complications 

include environmental modification and degradation associated with industrial development (in 
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particularly the regional oil and gas industry), the changing social relations between family and 

community, and the potential effects of climate change in the form of flooding and more severe 

weather events. Hurricanes are best understood not as singular meteorological events1, but as 

complex assemblages of variable experiences, shaped by historical and environmental context, 

political and economic motivations, senses of place and regional identity, all of which plays out in an 

increasingly chaotic socio-technical system, that lies at the intersection of social-environmental 

systems and natural meteorological hazards. 

 The relationship between hurricanes and local economic interests is important; in particular 

those linked to the oil and gas industry, given the impact these companies/industries have on the 

social and economic landscapes of the gulf coast. Environmental modifications associated with 

industrial activity (e.g. channelization of rivers, canal dredging, subsidence) have at once exacerbated 

problems associated with hurricane risk (in particular storm surge and flooding2), while supporting 

communities in terms of jobs, economic development, and social support networks. Other 

environmental modifications such as levees, seawalls and flood gates, mitigate the risk of flooding in 

locales that are protected by these structures, but have exacerbated risks for those left out of 

protected areas, or who live in areas where the behavior of environmental systems is altered in ways 

that increase their risk. Like many other “natural” disasters (cf. unnatural disasters, Jackson 2005), 

the potential threat and the strategies to mitigate risks are tied to patterns of human intervention 

into ‘natural’ system, in an effort to harness or deflect the power of the natural world. These 

interventions place ever increasing populations under threat of natural, social, environmental, or 

technologically mediated risks, especially in the event that the protection systems fail, or other 

                                                
1 1 Even while modern governmental bureaucracy tends to treat them as bounded entities through the language of preparedness and 
disaster declarations, as well as the pragmatic reality of recovery efforts. Similarly, fund raising for various NGO entities is tied to 
2 A brief note on storm surge and flooding: The storm element of hurricanes takes the form of wind and rain, but the rotational 
movement of the storm also drives water inland. This storm surge, in addition to rain that falls, is the primary source of “natural” 
flooding during a storm event, although levee failure can and does amplify the flooding. In communities with significant loss of 
coastal wetlands, which served as a buffer to this flooding, the storm surge can pose a larger threat than the wind and rain of the 
hurricane (a detail I pick up in greater detail in chapter 2). 
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modifications alter the landscape in ways that further amplify risk (cf. Bürgi et al 2004). 

 In addition to investment into the physical infrastructure, community members also form or 

expand social institutions during crises. This includes increased capacity/experience at the local 

governmental levels, NGOs working to mirror or supplement the role of the state, social network 

support (including church, school and family), and faith/charity/volunteer organizations that 

provide a wide range of services or assistance programs. Disasters, particularly those with wide 

reaching effects (e.g. widespread flooding and significant damage, long term utility disruptions, etc.), 

test the strength and resilience3 of support networks, and the individuals who made up these 

networks. At the same time, disasters can also catalyze the formation of new networks, or the 

expansion of existing networks, as communities respond to particular challenges. Within the 

dynamic cycle of response and recovery, community resilience and sustainability, as well as the 

networks that draw on this connectivity, are crucial elements of the support and recovery networks 

in gulf coast communities. 

 In this dissertation, I examine the relationship between people, economics, environment, 

and industry, to explore the political ecology of the region, and in particular the environmental 

modifications that exacerbated hurricane risk and amplified flooding potential, while simultaneously 

enriching these communities through their participation in the oil and gas economy. I detail the 

technological interventions that protect communities from hurricanes and storm surge flooding, but 

place them on the precipice of disaster, as new and existing interventions and infrastructure struggle 

to keep pace with coastal erosion and land loss. Shifting focus from landscape to governance and 

technology, I describe contemporary emergency preparedness strategies, the impact of technology 

on these strategies, and the relationship between meteorological prediction and the accumulated “lay 

expertise” that comes from years or decades residing in a hurricane zone. I also detail how 

                                                
3 Resilience is a complex term used in myriad ways – see chapter 4 for a more detailed analysis that unpacks this term. 
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communities experience hurricanes, not only to better understand how people cope with disaster 

events, but also to gain insight into life in an environment of risk that shapes the experience of 

disaster and determines its severity, extent, and longevity. 

 I pay special attention to the impact of structural vulnerability on community networks and 

on social determinants of health within these communities. I consider not just how communities 

have suffered social degradation, but how community resilience is expressed locally and the 

ramifications of appearing strong in the face of calamity. I explore how expressions of community 

empowerment paradoxically place communities at risk for being seen as resilient and not in need of 

some types of assistance by outsiders who cite resilience as a justification for withholding resources. 

Community identity and political leanings contribute to this paradox. Community members in the 

gulf are fiercely independent, and negatively predisposed to many forms of governmental 

intervention. At the same time, they are forced to rely on institutional systems designed to address 

the systemic risks associated with hurricanes and disaster, especially when private insurance leaves 

them wanting.  I provide a critical assessment of the state of socialized and privatized insurance, and 

issues of trust in social or governmental institutions. Using the Gulf as a case study, I examine the 

tension between the politics of individualized action/agency (and self-reliance), and social 

responsibility, and what this tension reveals about contemporary debates about neoliberalism and 

governmentality. The US gulf coast provides poignant lessons about perceptions of citizenship, 

entitlement and expectations. This relationship between gulf coast resident’s expectations and the 

local/regional governmental response, and the (necessary) trust embedded within this relationship 

are key components of this dissertation. 

 In the gulf, hurricane threats are anticipated as risks, and the seasonal cycle of increased 

hurricane activity is simply part of living on the gulf coast. However, when cumulative effects are 

experienced in an acute crisis, they transcend the capacity for a given community or region to 
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respond. The unanticipated culmination of events that leads to the inability to cope in crises is 

complex and multifaceted. I describe living with uncertainty in an environment of risk and provide 

an analysis that extends beyond the pragmatic concerns of emergency preparedness planning, 

population security, and general response capacity. As an engaged anthropologist I address complex 

social, political and economic factors that affect the experience of risk, shape outcomes within a 

modified environment, and are mediated by scientific prediction technologies and mass media 

coverage. I look beyond treatments of disasters as acute, singular, and bounded events, and consider 

the diverse cluster of factors that form the context within which disaster events play out, and 

subsequently shape the experience and outcomes of these acute events. 

In sum, my objective in this dissertation is to document the ways in which hurricane related 

disasters need to be understood in terms of political ecology and cumulative risks and not just the 

ability to respond to happenstance. Gulf hurricane disasters are social as well as environmental 

events having a complex history linked to an assemblage of stakeholders ranging from powerful 

business enterprises to government organizations, households to parishes, insurance companies to 

federal agencies tasked with assistance and recovery. As such, I unearth underlying economic, 

environmental and social changes precipitating and catalyzing present day community response to 

hurricane preparedness, crises and rebuilding. I note how community members and social 

institutions have traditionally provided support during times of disaster, and political, economic and 

environmental issues that are altering the ways these institutions perform today. And looking beyond 

the Gulf I explore what recent experiences of hurricane related disasters on the gulf coast tell us 

about changing perceptions of risk of populations living in environments of risk and their waning 

faith in technology, and trust in social insurance and governmental policies put in place to buffer this 

uncertainty.  
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CHAPTER SUMMARIES: THEMATIC AREA AND ANALYTIC FOCUS 

 I organized my dissertation into the following chapters. In the current chapter I briefly summarize 

the background and context of my dissertation research (see above) and summarize each chapter 

according to the thematic and analytic clusters that are my primary focus. In this chapter I also 

provide a short overview of my field site locations, and include an explanation regarding the 

selection of these field sites, as well as the timeframe of fieldwork that I conducted, the data that I 

gathered, and the methods I employed during my observations and analyses.  

In chapter 2, Political Ecology: Accumulated Environmental Risk & Technological 

Intervention in the Built Environment Of the Gulf I expand on details about my fieldwork 

locations to better explain the historical and present day context of each field site, and to explore the 

everyday life of risk as it relates to hurricanes, disaster, and the environment. I include a short history 

and background for each community network where I conducted fieldwork4, what it is like to live in 

these communities, and the larger issues facing residents of each specific community as well as the 

larger US gulf coast. I also give an overview of the general patterns associated with storm seasons, as 

well as the specific cycles and storm season histories for my field site communities. I expand on the 

links between economy, environment, and meteorology to discuss the synergistic relationship 

between industry, environment, and the inherent risks of the intersection between natural and social 

systems. Accumulated risks are embedded within the landscape, including long term economic 

trends within the regional industry (primarily oil and gas related), and the changing physical/social 

landscape associated with landscape modifications and technological interventions linked with 

industry, economic and residential development, and hurricane mitigation and recovery. The risks 

associated with the uncertainty and instability within the industry run parallel to the seasonal threat 

                                                
4 Chapter 2 is not a comprehensive history of my field site communities, but these give a sense of the local history and politics, the 
larger social and environmental issues communities are facing, and the rhythms of life specifically pertaining to the everyday life of 
risk in communities facing seasonal threats from hurricanes. 
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of hurricanes, and a number of existing, in-progress, and proposed technological interventions have 

been implemented (or designed) to address these accumulated risks. These interventions and their 

underlying logic are problematic.  Past interventions (environmental modifications, degradation, etc.) 

contributed to the current environmental risk-scape, yet these interventions may be necessary to 

continue living on the gulf coast. In this chapter I highlight the long term chronic risk associated 

with gradual environmental changes linked to industry and development, fluctuations within the 

economic system, and shifts in the landscape following repeated storm seasons.  

One of my key goals for this chapter is to illustrate the complex relationship between 

communities, regional economy, and social/environmental landscape (political ecology of the region 

tied to oil and gas), and note how these environmental modifications exacerbate the impact of 

seasonal hurricanes. I focus on how technological interventions have mitigated some risks in the 

short term, but have only provided temporary fixes requiring ever more investment. Accumulating 

risk increases the kinetic potential for catastrophe when there is crisis or failure of the system. I draw 

on theories of natural and social systems, political ecology and relationship between economy, 

environment, and social systems to ask the question how are social and economic systems linked to the 

environment, and what role do hurricanes play interacting with these systems, or layering onto the contexts produced by 

these systems? I examine the impact of accumulated and layered risk through the theoretical lens of the 

built environment5, “environments of risk” and “syndemics” 6.  I close chapter two by contrasting 

the immediate effects of a storm event with long-term chronic environmental health issues that 

emerge from layered storm impacts over a period of years. This leads to questions as to how risk 

                                                
5 The built environment refers to the use of technology or planning to alter or develop the local landscape, often to transcend limits of 
the “natural’ environment.  It is tied to landscape architecture, theories of risk and environment, the intersection between natural and 
social landscapes, and public health, and emphasizes the embeddedness of human action and intervention in the local landscape.  This 
concept also helps to blur the lines between a false division between natural and social systems, as human patterns of industry, 
development, and settlement are embedded within natural systems (Cronon 1995, Escobar 1996, Harvey 1996, Braun & Castree 2005) 
6 Environments of risk (cf. Nichter 2008) and Syndemics (Singer & Clair 2003) are related concepts that focus on the complex 
relationships between health, environment, behavior, and social/political/economic context.  By emphasizing the interrelatedness of 
these ideas, this provides a holistic perspective on public health.  (cf. Ecosocial Epidemiology - Krieger 2001)  
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and environmental health are framed (i.e. at what temporal and spatial scales), and points towards 

subsequent chapters in terms of the technology used to predict and monitor these potential risks 

(chapter 4) as well as the consequences for communities who experiences these layered events 

(chapter 5).  

 In chapter 3, Anthropology of Preparedness/Disaster: Expertise, and Predictive 

Technologies, I direct my attention to local experience of recent hurricanes and focus on 

emergency preparedness strategies. These strategies are primarily directed toward dealing with acute 

events and their immediate aftermath, framed as manageable problems. I detail how longer-term 

solutions to underlying problems exacerbating the impact of storms are not well linked to current 

political/funding realities, and I describe a range of responses to recent disasters and highlight an 

inherent tension between accumulated community expertise in the form of memory and shared 

experience)- (the past in the present) and predictive technologies, based on probabilistic models (the 

future in the present). Tension between the two is palpable at times of crises, when some individuals 

choose to rely on past experience in dealing with storms and do not abide the ‘rational’ emergency 

management dictums put forth by experts. 

In this chapter, I argue that preparedness strategies generally focus on preparation for, and 

emergency response to, acute events, but that it is chronic environmental issues that pose a larger 

threat to communities and residents. And I point out that community expertise in dealing with 

disasters sometimes runs counter to the logic and practice of contemporary emergency management. 

I also highlight a basic problem. Local populations with considerable experience dealing with storms 

are put under management regimes that emphasize population level governance. Local expertise is 

not often acknowledged or included (especially when this logic runs counter to ‘rational’ emergency 

management protocols), and communities are not given autonomy in problem solving as regulations 

and bureaucracy look to broadly applicable solutions and limit the scope of whose expertise is 
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included. Most communities lack the resources to deal with major storm events without outside 

assistance, so there is little room to operate outside the bounds of these restrictions, and they must 

comply with the dictates of external assistance/governance. The perceived intrusion of government 

layers onto a regional political orientation that trends towards an antagonistic perspective regarding 

‘big government’, yet there is a tension, as in many cases, this intervention is the only source of 

sufficient recovery resources for widespread community rebuilding and recovery. 

I look at this problem through the lens of science and technology theories to consider how 

accumulated community expertise and experience may run in contrast to the predictive technology 

and probabilistic models. I note how these competing logics lead to contradictory means of dealing 

with impending hazards and ongoing uncertainty. I also consider the anthropology of disaster and 

the intersection of social/natural disasters (cf. un/natural disasters) and look to theories of 

governmentality and the logics of population/biosecurity and management to consider the origins of 

population surveillance, management, and control7.  

 In chapter 4, Structural Vulnerability and the Paradox of Resiliency (and 

Dependency), I focus on the acute storm events as they layer onto long-term social and 

environmental changes, and the associated consequences for this intersection. I emphasize chronic 

environmental health punctuated acute episodes or crises, and I move towards a better 

understanding of accumulated structural vulnerability embedded within social and environmental 

contexts. This vulnerability is not associated with any specific storm, although a powerful storm can 

have a large impact as it exacerbates these conditions. Local conceptualizations of self/community, 

                                                
7 My analytical orientation in this chapter is informed by a number of theoretical contributions, including science and technology 
studies that treat science and the pursuit of information (as well as how this information is produced and represented) as an object of 
inquiry (cf. Latour 1999, Jansonoff 2004).  I also consider how information gathered about populations is deployed – how these 
populations are governed and managed (or encouraged to manage themselves (cf. Governmentality: Foucault et al 1991, Dean 2010) 
and how this orientation, or logic – has led to emergent practices emphasizing individual responsibility and market solutions (cf. 
Neoliberalism: Ferguson and Gupta 2002, Harvey 2005, Ong 2006).  I am also strongly informed by contemporary approaches to the 
ethnographic subject, that includes institutions, networks, and power relationships in order to better understand the interplay of 
individuals within and across complex social systems, as well as to analyze those systems in and of themselves, especially as this points 
towards management of populations in times of upheaval or disaster (Collier et all 2005, Jackson 2005), and the complex relationship 
between social and natural ecosystems, and the blurry line between them (Cronon 1995, Escobar 1996, Braun & Castree 2005).  
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as well as national narratives in media and national government` run in contrast to this sense of 

vulnerability, and center on notions of resilience and independence, which presents a paradox. 

Within the social sciences, as well as larger popular national media narratives, resiliency8 is a term 

used to describe the resolute character of the local population in the face of adversity (cf. Connor 

2006). I describe what this looks like in a community, and then go on to describe how this 

attitude/orientation towards a “tough it out” sense of self-sufficiency sets local populations up for 

the withdrawal of government support systems, either by design, or with the assumption that 

communities can fend for themselves. I note how local communities provide the grounds for 

withdrawal by promoting the self-perception of being strong and independent, and as positioning 

themselves as unwilling or disgruntled participants in governmental dependency culture.  

In this chapter, I argue that the cumulative effect of long-term social and environmental 

problems leads to structural vulnerability.  Race, class, gender, age, social position, and geographic 

location exacerbates vulnerability, and disparities between these groups are rendered even more 

starkly during times of crisis or disaster. I also argue that the regional identity of the community can 

lead residents to either reject or resent assistance to avoid perception of dependency, and that a 

sense of resilience can be self-applied (by community members) or applied by outsiders (to 

communities) with intent to emphasize strength of character, but complicated by possible 

justification of withdrawal of services (as a resilient community may not need the assistance). I 

expand to consider how regional groups (NGOs, religious/charity services) have stepped up to take 

on roles associated with centralized government bureaucracy, which is further seen as demonstrative 

of community resilience and capacity to work together. I also argue that while these organizations 

serve a critical function in assisting the community and covering gaps in private insurance and 

                                                
8 Cf. Resiliency literature in ecology (Holling 1973,  Holling 1996, Gunderson 2000, Plummer and Armitage 2007) 
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government assistance, that these patterns of support may not be sustainable given the funding 

cycles attached to disaster designations, and that this further complicates the notion of resilience.  

I draw on the literature of structural vulnerability and the social determinants of health, as 

well as work on resiliency (including ecological applications of this concept), but also 

sociological/anthropological takes on the concept to engage in a critical exploration to ask: how does 

identifying a community as ‘resilient’ affect perceptions of that community? What are the implications for using this 

term? Who benefits? I also look to literature on social networks and social capital to ask: does a strong 

sense of community (which is tied to resiliency) reduce perceived need to prepare – or how real a threat may be? I also 

turn to literature on social movements and the sustainability of action to ask: what catalyzes a response 

and what limits (long term) sustainability and ongoing action? What facilitates longevity?9 

 In chapter 5, Anthropology of Actuarial Science: Systemic Risk, Governmentality, 

Responsibility, I turn to the social and institutional systems that provide a support network in 

times of crisis, and that manage/monetize risk. I consider how this system has evolved towards a 

more individualized model of risk commonly associated with neoliberalism, but in general with a 

privatized/monetized system of risk mitigation/monetization (e.g. private insurance as compared to 

subsidized social safety nets). I argue that this contemporary form of risk monetization differs from 

the earlier communal forms of social insurance, in that it does less to provide for a universal safety 

net, and may be driving notable demographic changes in the region as uncertainty tied to an 

expanding environment of risk is linked to environmental change. This opens a larger argument 

regarding the role of insurance and the safety net, as cost-effectiveness standards are invoked to 

justify (or deny) the continued subsidized insurance model, reflecting a larger argument as to the role 

                                                
9 My analytical orientation in this chapter is informed by attempts to understand health in terms of social factors that specifically and 
negatively affect health (cf. Structural vulnerability: Quesada et al 2011, Quesada 2012; structural violence: Farmer et al 2004), which 
expands on existing literature on the social determinants of health – or the social factors that affect health (cf. Marmot 2005).  This 
leads to a logical next step to consider the protective factors that improve these outcomes, or the resilience of these populations (see 
above for background on resilience), as well as how resilience can be understood – and in my case, I look to social capital and social 
networks to better understand these protective factors (cf. Network Social Capital: Lin 1999, Burt 2000). 
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of government in terms of providing these sorts of safety nets, and the degree to which the larger 

population is expected to subsidize “high risk” activities. I argue that discussions of this changing 

sense of the safety net and private vs. social insurance cannot ignore the political ecological context 

of the region, or the environment upon which many of these communities were built, especially 

given the significant environmental changes associated with said political ecology10.  

In the chapter, I focus on social insurance and risk to consider how risk is managed at a 

population/actuarial level, and how it is monetized by insurance to ask: What are the implications for this 

monetization? How does this tie into previous frameworks of social insurance? I also argue that this represents a 

further shift in responsibility from government/social to individual/household, which has a 

profound effect in the way risk is managed, and recovery is instituted; and which is further 

complicated by changes to planning and zoning calculations/designations. This leads me to ask: what 

is the role of insurance in cases where it requires substantial investment to maintain the status quo? Does cost 

effectiveness undermine community? Is there a threshold? How is this determined? I further shift the argument to 

detail how a shifting environmental context is changing the underlying logic embraced by established 

communities to question: how do changing risk/zoning calculations affect communities? How are cost structures 

altered?  Are these costs subsidized? Does this drive relocation – voluntary or otherwise? What is the role of 

government? And why should people stay? (and want to stay?). I draw upon previous research on the history 

of social insurance, and theories of governmentality, and neoliberalism, to trace the shifting regimes 

of governance involved with the politics of responsibility for hurricane preparedness and personal 

responsibility for individual management of risk.11 

                                                
10 Many communities were established in regions well protected from storms and surge, yet environmental changes associated with 
industry have led to increased risk. Places that were reasonably understood as protected or safe 50 years ago are in marginal to high-
risk zones now. 
11 In this chapter I fold in theories of risk and technology (cf. Risk society: Beck 1992), risk and the environment (Lash et al 1996), 
and social insurance (Ewald 1991) – to expand on the idea of how populations are governed but to turn to the policy and actuarial 
changes that pose serious threats to coastal communities.  This chapter reconsiders the role of risk, as well as what individuals and 
communities are expected to do with this information – a further shift towards personal (or community) responsibility further erodes 
the social safety net while holding people ever more responsible for the social/environmental conditions that surround them. 
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In chapter 6, Synthesis/Conclusion/Epilogue, I summarize and tie together key themes 

from the previous chapters and look toward future work and directions for additional inquiry. 

Chapter 2 presents the social/cultural/historical/demographic context for the region, and allows us 

to better understand the foundations upon which the experience of hurricanes and disaster are 

emplaced.  This context includes the notion of risk, political ecology, and the technologies used to 

make sense of these social/technical/industrial/community risk-scapes, especially the resultant built 

environment that buffers against physical risks (even while other social risks persist). Chapter 3 

further narrows focus on risk to emphasize the chronic risks embedded within the landscape, even 

as acute events are layered on; while managing these risks (emergency preparedness officially, 

community/family plans unofficially) balances tension between past experience (social memory) and 

predictive technologies (future/STS). Chapter 4 considers the effects of these accumulated risks 

(and the stress of managing them), using interrogations of structural vulnerability and sustainability 

as useful terms that help describe the character of the region, as well as how these terms can cause 

their own suite of problems. Chapter 5 turns to another metric of measurement, using insurance 

trends/patterns to talk about the changing scope of the social safety net, in an increasingly 

individualist/neoliberal orientation. In chapter 6 I will address other key recent events in the region, 

and in particular the deepwater horizon oil spill and how this layers onto the gulf coast context in 

ways that are both distinct from the way hurricanes work, but are clearly a related phenomenon with 

considerable overlap.  

 

FIELDWORK, DATA, AND METHODS 

I conducted ethnographic fieldwork in SE Texas and S Louisiana between 2007 and 2010.  I 

conducted scoping research in summer 2007, worked on Bureau of Applied Research in 

Anthropology (BARA) sponsored research projects on the US gulf oil and gas industry in 2008, and 
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spent most of 2009 conducting ethnographic fieldwork specific to my dissertation research.  I 

returned to the gulf in 2010 as part of rapid response to the Deepwater horizon oil spill disaster, but 

the bulk of my data collection occurred in 2008-2009.  All in all, I spent approximately 9 months 

(cumulatively) in each field site between 2007 and 2010, where I interviewed a wide variety of 

community members and local officials, attended countless public meetings, spent time in the 

homes of key participants who shared extensive histories and perspectives with me, and engaged 

with local members of various political and municipal agencies in conversations and discussion 

about emergency management and preparedness (Figure 1.1). 

A brief note on the methods and rationale behind my choice of multiple field sites. My intent was to use 

the differences between the community networks in Texas and Louisiana in a comparative study of 

the differential experience of recent hurricanes and disaster, centered on the 2005 storm season and 

using Katrina in Louisiana, and Rita in Texas as my focal points for the data collection and analyses. 

Given the contrasting and complementary aspects of the history and experience of these two 

communities (see next chapter for details), I felt they would serve as a natural laboratory to explore 

the differences between social networks and institutions, preparedness and response strategies and 

capacities, and the history and social memory attached to these variable storm histories. It became 

readily apparent that the situation was far more complex than a simple community comparison 

would allow for, and the 2008 hurricane season (Gustav in Louisiana and Ike in Texas) further 

complicated this comparison, and highlighted the ubiquity of hurricane threats to the coast, as well 

as the blurred lines between specific storms.  Given this complexity and blurring boundaries 

(spatially across the gulf, and temporally across the storm seasons) I found it more useful to treat 

case studies from my field sites as exemplars of larger patterns that allowed me to explore specific 

theoretical, methodological, and practical issues in greater detail.  
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There are interesting comparisons and contrasts to be made between communities, and I will 

point to these as they are relevant.  In most cases, I include data, observations, and analysis from 

both communities, and I make note of the relevant scale (spatial or temporal) for any arguments or 

generalizations I make from my data. In other cases, I include data and observations that are tied to 

a specific community to illustrate issues salient to the community under discussion12.  The inclusion 

of a range of case studies at different scales illustrates the complexity of the gulf coast region, and 

hints at some meaningful differences in social and vocational networks (chapter 2: political ecology), 

the planning that goes into anticipating and planning for possible threats (chapter 3: preparedness 

and disaster management) the experience of environment and place and the sense of risk, 

vulnerability and resilience in this place (chapter 4: resilience and vulnerability), and the relationship 

to government and social insurance (chapter 5: actuarial risk, governance, and responsibility). In the 

following section, I lay out which communities are included, and the type of fieldwork materials and 

ethnographic data that I gathered and analyzed.  

In chapter 2, my fieldwork materials include long-term participant observation and 

ethnographic data collection (interviews, archives, news materials, etc.) that started during my work 

on previously mentioned BARA projects13.  These projects focused on shipbuilding, fabrication, and 

oil and gas related analyses, but extended into my dissertation research as the topic of hurricanes was 

a prominent discussion point for many interviewees.  My dissertation fieldwork included interviews 

with residents about environmental changes, economic and industrial systems/options, and the 

relationship between human/vocational systems and ‘natural’ world. I also gathered archival 

documents, including news clippings, maps and photos of the changing landscape, and notes and 

observations about the scale and extent of industrial activity and environmental intervention. During 
                                                
12  I make note of whether this is due to a lack of sufficient data to facilitate a comparison, or whether the case study presents an 
example that is specific to the locale. 
13 The BARA projects were collaborative with community members, and utilized team based ethnography, so it should be noted that I 
benefitted significantly from the perspectives of multiple researchers and research participants who worked on those projects with me, 
gave me advice and guidance, and suggestions about possible avenues for my subsequent research. 
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prior projects as well as my dissertation research, I gathered historical/newspaper/online materials 

about environmental changes, as well as of changing industrial/vocational systems. I also returned to 

conduct ongoing key informant interviews/conversations with a select few research participants 

with whom I had cultivated a close relationship, to further discuss trends and patterns I had 

observed, and to draw out their own complicated perspective on these issues. 

 Both field sites provided an example of the prominent position the regional oil and gas 

industry occupies within the local economic system and larger regional political ecology.  In both 

cases, there is considerable investment in economic infrastructure linked to the oil and gas industry, 

albeit at different points in the extraction and processing chain (see next chapter (2) for more 

detailed information). The area is subject to similar risks associated with coastal erosion and wetland 

fragmentation as well, although the problem is far more severe in terms of scope and scale in S 

Louisiana. My southern Louisiana field site, while covering a fairly large population, has a lower 

population density and at times is nearly rural, while my Texas field site was primarily urban, with a 

much higher population density (see chapter 2 for details). Finally the investment in infrastructure to 

mitigate hurricane effects and flooding is relevant in both communities, although again, the longer 

term problem of landscape change and coastal land loss in S Louisiana means this issue has been 

more prominent, and for longer in that community, and the plans for dealing with these risks are 

different in a lower density rural/suburban area of S Louisiana than in the higher density urban area 

of SE Texas.  

In chapter 3, my fieldwork materials consist of interviews with emergency management 

officials about population management during hurricanes and disasters, challenges and changes to 

these plans (post Katrina), and general issues related to preparedness planning in light of 

demographic shifts. I also draw heavily on online and print materials detailing emergency 

management and disaster plans, as these represent the avenue by which official word and policy are 
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transmitted to the larger public, and include maps of evacuation routes, preparedness guides, and 

radio call in programs hosted by emergency/preparedness planning experts offering their assessment 

of the coming season. I also conducted interviews with community members about their experience 

with storms, including a focus on history and memory, as well as recent experience with evacuation, 

emergency preparedness and response, and their return to the community post disaster (if they even 

left). I also familiarized myself with the science and technology of hurricane prediction science, 

including the way this information is distributed to the public (generally in the form of seasonal as 

well as hurricane specific threat assessment). These detailed the general trajectory for the season 

itself, as well as the specific predicted paths and predicted/measured intensities of hurricanes (after 

they formed and were moving through the gulf). 

Each field site provided a unique context for these emergency preparedness strategies. SE 

Texas was an organized system of emergency management with comprehensive command structure 

and organization across county lines (organized at a state level), with considerable communication 

between emergency management personnel and political officials to deal with possible crises.  Much 

of this improved organization emerged from the observed problems of Hurricane Katrina (both 

from afar, and as evacuees from New Orleans complicated the response and recovery efforts of Rita 

three weeks later). S Louisiana saw more frequent hurricanes in recent history that facilitated 

improved community expertise, but presented a more rural and diffuse community structure, and 

with less obvious command structure that came from the state level down. Both present examples of 

the interface with the federal agencies associated with disaster response and recovery (FEMA, etc.), 

and both highlight new and unique challenges/opportunities linked to recent technological 

developments (online communication, twitter, etc.) and demographic patterns in the region, as well 

as the importance of local industry. Each community provides a distinct case study set in a different 
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sociopolitical and environmental context, and I detail what is unique to each community, as well as 

the patterns that are relevant across the region. 

In chapter 4 my fieldwork materials included interviews with community members, NGO 

personnel, volunteers and municipal workers for local religious/social services provision, and local 

political/municipal officials.  I also gathered data on federal response to hurricanes/disaster, 

focusing on resources that come in post-hurricane – in terms of amount, the timeframe, as well as 

stories from interviews about the limitations of these funding cycles. I also made numerous 

observations and gathered materials on activities of NGOs and other organizations, public meetings, 

profiles of people in the organizations, as well as case studies of people who have benefitted 

from/worked with the organizations, and the outcome this produced for them. 

There is considerable variation between the two field sites.  Both had local NGOs that were 

created in response to Katrina/Rita in 2005 or shortly thereafter, many with overlapping and or 

complementary goals, although sometimes in competition over funding resources. There were 

others (particularly in S Louisiana) that had been in operation for much longer (Hurricane Andrew 

in 1994 was a catalyst for group formation). These groups often worked in tandem with established 

social service organizations (longstanding service charities, municipal or county/state organizations), 

all with a similar purpose, but with different organizations, funding opportunities, and stakeholders. 

The variability between my field sites makes direct comparisons difficult, but a careful consideration 

of the local social and environmental contexts, the political ecology of the region, the history of 

storms, and the groups that worked to respond to them, can illustrate the implications of structural 

vulnerability and the paradox of resilience. 

In chapter 5, my fieldwork materials include interviews with residents regarding their 

experience with insurance (policy, claims, costs, trends) and with an insurance adjuster who works 

on hurricane claims in the gulf coast region. I also interviewed planning and zoning officials, levee 
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district supervisors, and other key informants about the role of zoning changes, how they affect 

community, costs, etc., and gathered reams of historical information regarding changing insurance 

patterns, flood zone maps, insurance designations maps. I also attended or gathered news stories 

about public meetings related to insurance and zoning changes, and obtained a number of print and 

digital materials from parish/county/levee-district officials related to ongoing plans to alter/manage 

the landscape through levee protection (and exclusion). 

In S Louisiana, much of the region is suburban or rural and is protected mainly by 

community levees (if at all), and this field site provided far richer and more detailed data related to 

the ongoing experience at a household level.  Many residents had stories related to landscape 

changes, threats to their homes, insurance policy and zoning changes, and the difficulty of navigating 

these complex waters. My SE Texas field site, by way of contrast, was mostly under the protection 

of municipal levees (or no protection at all), and while individuals had stories about their own 

experiences, they were framed through the experience of the larger urban community dealing with a 

different set of challenges. There is little in the way of comparative analysis, but these case studies 

present different views of the same fundamental issue, namely the politics of responsibility, and the 

question as to who exactly is to be held responsible in the event of a crisis, and how systems of 

insurance are to be implemented, and the degree to which subsidized and socialized risk is embraced 

(if it is tolerated at all, given the regional political antipathy towards orientations that veer communal 

rather than individualist). 

In chapter 6, I return to themes I introduced in the previous analytical chapters, and expand 

into the most recent fieldwork to discuss ongoing work on the Deepwater Horizon Oil Disaster.  

This is the most recent but certainly not the last large scale disaster to hit the gulf coast, and given 

the further linkage that it provides to a political ecological perspective on the gulf coast, it serves as a 
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convenient bookend for my analysis, and points to future questions for subsequent research, either 

on the topic of risk and the environment more broadly, or within the gulf coast more specifically. 
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Southeastern Texas Southern Louisiana 

Approximate Total Interviews 35 60 
Men 23 31 
Women 12 29 
Emergency Preparedness/Municipal Officials 7 6 
NGO & Social Services 7 5 
Elderly Residents 9 15 
Previous Research: Shipbuilding & Fabrication ~50 ~60 

Figure 1.1: Community/Thematic Cluster Interview Breakdown 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE EVERYDAY LIFE OF RISK - POLITICAL ECOLOGY ON THE GULF COAST 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: U.S. GULF COAST 

The U.S. gulf coast stretches for approximately 1,630 miles from its southernmost point on the 

US/Mexico border in Texas, to the southern tip of Florida (Figure 2.1).  There are a wide range of 

social and environmental systems along this arcing coastal landscape, including highly developed 

vacation and tourist resort communities, sprawling urban/suburban metropolitan zones; and large 

and relatively undeveloped ‘natural’ spaces, many of which are part of state and federally protected 

wildlife areas.  There is also considerable sociocultural diversity tied to complex and overlapping 

histories of numerous ethnic and social groups (including those of African American and Afro-

Caribbean, Cajun, Chinese, European, French, Indian, Mexican, Native American, and Vietnamese 

heritage), as waves of new arrivals joined established groups during times of immigration and 

settlement. 

The region is notable for its long history with resource extraction industries, including 

timber, agriculture, seafood, and most recently, oil and gas14.  In Louisiana and parts of Texas, the 

expansion of these industries drove economic growth and demographic change, especially as 

increased demand for a stable workforce in emergent and developing industries brought about 

                                                
14 A number of different companies are linked to the oil and gas industry all along the supply chain, from exploration (both near shore 
and deepwater), extraction (including water and land based operations) and production processes (including transport, processing, and 
refining) – not to mention the support sectors (and their employees) that thrive on their connection to oil and gas (seismic and 
engineering, transportation, fabrication, ship building and repair, etc.) 
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population growth and community development15, while simultaneously having a pronounced effect 

on the local physical environment.  Overall, oil and gas is not the only driver of economic growth in 

the gulf, and in many places it is not even the most prominent16, but Southeastern Texas and 

Southern Louisiana have made significant commitments to oil and gas related activity as an 

economic mainstay of the region17, and these sub-regions bear the mark of social, economic, and 

environmental impacts (both good and bad) of the oil and gas industry.   

Hurricane season is a recurring threat for gulf residents. - Everyone is subject to the threat of 

tropical storms and their aftermath, and every year, hurricanes loom on the horizon, both literally 

and figuratively.  Hurricanes form, develop, and fade, with a path and intensity that is contingent on 

meteorological factors as they interact with the physical geography of both land and sea.  The 

broader impacts (social and physical) of storms are generally correlated with the severity of the 

storm – bigger storms lead to more damage and disruption, these effects are more widespread, etc.  

But these impacts are also tied to the local history and context of the community – the unique social 

and environmental conditions that shape experiences and outcomes – and the experience of hurricanes is 

contingent on interactions within these nested social, economic, environmental, and historical 

contexts.  In the unlucky event of a severe storm layering onto pre-existing social inequality, 

environmental degradation, or failures of government, the consequences can be catastrophic18.  In 

SE Texas and Southern Louisiana, the social and economic context associated with the development 

of the oil and gas industry has clear relationships with the patterns and impacts of hurricanes and 

coastal flooding. 

                                                
15 There is a long history of this economic expansion, beginning with agriculture (e.g. Sugarcane) and timber (cypress extraction), 
continuing into hunting, trapping and seafood, and culminating in the current state of oilfield work (cf. Mcmahan et al 2012a, 
mcmahan et al 2012b, and Campbell et al 2012 for more details) 
16 The eastern gulf of Mexico has generally been restricted to offshore oil and gas exploration and development, leaving many of those 
communities to focus on other industries (seafood, sport fishing, tourism, etc.). 
17 This relationship is not simply positive or negative, and I expand on this nuance in subsequent chapters 
18 This was evident when hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans in 2005, where it caused widespread social disruptions and loss of life 
resulting from infrastructural failings and social breakdowns that were tied to longstanding issues of social inequality and 
infrastructural decay  (Tierney 2006).   
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In order to focus on these experiences and relationships, I narrowed the scope of my 

analysis to focus on two areas – a clustered network of communities in SE Texas, and a clustered 

network of communities in S Louisiana19, both of which were familiar to me based on prior 

ethnographic research and analysis (McMahan et al 2012a and 2012b).  Both sites were affected by 

hurricanes in 2005 (Katrina and Rita), as well as in 2008 (Gustav and Ike), and like most gulf coast 

communities have a long and complex history with hurricanes that extends further back than the 

immediate past. They both also have prominent links to oil and gas industry related economic 

activity, which has shaped the history of each community, the look and feel of the municipal 

infrastructure, and the industries that provide economic opportunities.  Each community networks 

provides a case study to trace the experience of hurricanes as they intersect with the underlying 

social, economic, and environmental contexts.  They also provide an opportunity to trace how 

accumulated risks (hurricanes and disaster, economic volatility and social inequality, etc.) have 

cumulative effects on social networks and environmental systems, and how these accumulating risks 

are mitigated through technological intervention and governmental policy, and monetized via private 

insurance. 

These communities are illustrative of the regional political ecology of US Gulf Coast 

communities that are tied to oil and gas activities.  In this chapter, I describe the social, economic, 

and environmental contexts, focusing on this synergistic relationship between industry, economy, 

community and environment, as well as the social risks associated with volatility in this economic 

system.  I detail the recent history with hurricanes for each field site, and explore the risks20 that 

                                                
19 I refer here to a “clustered network” to emphasize the interconnectedness of each field site area and to emphasize the messy 
incoherence that can result from attempts to bind these community networks into a more traditional bounded field site.  This logic is 
based partly on pragmatic necessity, and partly on prior knowledge that came out of my participation in long-running regional 
research projects conducted with colleagues in the Bureau of Applied Anthropology (BARA) at the university of Arizona. 
20 These risks (social, environmental, meteorological, existential) are further entangled within the regional political ecology, given 
economic volatility in regional industry (primarily oil and gas related), and the changing physical/social landscape associated with 
landscape modifications and technological interventions linked with industry, economic and residential development, and hurricane 
mitigation and recovery. 
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emerge at the intersection between natural and social systems.  I examine the built environment21 as 

a product of the complex relationship between industry, vocational options, community social 

institutions, municipal and governmental strategies to mitigate risk, and environmental change.  I 

draw on theories of natural vs. social systems, political ecology and the relationship between 

economy, environment, and social structures to ask: how are social and economic systems linked to the 

environment, and what role do hurricanes play interacting with these systems, or layering onto the contexts produced by 

these systems?  I close with a discussion of the volatility of the industry, the environmental 

modifications associated with life on the US gulf coast, and the temporality of a storm season, to 

discuss how social, economic, and environmental factors converge with overlapping spatiotemporal 

cycles in an ‘everyday life of risk’ that characterizes life on the gulf coast.   These accumulating risks 

increase the kinetic potential for catastrophe if, and more likely when, there is crisis or failure of the 

system, and affects emergency preparedness and community response (cf. chapter 3), resilience and 

vulnerability (cf. chapter 4), and community and governmental strategies to mitigate these risk (cf. 

chapter 5). 

 

FIELD SITE NETWORKS 

I conducted long term ethnographic data collection in two regions of the US gulf coast, 

Southeastern Texas and Southern Louisiana (Figure 2.2).  Bounded geographic denotations elide 

social, historical, and environmental particulars, as well as the network connections that permeate a 

given community, so I approached my primary field sites as field site networks22.  I focus on networks 

                                                
21 The built environment refers to the use of technology or planning to alter or develop the local landscape, often to transcend limits 
of the “natural’ environment.  It is tied to landscape architecture, theories of risk and environment, the intersection between natural 
and social landscapes, and public health, and emphasizes the human actions and interventions embedded in the local landscape.  This 
concept also helps to blur the lines between a false division between natural and social systems, as human patterns of industry, 
development, and settlement are embedded within natural systems (Daily 1997, Jackson 2003, Leyden 2003) 
22 I generally refer to my two primary field sites as Southeastern Texas and Southern Louisiana (shortened to S Texas and SE 
Louisiana), and unless otherwise specified, my analysis and commentary refers to the field site as a whole.  When applicable, I drill 
down to more locally salient points regarding sub-regions within these complex social and environmental landscapes. 
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between residents and social institutions, as well as the larger institutional networks between social 

institutions, NGOs, state governments, and the federal bureaucracy.  My goal was to capture the 

details of life within each locale as well as to describe the relationship to and between key 

institutions that shape the everyday life of risk on the gulf coast. 

In my field site networks, there are two main forces that shape the social and environmental 

context regarding environment, risk, hurricanes and disaster.  The first is the oil industry, which is a 

major component of the local and regional economy of S Louisiana and SE Texas, and which has a 

long history of environmental modification associated with industrial expansion and economic 

development (cf. Austin et al 2004, Austin 2006, Theriot 2011).  The second is the broader strategy 

of technological intervention into environmental systems that is predicated on a sense of mastery or 

control over nature, often associated with the bureaucratic management of environmental systems 

for navigation, profit, economic development, or agriculture (cf. Porter 1996).  In the following 

sections, I detail the social, economic, and environmental profiles of my field site networks, before 

moving on to the technological interventions and environmental modifications associated with the 

built environment of the US Gulf Coast. 

 

FIELD SITE NETWORKS: SOUTHERN LOUISIANA (SOLA) 

My southern Louisiana field site network consisted of a string of communities in St Mary Parish and 

Terrebonne parish, with a majority of my contacts located in the primary hubs of Morgan City, LA 

and the area surrounding Houma, LA (Figure 2.3).  The landscape is diverse, ranging from the highly 

exposed bayou communities at the southernmost points of Terrebonne Parish (Figure 2.4); to 

Houma, which sits further inland, but is still subject to higher risk of flood; to Morgan City, which 

sits nearly 20 miles inland from the coast behind a 22 foot seawall (Figure 2.5), providing this 

community with a larger buffer against the effects of hurricane storm surge.  This is complicated by 
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variable patterns of coastal erosion, as the Terrebonne region (e.g. Houma) has suffered some of the 

worst effects of coastal land loss and wetland degradation, while the Atchafalaya river basin (e.g. 

Morgan City area) is one of the only drainage systems in the region that is actually building rather 

than losing land. The lower bayou communities have a complex system of federal, state and 

parish/community levees that provide varying levels of protection, although recent work on the 

Morganza to the gulf levee system is attempting to bring a more standardized approach to coastal 

levee protection (USACE 2013). 

Houma and Morgan City are relatively concentrated ‘urban’ areas, but the rest of the region 

is better characterized as low-density residential development, most of which is found along the 

lower bayous (Figure 2.6).  This is primarily a function of geology/hydrology, as the river flooding 

on the bayous creates high ground along the banks of the rivers, when sediment is deposited.  This 

high ground served as the ideal location for building homes and communities, and most 

exurban/rural communities (and roads) are located along these waterways.  The result is a few 

consolidated urban areas, with a lot of low-density development along the bayous.  In the following 

section, I lay out community specific details for the two hubs where I conducted a majority of my 

research, before moving on to generalized observations regarding S Louisiana. 

Southern Louisiana Community Demographics & Economy23 

Morgan City, LA: Morgan City has a population of approximately 13,000 people, although 

regional population estimates are closer to 25,000 people when you include the contiguous 

communities of Amelia, Berwick, and Bayou Vista (Figure 2.7).  Morgan City is a small but well-

connected community, with a historic downtown that would not be out of place in some of the 

historic neighborhoods in New Orleans (Figure 2.8a-2.8b).  The area has been involved in the 

resource extraction industries for over a century, with timber, sugarcane, and seafood all playing 

                                                
23 I have worked on and off in Southern Louisiana since 2007 on various projects associated with the oil and gas industry, social 
impact assessments of policy changes, and links to environmental and social issues centered on demographic and vocational trends.   
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major roles in development of the community during the 19th and 20th centuries (McMahan et al).  

Charles Morgan (the namesake of the town who made his fortune in rail and shipping transport), 

thought Morgan City could rival or even replace the port of New Orleans as the central shipping 

hub for the region, and dredged the Atchafalaya bay to facilitate shipping transport in the region. 

Morgan City is also generally regarded as the birthplace of the US offshore oil and gas 

industry (Austin et al 2004), and the first mobile offshore drilling unit (MODU) is stationed there as 

a museum and training center24.  Morgan City moved into oil and gas related activities very early on 

in the history of the oil and gas industry, and a number of companies were formed in Morgan City 

as pioneers in the oil and gas industry (cf. McMahan et al 2012b for an extended treatment of the 

regional history).  Locals had expertise in skilled trades, and experience on the water and were 

familiar with the landscape, so they were well positioned to excel in the O&G industry (Falgoux 

2008).  The area has a rich history of local development and expansion of drilling and exploration 

technologies associated with the movement into deeper and deeper waters for oil extraction, and a 

number of shipbuilding and fabrication companies make their home in Morgan City (or the nearby 

industrial annex of Amelia, LA).   

Flexible scheduling and high demand for experienced labor also meant that locals could 

cycle in and out of the industry as they saw fit, making this work an attractive (and flexible) option25.  

Wage spikes and increased demand for labor in the offshore industry can pull people out of seafood 

extraction work temporarily, when the money is simply too much to pass up, and when oilfield work 

dries up, they have alternatives until the oilfield work picks back up.  The up and down nature of the 

industry also kept Morgan City dynamic, although some might say chaotic, as the demand for labor 

and the promise of oilfield paychecks drew a lot of people to Morgan City for work, and the town 

had (and probably earned) a reputation for being a rough place to be during the chaos of oilfield 

                                                
24 http://www.rigmuseum.com/ 
25 This ends up being a common theme in the gulf coast oil and gas industry 
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expansion and growth in the 1970s and 80s.  Many people were attracted to the possible fortunes of 

oilfield work, where one could make good money, and remain under the radar of whatever authority 

or oversight you hoped to avoid26. Community identity is tied to the importance of the industrial and 

resource extraction history of the region, and is perhaps best exemplified by the importance of the 

Shrimp and Petroleum Festival, which takes place every year around Labor Day weekend, when 

Morgan City embraces its roots in a celebration of the two primary industries that put them on the 

map (Figure 2.9)27. 

Houma, LA: Houma has a population of approximately 34,000, with a number of other 

small communities connected to, or near the metropolitan area.  The regional metropolitan statistical 

area (MSA) has a population of closer to 200,000 people, but this includes both Terrebonne and 

Lafourche parish, some of whom live many miles down the bayou and likely do not consider 

Houma to be part of their local neighborhood (Figure 2.10).  Houma takes its name from the local 

Native American tribe, members of which can be found within and around Houma.  A long history 

of forced assimilation has blurred the spatial and ethnic lines between indigenous residents and more 

recent migrants who made their way to the region as part of mid/late 20th century oil booms.  

Houma has seen considerable population and spatial growth in the past decade or so, much of 

which can be attributed to growth and development of offshore related activities in and around 

Houma, as well as an expansion of regional medical facilities and retail sectors, with a number of 

large big box stores arriving in the community in the last decade28.  This growth and expansion 

                                                
26 There are stories of people using offshore work to avoid family, incarceration, or the mob.  Many seem apocryphal or mythic, but 
reflect on the chaos of the rapid expansion, the free wheeling nature of the industry, and the limited oversight required to enter into 
work during this time.  
27 Outsiders are frequently confused when they first hear of this festival. The most predictable response to the name of the festival is a 
question as to whether they dip the shrimp in the petroleum, but the combination comes in the economic legacy each provided to the 
community (and the implied synergy between them. These are modified forms of a harvest festival, in the case of Morgan City; both 
resources are consumption based, one gastronomical, and the other internally combustible. 
28 Although a pulse of growth is attributable to the influx of refugees from New Orleans who fled during and after Katrina, but never 
made it back to New Orleans 
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(especially with big box retail) has robbed Houma of some of its charm and character, even while 

making it a more viable and attractive option for people moving into the region for work. 

Houma also serves a major role in offshore oil and gas and oilfield related industries 

(fabrication, oilfield services, engineering, geophysical and survey, etc.).  It is a more recent entrant 

compared to Morgan City, but it occupies a more prominent place in the contemporary oilfield 

economy.  It also has a regional airport, and is close to both the LOOP (Louisiana Offshore Oil 

Port) facility and Port Fouchon (in Lafourche parish).  Many companies use Houma as a logistics 

hub for the offshore oil extraction and production facilities in the gulf.  The Houma Navigation 

Canal, built in 1961, provides convenient waterway access to the industrial sector located in and 

around the Port of Terrebonne, access that is considered crucial for participation in the modern 

deep-water oil and gas industry (cf. Lawton et al 2010, Campbell et al 2012), and has helped it 

supplant Morgan City in terms of some of its fabrication and shipbuilding business. 

Southern Louisiana Regional Economy 

The region has strong historical ties to the emergence and development of the oil and gas 

industry, and is reflected in widespread contemporary participation in this industry as a significant 

source of employment.  The region is home to a number of companies either directly involved in the 

offshore oil and gas industry, or in a sector that provides direct support to this industry, such as 

fabrication and shipbuilding, marine repair and refurbishment, labor services, tool rental, as well as 

retail, hospitality and support services for those working offshore, or those who have moved to the 

area in search of jobs in these support companies (cf. Higgins 2005, Austin et al 2006, Campbell et al 

2012, McMahan et al 2012b, for extended treatments of Southern Louisiana’s link to these industries 

and history with offshore development).  Given the volatility of the oil industry, there is also a long 

history of the boom and bust cycles that are inherent to the energy sector, and while many have 

made good money working in this industry, there is always the risk of getting caught overextended 
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during one of the inevitable declines29.  High demand for skilled and semi-skilled workers for 

offshore work facilitates a symbiotic relationship with the local seafood industry, as many can 

supplement their fishing income by working offshore (or vice versa).  

There are dozens of companies that operate in tandem with oilfield related operations but 

much of the activity in this economic sector is in upstream operations, namely exploration and 

extraction, as well as oilfield services, logistics, hauling and transport, etc.  The oil industry plays a 

key role in the economy, history, and identity of southern Louisiana, but it has a diffuse and diverse 

footprint.  There is overlap, but spread across a number of companies, even a number of different 

industrial sectors.  Put simply, for every regional powerhouse in the industry, such as Bollinger, 

McDermott, or Edison Chouest, there are dozens of smaller regional companies involved in oilfield 

related activities, who perform a range of tasks, or produce specialized equipment for industries 

both directly and indirectly related to the oil and gas industry.   

Poverty and social/income inequality are similarly diffuse, and a number of factors affect the 

trajectory of residents.  As with many parts of the U.S., ethnic minorities (including Native 

American, African American, Latino, and Vietnamese) and women have been slower to see the 

benefits of economic expansion, but poverty is not necessarily concentrated in a particular area or 

region in Southern Louisiana.  The larger urban areas (e.g. Houma, Morgan City, etc.) have a wide 

range of incomes and economic classes, as is typical in larger urban areas.  The outlying areas are 

similarly diverse, and while some areas have concentrations of the rural and working poor, as part of 

demographic transition and an influx of part-time residents (e.g. vacationers and vacation homes), 

there are pockets of incredible wealth in very close proximity to severely impoverished and 

underserved areas, with social inequality continuing to track along social and ethnic lines. 

                                                
29 Morgan City in particular is known as a boom and bust town with its fortunes linked to the offshore industry for the better part of 
the past half-century.  In more recent times, Morgan City is no longer the primary point of reference when talking about regional 
players in the offshore industry, as Port Fouchon, Houma, Lafayette, and even Houston have taken on considerable significance 
within this industry 
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 In the following section, I present four profiles that characterize ‘typical’ workers in the 

region, and while they do not capture all of the vocational diversity, they reflect some of the primary 

vocational sectors where many of my interviewees were found.  These are composites based on field 

notes across multiple years, but they capture some of the key aspects of the socioeconomic and 

vocational patterns that are present in Southern Louisiana. 

SOLA Ethnographic and Socioeconomic Profiles  

James is in his late 50s, and has lived and worked in the region since the late 1970s, when he 

moved to Southern Louisiana to take part in the oilfield work boom of the late 70s and early 80s.  

He did well for himself during the height of the boom in the early 1980s, working for a number of 

different oilfield related companies, sometimes plying his skilled trade (welding and machinist) on 

land, and other times, working for a series of “hitches” in offshore work (which are more lucrative, 

but also take you out in to the gulf for days or weeks at a time.  In more recent years, he started his 

own company in oilfield related work, where he specialized in marine fabrication that fed into larger 

oilfield production platform maintenance.  He has weathered the volatility of the industry so far, and 

has managed to keep his company in operation through a number of the economic cycles and 

downturns of the past few decades.  When work is booming, it is quite lucrative, and he manages to 

keep some of his employees through slower times through careful management and their loyalty to 

his consistency.  Despite the lucrative work, he is entirely dependent on his own financial 

management to plan for retirement, and a poorly timed downturn can threaten his economic 

stability.  James’ case is quite common, as there is a diverse set of needs within the oil and gas 

industry, and a number of workers in the industry have started smaller companies rather than 

continuing working for larger companies.  Of course, a number of these ventures fail, and James’ 

example is a bit of survivor bias, as many of those that started companies that subsequently failed 

either left the region, or were reabsorbed by larger companies who wanted their expertise back. 
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 Pam is in her mid-30s, and moved to the region with her husband 12 years ago when he 

took a job working offshore.  He spends a lot of his time offshore, and she works part time for a 

contracting company doing paperwork, HR, payroll, and recruiting.  Her work is stable, but there is 

a scramble to find enough workers for the company, especially those that possess the skills to step 

into the job without any on-site training.  She may not remain at the company for her career, but 

much of her decision making process is tied to her husband’s work, and if he decides to remain in 

offshore oil and gas related work, or to move to something more stable, and that would keep him 

around more, especially as their children grow older.  Pam’s case is typical of the gender divide in 

these communities.  Women have been slow to gain access to lucrative skilled onshore and offshore 

work due to social ideas about gender roles, vocational tracking by guidance counselors and 

employers, and outright discrimination, as well as social perspectives about career priority and the 

place of women in the home vs. the workplace (e.g. the woman is the secondary earner if she works 

at all, and the husband’s career is prioritized).  Many of the clerical and lower level administrative 

roles are filled by women in local companies (cf. pink collar workforce).  A few pioneering (and to 

be frank, brave) women found their way into offshore work (Austin 2006b), although this divide is 

less prominent than it once was.  Women will occasionally work in the skilled trades such as welding 

and fitting, despite significant cultural and social barriers to entry. 

 Bill is in his early-50s and works as a boat captain, and has worked on the water in some 

capacity his entire life.  He started out in junior high helping his uncle on their shrimp boat part 

time, and he dropped out of high school to work full time.  He owns his own boat now, and spends 

the two shrimp seasons in the mad scramble to make back the money he has invested in his 

operation (boat, permits, deckhands, repairs, etc.).  In the offseason (from seafood) he works as a 

boat captain for a regional transport company, hauling crew and supplies.  He is studying to upgrade 

his captains license, which would let him drive the much larger crew and supply boats out into 
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deeper gulf coast waters, providing him with better pay and more stability, since that work is year 

round (compared to fishing).  His wife is pushing him to upgrade the license, but he is hesitant, as it 

would probably mean the end of his fishing and shrimping days, at least as a primary occupation.  

Bill’s orientation is also quite typical, as many Louisiana residents grew up working in the seafood 

industry, and use oilfield related work to supplement these careers, especially as the viability of 

seafood related work has declined in recent years (declining stocks of fish/shrimp, declining prices, 

overfishing, competition, etc.).  But for many, identity is much more closely tied to fishing and 

shrimping, and this shift, while potentially more lucrative, represents a perceived loss of 

culture/identity for many long-term residents. 

 Luis is in his late-30s, working as a welder in a fabrication facility after moving to Louisiana 

from Texas.  His cousin had come over for work, and had let him know that the local company was 

hiring, and was paying better than the work they had been doing in Texas.  He moved to the region 

a few years ago, and sends money back to his family in Texas (and Mexico), and plans to move back 

there at some point in the future.  Luis’ citizenship status is not clear, he might be a Texas resident 

with family in Mexico.  He also might be one of the many Mexican nationals who are in the country 

on a H2-B visa (Austin 2009), who entered with H2-B documentation but overstayed the limit, or 

who entered without documentation for the purpose of work. Luis is a typical case of how the local 

industry has coped with the demand for skilled labor that has resulted from both increases in 

workload, and a declining workforce of skilled laborers in the region (and the US more broadly).  

Especially when labor is in high demand, the details of immigration paperwork and documentation 

are more flexible (unofficially), and while it is not clear what proportion of companies are using 

undocumented labor to supplement their workforce, it is a relatively widespread practice through 

both legal (H2-B) and extra-legal avenues (ibid.). 
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FIELD SITE NETWORKS: SOUTHEASTERN TEXAS (SETX) 

My SE Texas field site network included the region known as the Golden Triangle, which bridges 

between Orange and Jefferson Counties, and includes the three primary communities of Port 

Arthur, Beaumont, and Orange (Figure 2.11).  This region also includes the smaller communities of 

Bridge City, Groves, and Port Neches, which are integral parts of the larger metropolitan area.  The 

region is contained within the Beaumont/Port-Arthur Metropolitan area, which includes Jefferson, 

Hardin, and Orange counties.  The regional population was just under 400,000 residents in the 2010 

census, with Beaumont (~120,000), Port Arthur (~55,000), Orange (~18,000), as the three principle 

population centers in the metropolitan area, although the entire “golden triangle” (as it is known) 

consists of relatively continuous urban and residential areas interspersed with significant swaths of 

wetland and open water, as well as substantial oil refinery and petrochemical processing 

infrastructure (cf. zoning map).  The golden triangle is heavily tied to ‘midstream’ and ‘downstream’ 

oil operations30, and in particular the processing of petrochemicals for fuels, plastics and all the other 

ancillary goods that come out of petrochemical refining.  There are a number of large petrochemical 

refining companies in the region, along with a number of small companies that worked in service of 

the regional industry (tugs, barge transport and cleaning, petrochemical transport, etc.). 

The petrochemical refineries and industrial operations occupy a prominent place on the local 

physical and cultural landscape.  Driving around it is hard to miss the sight, sound, and frequently, 

the smell, of these large-scale operations (Figure 2.12-2.13).  The refineries and petrochemical plants 

are clustered in industrial locations throughout the Golden Triangle, and dominate the physical 

landscape. There are dozens of large ships that pass in and out of the local waterways, ferrying 

petroleum products between the processing/storage areas and much larger ships moored in deeper 

gulf water (Figure 2.14).  Occasionally, tugs will tow a drilling or production platform in from the 

                                                
30 Downstream typically refers to petroleum processing operations, while upstream refers to exploration and extraction.  Midstream is 
the process of transport and logistics that moves the product between the two. 
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gulf, to be repaired at one of the regional fabrication and repair facilities (Figure 2.15).  Residential 

communities are nestled up against large industrial facilities and chemical storage areas, which were 

not clustered in a specific industrial area, but were instead scattered throughout the urban and 

suburban context (Figure 2.16). 

SETX Demographics & Economy 

Port Arthur, TX (incl. Groves, Port Neches, etc.): Port Arthur was once a thriving hub 

of economic activity in the region linked to longstanding participation in emergent regional 

industries (agriculture, seafood extraction and processing, and shipbuilding and fabrication).  During 

the heyday, unionized steelworkers, pipefitters, electricians, and boilermakers found good work in 

industrial fabrication, facility construction and maintenance, and as employees of the regional 

petrochemical refining operations.  A combination of downturns in the industry (and in particular 

the oil bust of 1984), along with more generalized patterns of white flight (out of Port Arthur) and 

urban decay have left the city in a patchwork state.  There are efforts to maintain or even rejuvenate 

the city, but the scale of the downturn is such that the urban center has been reduced to a shell, with 

poverty and urban decay the outcome of years of (benign) neglect and withdrawal (Figure 2.17, 

Figure 2.18).  In the absence of significant reinvestment in the community, there is little hope for a 

drastic turnaround, but the industrial presence on the landscape renders the region unattractive to 

most given less industrialized alternatives.  Poverty and social/income inequality are concentrated in 

the working class, working poor, and impoverished residents that are disproportionately represented 

in the urban area, and are disproportionately affected by the endemic pollution associated with the 

regional industry. 

Orange, TX (include Bridge City): Orange TX was one of the primary destinations for 

migration out of Port Arthur, and as a more recently (economically) developed city, and its growth 

was more directly attributable to the expansion of large scale industrial petrochemical refining 
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operations, with major operations by DuPont, Firestone, and other companies lining “chemical 

row” just outside of the city limits.  Bridge City sits midway between Port Arthur and Orange, and is 

aptly named, serving as a commuter community linking the nearby Port Arthur and Orange.  In 

addition to petrochemical refining and ancillary work associated with oilfield and offshore servicing 

(fabrication, ship repair, etc.), the region has recently engaged in a re-envisioning of the community 

to emphasize its tourist appeal, and while the sight and smell of chemical row (Figure 2.19) may 

seem like a strange context to push tourism, in early 2013, they had some success in hosting an 

international sport fishing tournament, complete with ESPN coverage and some of the best hotel 

and restaurant months on record. 

Sabine Pass, TX: A small coastal community a few miles outside of Port Arthur’s industrial 

district, Sabine Pass was annexed in 1978 by Port Arthur.  Given the proximity to the gulf, and the 

ease of access to the gulf through the Sabine/Neches ship channel, Sabine Pass was more 

prominently featured in recent offshore related fabrication activities, housing large fabrication yards 

where drilling and production platforms/vessels were fabricated, repaired, and more recently, stored 

prior to salvage.  It is also subject to considerable risk of hurricanes, as they are outside of levee 

structures, and just a few miles off the coast, with very limited wetland protection between their 

community and the gulf. 

SETX Regional Economy 

SE Texas also has a long history related to the oil industry, but one initially focused on land 

based extraction in the early part of oil industry history (Beaumont, TX was the site of the first land 

based oil rig in 1901 – Figure 2.20), and a shift to petrochemical processing and refining in its most 

recent iteration.  There are offshore related jobs and related support industries such as fabrication, 

shipbuilding and labor services, but one of the most significant employment opportunities in the 

region is work associated with the petrochemical refineries and processing plants that dominate the 
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local vocational (as well as physical) landscape.  This work is also volatile given its ties to the energy 

sector, but so long as demand for fossil fuels remains at the levels we currently see, both national 

and globally, this remains a prominent source of employment regardless of the price of oil (cf. 

McMahan et al 2012a for extended treatment of regional history). 

SETX Ethnographic/Socioeconomic Profiles 

 Grady is in his mid-40s, and works as a machine operator and technical engineer for a local 

petrochemical processing plant.  His father moved to the region, and bounced around between the 

various shipyards and steel fabrication facilities in the golden triangle, working as welder, fitter, and 

in general labor.  Grady received some training and was able to find more stable work in the 

refineries. Refinery work is not only more stable, but generally pays better, and keeps him out of the 

harsh conditions often found in industrial fabrication and shipbuilding facilities.  He has grown 

weary of life in SE Texas, and wants to move to California or Texas, but is concerned about what he 

could do for work, and whether it would pay as well as the work in SE Texas does.  He is also 

concerned about the local environment (for his children) as he lives just down the road from one of 

the many industrial areas, as well as the sustainability of the industry31.  Grady’s work history is 

relatively common for the region – the jobs in the petrochemical processing facilities, jobs in 

construction and maintenance, and work in fabrication and ship repair provides relatively lucrative 

opportunities for those with the requisite skillset. 

 Paul is in his early 50s, and works as a union tradesmen in the golden triangle.  He has 

worked for the refineries and petrochemical processing plants during maintenance and upgrades, but 

the lack of union work in the area has led him to spend considerable amounts of time in New Jersey, 

California, and even Arizona, where there were union jobs available.  He is invested in working for 
                                                
31 His perspective is relatively unique in that he openly questions the logic of the way the environment has been modified and 
affected, and the possible consequences for human health, as well as dependence on fossil fuels.  This is SE Texas, and his political 
orientation is just as red as you might expect, but his experience living in this environment has shifted his perspective when it comes 
to these issues.  He is likely not alone in these viewpoints, and the anonymity of an outsider conducting an interview may have 
provided a context where he could speak more freely. 
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the union, as this is tied to his pension, but still considers SE Texas his home, so his family remains 

in Texas when he goes out on these extended jobs (sometimes for months at a time).  SE Texas used 

to be a union stronghold in the fabrication and shipbuilding yards, but a number of factors led to 

their decline, including the oil price crash of the early 80s, but also the general antagonism towards 

unions that has been cultivated in the past few decades.  Others that he worked with in the unions 

have integrated into the non-union workforce, trading the stability of locally available work for the 

benefits associated with union membership.  This dynamic is relatively typical for the region, as the 

size of the unionized workforce shrank, these workers did not necessarily leave or retire (although 

some did), but rather, the unions shrunk, but became more concentrated and fiercely pro-union, 

while the rest were absorbed into the local industry as non-union workers. 

 Miguel is in his mid-30s, and is working in a local fabrication yard without proper 

documentation, and is sending much of his money back to his family in Mexico.  He came in on an 

H2-B visa, although the legitimacy of this document is suspect, as the practices associated with this 

process are rife with potential for abuse.  He came in as part of the shift in the local demographics 

when there was limited labor supply to meet the demand of fabrication and repair that resulted from 

large scale damage to oil and gas infrastructure caused by hurricane Rita in 2005 (McMahan, 2009).  

He plans to return to Mexico at some point, but the work is lucrative and pays much more than if he 

were doing similar work in Mexico.  As is the case in Louisiana, international workers with varying 

degrees of documentation are a regular part of the local economy. 

 Ms. Burnley is in her early 40s and works for a small company that provides a range of 

services related to inland waterway transportation (barge repair, small scale ship repair, etc.), spot 

work in the fabrication business (for offshore and refinery work), and on-site offshore fabrication 

and logistics (as contractors for larger operations in the gulf).  She is from the local area, but moved 

into the community to take a job with her current company after working for about 10 years as a 
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receptionist/bookkeeper for a medical office.  She started school at the local 2-year college, but was 

hired at the medical office before completing her degree, and was recruited to come work for her 

current company with (kept) promises of better wages and more responsibility.  She is responsible 

for most of the company’s payroll and accounting, and assists with maintaining the files on current 

and former (and prospective employees).  The company sees a great deal of turnover due to their 

contract based work, as well as competition for workers who jump between jobs when they are 

promised small increases in wages.  She talks about hoping to go back to school to finish her degree, 

but she is not sure what that would accomplish, as she likes her job (for the most part), and does not 

want to move out of the area.   

 

POLITICS, ENVIRONMENT, MANAGEMENT 

In the previous sections, I described the relationship between my field site networks and the oil and 

gas industry.  In this section, I focus on the Mississippi River and Southern Louisiana and consider 

the impact of changes to the environment associated with industrial expansion and community 

development.  This example calls our attention to both land loss and wetland fragmentation and 

speaks to attempts at environmental mastery that leads to systemic failure. 

Accumulation and Sedimentation: Channelization and Fragmentation 

The Mississippi and Atchafalaya watersheds are intricately linked to the slow accumulation 

of sediment in a deltaic river system (cf. Coleman et al 1998 for details). Left in an unmodified state, 

these river systems gradually build land, the result of upstream erosion, suspended sediment, and 

deposition on the delta32. These systems are also chaotic and unpredictable, and left to their own 

devices, would be free to take the path of least resistance, regardless of where farms, cities or towns 
                                                
32 The resulting landscape is incredibly rich in terms of soil productivity, while at the same time subject to the threat of seasonal 
flooding.  Despite these seasonal risks, and owing to the incredible potential of the land, a number of different groups found this 
region home. These groups included Native Americans who first inhabited the region and more recently, European-American 
immigrants, including the Cajun peoples who were driven from Acadia in Nova Scotia and found their way to Southern Louisiana in 
the 1800s (Brasseaux 1989).   
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might be located.  The productivity of the river and the surrounding agricultural region, led to an 

expansion of population in the region33, and an increasing number of people were exposed to 

seasonal flooding.  Following the Mississippi River flood of 1927, which caused widespread damage 

and loss of life, a landmark shift in the way the local public and the broader governing agencies 

would interact with the ‘natural’ world was put into motion (Barry 2007).  This shift focused on a 

more aggressive outlook regarding control of the Mississippi River system specifically, but also 

reflected an emerging perspective as part of modern capitalism and economic development that 

sought to shape environments – to mitigate risk, to build safer communities, or to extract profit.   

The shift towards greater environmental control was also a turning point in the local history 

and context of Louisiana, as it led down a relatively irreversible path that embraced a sense of 

mastery and control over nature, in general, but relied on a very specific control strategy - namely 

the gradual (and eventually systematic) channelizing of the Mississippi River, as well as diverting it 

from its desired (change of) course - namely to “jump” and head down the Atchafalaya Basin 

(McPhee 1989). Alterations to the environment further changed the way that people viewed and 

perceived the ‘natural’ world, and the environment was no longer to be feared since it was under 

control, even harnessed for the greater good. In Southern Louisiana, these modifications assisted 

navigation, furthered the goals of local industry, and enabled additional human settlement. Not only 

was bureaucratic and scientific management of the natural world possible, it was operating on a scale 

that was previously inconceivable. 

"The industries were there because of the river. They had come for its navigational convenience and its 
fresh water. They would not, and could not, linger beside a tidal creek. For nature to take its course was 
simply unthinkable. The Sixth World War would do less damage to southern Louisiana. Nature, in 
this place, had become an enemy of the state."    John McPhee - Atchafalaya. 
 

                                                
33 These settlement patterns represent a gradual intensification of population density within the coastal region, often filling in spaces 
that were previously inhabited seasonally, and settling in patterns of subsistence agriculture, hunting, trapping, fishing, and generally 
self-sufficient living off of the rich lands of coastal Louisiana (cf. Tidwell 2006).  These in-migrations formed the foundation for 
development of the oil and gas industry as they provided a workforce with knowledge of the local landscape, a desire to work within a 
developing industry, and mastery over many of the requisite skills, such as skilled trades and navigation. 
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 Wholesale and systematic environmental change was fostered by industrial and residential 

development.  An industry that needed easy access to multiple drilling and extraction locations, as 

well as ease of transport changed the landscape through engineering and a swampy and flooded 

landscape once thought inhospitable for the building of cities and suburbs was transformed to 

permit building34.  Specific alterations to the landscape associated with oil and gas industries led to 

more general changes, including fragmentation and loss of wetlands, saltwater intrusions and 

associated wetland loss, and pollution and environmental degradation associated with an industry 

that had very limited regulatory oversight in its formative years35 (cf. Priest 2007).   

A number of interconnected factors contributing to environmental change over time have 

produced an environment of risk.  For example, wetland fragmentation from dredging negatively 

impacts wetland function, including the ability of wetlands to buffer against hurricanes and 

associated storm surges (cf. Hallowell 2010). This fragmentation diminished the capacity of the 

wetlands to withstand a storm surge.  The building of navigational canals in service/support of oil 

and gas industry concerns opened up (quite literally) the coastal landscape to clear points of 

intrusion. Not only was the landscape fragmented, but channels that were designed to provide easy 

(navigational) access to the gulf provided a path of least resistance for incoming storms (cf. MRGO 

in NOLA, and the Houma Navigational Canal in Terrebonne: Shaffer et al 2009).  When viewed in 

isolation, individual actions - the dredging of a canal, the opening of a new waterway, and the drilling 

of a new well - seem relatively minor. However, when taken as the cumulative effect on a landscape 

                                                
34 The changes associated with the environmental modification as part of economic and industrial development occurred within the 
realm of scientific authority and related to State agencies devoted to environmental management and specifically, US Government 
agencies like the Army Corps of Engineers or the US Bureau of Reclamation.  The role that industry, and in particular, the oil and gas 
industries (along with the associated navigation and oilfield service companies), is crucially important in understanding the transition 
in how the environment was perceived.  The actions that reflected this change included specific environmental degradation linked to 
exploration and development in search of oil; dredging and boat traffic associated with the navigational needs of the O&G industry; 
and landscape subsidence (Hallowell 2010).  
 
35 This extended into the 70s (and beyond, really) when clean air and water act regulations began to have some impact on what was 
permitted, although industry linked pollution remains a contentious issue, and environmental impacts are poorly documented and 
regulated 
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and looking at long-term consequences - the combination of these processes renders an entire built 

landscape degraded and vulnerable.  These changes have profound consequences when one 

considers the impacts of hurricanes, storm surges, and coastal flooding. 

 

ENVIRONMENTS OF RISK: HISTORY, HURRICANES AND DISASTER 

Hurricane season comes every year and the entire gulf coast is subject to the possibility of a direct 

hit or a regional disaster.  The destructive potential of hurricanes36 shapes perceptions of risk and 

patterns of behavior during storm season, and has tangible effects on the community when they 

make landfall.  This includes property damage, loss of life, and the disruption of social institutions, 

community networks, and government systems.  The experience of hurricanes is an important part 

of gulf coast life, and can act as a galvanizing force through the shared experience of collective 

trauma in a disaster/crisis, or the anticipatory potential of a storm season, even if no serious storms 

actually affect the community.  Nothing is certain, and possible consequences range from acute 

threats associated with a specific storm, to long-term chronic changes associated with further 

environmental degradation37.  Storm tracking and meteorological forecasting have improved (cf. 

chapter 3), but living with uncertainty and increased sense of vulnerability is unsettling, given recent 

past experience. This ever-present sense of risk constitutes a form of structural vulnerability that one 

copes with as a prominent part of living in the gulf coast region. 

Hurricane History 

 The entire gulf coast is subject to the seasonal threat of hurricanes (Figure 2.21), and most 

communities along the gulf coast have been affected by a storm in the past few decades. This 

experience is not uniform spatially or temporally, and my field sites provide an interesting case, as 

both were heavily hit during the 2005 storm season (Katrina in Louisiana, Rita in Texas), and again 

                                                
36 See Appendix 1 for details on hurricane/flooding damage potential. 
37 See chapter 3 for expanded details on this relationship between acute and chronic circumstances associated with hurricane season. 
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in 2008 (Gustav in Louisiana and Ike in Texas)38.  In the years (even decades) prior to 2005, there 

were considerably more hurricanes to hit the Louisiana area (Figure 2.22).  Louisiana is also generally 

considered to be more subject to the risks/threats of coastal flooding given their problems with 

coastal land loss and wetland degradation associated with decades of oil extraction operations. 

Differences in community experience provide a useful point of comparison. – S Louisiana 

and SE Texas were both affected by significant storms in recent memory (Katrina/Gustav in 

Louisiana and Rita/Ike in Texas, in 2005/2008 respectively), but have different histories and 

relationships with patterns of past storm events.  These histories have an impact on perceptions of 

risk and preparedness planning in the immediate term, as well as extending back to policy decisions 

regarding planning, zoning, or infrastructure investments.  In my Texas site, there is little history of 

severe storms prior to 2005 (going back to the early 1960s), while in Louisiana the impact of severe 

storms is notable in recent history and seem to becoming worse due to coastal erosion and wetland 

loss, resulting in the increased risk of hurricane related flooding.  Differential spatio-temporal 

patterns help explain a number of factors related to the experience of hurricanes, the perceptions of 

risk surrounding them, and the manner in which residents, especially those living in the region over 

the long term, understand and respond to hurricane threats.  

Temporal Cycles Of Hurricane Seasoni 

Hurricanes are a yearly occurrence with a predictable cycle of amplified risk (Figure 2.23-

2.24).  Everyone knows when the storms will be coming to the gulf.  What is unknown is where 

these storms will hit, and the uncertainty surrounding these concerns is a fundamental feature of life 

on the gulf coast.  These concerns are amplified by recent examples of widespread tragedy (such as 

Katrina in New Orleans), which demonstrate the potential disaster if things go horribly wrong.  The 

temporal cycles of hurricane season are a yearly buildup and release, as the uncertainty about 

                                                
38 Important to note that large storms can affect communities hundreds of miles from their point of landfall (cf. Ike in 2008 for a 
recent example). 
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potential gives way to reality – either a mild year with limited problems, a “normal” year39 with 

storms that do damage but do not lead to tragedy, or “bad” years that can range from frighteningly 

disruptive, to horrifyingly tragic. The circularity of this experience reinforces that peoples’ 

experiences are embedded within a larger and ongoing temporal cycle.  The punctuated event (such 

as a particularly large storm, a crisis, a disaster, or an otherwise notable experience) is what renders 

the storm season memorable. 

 

THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

Technological interventions that modify the “natural” environment further blur the line between 

social and natural systems.   With respect to the political ecology of the US gulf coast, environmental 

modifications are generally oriented towards one of two ends: harnessing or controlling the natural 

world in order to maximize profit or facilitate additional resource exploitation, or to create 

infrastructural systems to combat or repel the invasion and intrusion of the natural world (e.g. 

hurricane storm surges, coastal and river flooding, etc.).  There is a synergy between these 

perspectives, as the modifications in the service of industry often lead to increased risk to residential 

and municipal structures.  In both my S Louisiana and SE Texas field site networks there are 

numerous examples that illustrate this.  Let me provide a few exemplars that provide lessons about 

how environmental modifications within the “built environment” made in the name of technological 

progress, economic advancement, and hazard mitigation, result in amplified risk and increased social 

                                                
39 In order to better understand the experience of hurricanes on the gulf coast, consider what a “typical” year looks like, in terms 
of both the rhythm and feel of a yearly hurricane cycle (Figure 26).  The notion of a typical season is difficult to nail down, given the 
inherent instability and unpredictability of hurricane season.  The typical storm experience, including the buildup and preparation, is 
contingent on recent storm history.  This includes whether a storm has hit within the past few years, how serious it was, and if the 
effects from that storm are still visible, extending the collective memory and shared experience of the immediate past.  My description 
of a typical season is informed by the temporal contexts of my field sites, which were heavily influenced by the dramatic and tragic 
aftermath of the 2005 season in Louisiana (Katrina) and Texas (Rita), and the subsequent buildup and aftermath to the storm season 
of 2008 in Louisiana (Gustav) and Texas (Ike).  If Katrina and Rita in 2005 were stark reminders of a storm’s potential impact, Ike 
(and Gustav) in 2008 reinforced these perceptions, as they reminded gulf residents (as if they needed it) of the potential severity of 
hurricane systems. 
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and economic costs, in response to both immediate crises of an acute disaster, and patterns of 

gradual environmental change. 

Louisiana 

The first pairing is from southern Louisiana, where channelization and wetland 

fragmentation is initially associated with oilfield exploration, drilling, production and maintenance, 

and eventually with increased large-scale shipping and transport, boat traffic from oilfield activities, 

and shipbuilding.  What started as a small-scale exploration for oil in the wetlands of Louisiana has 

become a landscape scale shift in the foundation of the wetlands.  More and more canals and access 

channels were created, and existing bayous and waterways were dredged and widened.  The 

cumulative effect degraded the overall quality of the wetlands as they converted from freshwater 

wetlands to open saltwater areas, and reduced the capacity for the wetlands to act as a protective 

buffer in the event of hurricanes and coastal flooding (Boesch et al 1994).40 

Layered onto these systemic small-scale modifications is the construction of large 

navigational channels such the Houma Navigational Canal (in Terrebonne Parish).  These channels 

provided direct access from the gulf coast inland, which is a boon for shipping and transport, as well 

as companies engaged in industrial fabrication of large oilfield structures41, but in the absence of 

locks (which would restrict industrial transport and are therefore eschewed), these canals exacerbate 

saltwater intrusion (which kills freshwater wetland vegetation), and provide a direct and often 

funneled route for hurricane surge, amplifying the effects of storm surge flooding42. Unlike the slow 

decline of wetland fragmentation and loss, this resulted in rapid and systemic change to the 

ecosystem, and compounded the existing problem of coastal flooding, Notably, the scope and 

                                                
40 There are limited instances of wetland fragmentation in Texas at the eastern most point of the state, but it is not nearly as 
widespread as in Louisiana. 
41 These must be transported from their point of assembly, and channel width and depth area limiting factor 
42 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to fully explore the causal agents, correlative links, and downstream consequences of 
environmental change of this magnitude, and indeed, much ink has been spilled over the past 30+ years related to this slow moving 
crisis (cf. Shaffer et al 2009 for overview).   
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magnitude of the network of oilfield channels and dredging, in conjunction with larger scale 

operations and transport, altered the regional landscape and significantly reduced the capacity of the 

natural systems that once served as an effective buffer against hurricane surge. 

The second cluster of environmental modification is linked to the infrastructural investments 

developed in response to population expansion in hurricane prone regions in S Louisiana, as well as 

the increased potential for surge and flooding given the aforementioned changes to the local 

environment.  One such investment is the construction of community levees.  Often not much 

more than a well-maintained earthen berm, these structures have stemmed the tide (quite literally) 

for the last few decades, and in some cases for even longer.  The wetlands that once separated the 

gulf from these protective structures have fragmented and disappeared, and communities are more 

and more dependent on these structures to provide protection from flooding, acting more as first 

line of defense rather than protection of last resort.  The districts and oversight for these protective 

structures is a patchwork mess of community, municipal, state, and federal structures (Figure 2.25), 

and the variegated locus of responsibility make effective oversight difficult.  This is further 

complicated when local levees do not meet federal standards even though they may provide effective 

protection, which has serious implications for insurance coverage.  The cost to bring these levees up 

to federal standards can be overwhelming to community coffers, which threatens the very existence 

of these communities given implications for insurance coverage if these improvements are not made 

(or they are not grandfathered in), (cf. insurance and governance in chapter 5). 

One strategy that can mitigate the lack of community levees (or federally recognized levees) 

is home elevation to raise it above the predicted flood stage. However, this is a very expensive 

proposition.   It is also the only way to maintain insurance coverage or to obtain recovery monies 

tied to satisfying state (e.g. Louisiana’s “road home” program) and federal (e.g. FEMA) criteria or 

standards.  As the wetlands have crumbled and washed away, and the coastal flooding associated 
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with hurricanes has grown more severe (even in moderate storms), more and more people are 

forced to either elevate their home, move out of their home, or continue to live in their home 

without insurance coverage.  The implications for these choices threaten community stability and 

social networks (cf. chapter 4) for those who are disrupted, and may put people into situations 

where they are forced to remain in an unsafe or unprotected home, because they cannot afford any 

of the alternatives. 

 The culmination of these alterations of the physical environment (coastal land loss, 

subsidence, and wetland fragmentation), has dramatically affected the social landscape (vocation, 

demography, population density, etc.) in the region.  Other writers have addressed the issues of 

coastal erosion more completely (cf. Hallowell 2010, Austin 2006). My focus is how coastal land 

loss/conversion/degradation has resulted in the layered social effects of chronic environmental 

change.  People who live in the region are at risk; subject to any number of threats and 

vulnerabilities associated with hurricanes, and these threats are amplified by the loss of the 

protective wetland buffers, social changes as communities go into flux, and vocational instability 

inherent within a boom/bust economy based on resource extraction (seafood or oil/gas).  These 

changes are mostly gradual, punctuated by occasional bursts of an acute crisis.  These bursts 

exacerbate the chronic situation, call attention to the broader context, but rarely sustain media 

attention beyond the timeframe of a spectacular event (hurricanes are a clear example of this, but 

attention to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill was similarly short lived, despite its long-term and 

chronic potential). 

 Chronic changes to the environment associated with industry, navigation, etc., can 

exacerbate the flooding associated with gulf hurricanes yet receive little attention as contributors of 

elevated risk from storm surges, while “local” hurricanes stand in sharp relief – always in the 

forefront of people’s minds in terms of direct risk, owing to their tremendous potential for damage.  
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The number of structures that flooded in a single parish (county) in southern Louisiana over the 

past 25 years highlights this issue.  Fully 98% of the parish is in the floodplain (according to the 

DFIRM maps), and it does not take a major hurricane for the flooding to be substantial.  Hurricanes 

Juan and Lili were relatively minor in terms of category (i.e. the Saffir Simpson scale), yet they 

flooded ~1800 homes between them (Figure 2.26).  In contrast, Rita (05) and Ike (08) were the 

primary cause of the flooding in 2005 and 2008 respectively, and both struck the gulf coast 

approximately 200 and 275 miles away, respectively. 

  Levees protect homes and communities, but the dispersed layout of communities (i.e. along 

the high ground that follows a linear path along the bayous and waterways), along with parish 

(county) differences in levee management strategies means the protective coverage provided by 

these levees is differential and incomplete (cf. USACE 2013). Levees may also redefine what could 

be a new coastline, as buffering wetlands outside the levee protection ring are degraded and lost, 

while land is protected within the levee system. Rather than an open and expansive wetland system, 

where structures and communities are built on high ground, with wetland buffers all around them, 

these remaining spots of high ground are surrounded by the appropriately termed ‘ring levees’, and 

the result is islands of land surrounded by expanses of open, and now saline rather than fresh, water. 

Beyond the impact levee systems have on the cohesion between once connected communities, there 

is also has a dramatic impact on local livelihood strategies, many of which were supplemented43 by 

the productivity of the freshwater/estuarine wetlands and fisheries, sure to be altered by these 

landscape scale environmental changes44.   

 Levees and landscape scale analyses of structural patterns does little to highlight the specific 

                                                
43 Paradoxically, a number of those involved in seafood work, work seasonal, and work in the offshore oil and gas industry in the 
interim periods between various seafood seasons. Paradoxically, especially in light of the recent BP disaster, but also in terms of 
working for two industries that would otherwise seem at odds. See the Morgan City “Shrimp and Petroleum Festival” for an un-ironic 
combination of the two. 
44 More has been written on these dynamics, the point being the context that this brief history provides, especially as it pertains to 
how senses of boundary and border shift along with the shifting boundary or risk and coastal zones 
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experience of people living in the region.  One of the more memorable experiences I had while 

working in Louisiana came while traveling around after the chaos of Hurricane Gustav and 

Hurricane Ike had settled down, but when people were still getting back to normal.  The destruction 

and disruption was not in any way extreme, save for the few cases where an already blighted, 

damaged, or poorly sited structure was leveled by the wind and/or water.  But the scope of the 

damages, the sheer spatial extent was striking, and house after house and property after property 

required considerable work and investment to make them whole again.  This stuck with me, as it was 

clear, even in my most basic understanding of policy and insurance compensation, that many of the 

people I was observing so diligently working to clean up their property, would struggle to return to 

normalcy over the next few years.  Many would succeed and go on like nothing had happened, but 

some would struggle to return to normalcy ‘in place’, and be forced to accept some compromise (an 

unrepaired roof, a moldy and water damaged bedroom).  Others would be forced to move, either 

regionally to some location that provided sufficient living arrangements, or out of the area if they 

could not make it work locally.  Both of these circumstances were disruptive, and I began to wonder 

regarding the sheer number of people grappling with these decisions (balancing it against the 

declarations of resilience and recovery that you encountered almost everywhere). 

Texas 

 Texas has linkages to wetland fragmentation and degradation associated with many of the 

same functions described in the previous section for Louisiana (river channelization, oilfield 

development, river transport, etc.).  The difference between the two regions is that most coastal SE 

Texas communities are in closer proximity to the coast, and required additional buffers and 

investments to mitigate the threat of hurricanes and flooding.  In this section, I provide a few details 

of how the built environment was cultivated and developed in my SE Texas field site network, as 
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well as the implications for these developments as it relates to hurricanes, disaster, and coastal 

flooding. 

 Port Arthur sits just inland on the Sabine Neches waterway, which is a natural river system 

that has been channelized and developed for significant river traffic.  Sabine Pass, Port Arthur, 

Bridge City, and even up to Orange are associated with river freight transport, industrial fabrication 

for on and offshore oil drilling and production, and petrochemical refining, storage, and transport.  

The Sabine/Neches waterway sees considerable vessel traffic, including daily trips by barge and 

freight transport, as well as the surprisingly large petrochemical transport ships.  The waterway also 

sees less frequent traffic of large-scale offshore drilling rigs and production platforms, which require 

the waterway to be dredged to a certain depth for safe transport.  Daily traffic and intentional 

dredging has converted a meandering river into a water superhighway, large enough to allow two 

petrochemical transport ships to pass head on.  This immense channelization has consequences for 

storm surge however, and much like the HNC in Louisiana (discussed previously), provides a direct 

route inland for storm surge. 

 Port Arthur has dealt with the threat of flooding in the past by constructing large seawall 

(12-16 feet) that protects majority of the urban area of Port Arthur, while surrounding suburbs of 

Port Arthur are at slightly higher elevations and less subject to flooding.  Both Rita and Ike hit 

Sabine Pass hard, and while there has been reinvestment into the community to rebuild homes, the 

school, the fire station, and the community center, a number of homes and a few remaining 

businesses appear to have been abandoned (Figure 2.27-2.28).  Bridge City, and further up the river 

to Orange, are both unprotected by community levees or a municipal seawall, and provide a clear 

example of how surge can be funneled in to cause extensive flooding damage – as was the case with 

Hurricane Ike (2008) that made landfall near Galveston, TX.  Rita (2005), by way of contrast, passed 

just to the east of Orange, and while it caused considerable wind damage in Orange, the city was 
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spared from most flooding, as the rotation of the storm drove water in to the east. Even before Rita 

and Ike, residents of Orange, in particular, had been moving to suburban enclaves in the highlands 

just to the north (North Beaumont, TX, Lumberton, etc.), and the damage and destruction wrought 

by these storms did little to change these patterns (if anything they were amplified). 

In the absence of hurricanes, the demographic shifts associated with white flight have been 

hollowing these communities.  Port Arthur has hollowed out as people have left, and damaged 

structures are condemned, abandoned, and demolished, and Orange is headed in a similar direction.  

As people withdrawal their presence from a community, many commercial services follow, and 

those that remain in place witness the slow decline of the community.  Hurricanes further 

complicate these transitions, as the resulting hollowed urban context is especially susceptible to 

accumulated hurricane damages stemming from the benign neglect of communities, and the 

deferred maintenance of individual homes.  

I saw one of the most disheartening examples of this layered problem while driving around 

with one of the NGO workers who was partnering with local agencies to work on home 

reconstruction.  Within many of the central urban neighborhoods, the housing composition is a mix 

of empty lots where homes have been demolished, damaged homes that still bear the mark of 

previous hurricanes, and functional homes that show no outward signs of damage or decay. The 

homes in this middle category were particularly visible and obvious, as the tarps that were 

distributed post Rita (2005) and post Ike (2008) were still often on the roofs of homes.  But they do 

not age well in the sun and wind of SE Texas, and as years pass, they weather and fray, and provide 

less and less protection to the home.  They are meant as a triage solution until the home can be 

repaired, but they end up serving as a temporal marker for how long the home has been under 

duress, since many homes still had “Rita tarps” on their roofs when Ike hit, and in 2009 and 2010, 

many houses had tarps from both storms (Figure 2.29).  My guide pointed out that it was hard to 
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watch and think about sometimes, because some of the damaged homes looked just fine a few years 

back, and it was hard to know which was going to fall next.  His point was that for some, this is an 

inevitable decline – while an individual household might be able to turn things around, the structural 

factors in play were affecting systematic (albeit slow) change, and for many it was only a matter of 

time.  The vulnerability is correlated as it accumulates – recovery becomes more difficult the larger 

the extent of the affected area, or the more severe the underlying social inequality. 

 

WE’RE NOT NEW ORLEANS! 

Hurricanes are a persistent reality for the gulf coast, and each year serves as a reminder that storms 

can and do have serious effects on the gulf coast.  But not every season leads to an imminent threat, 

and the effects of milder seasons are not worse than a few heavy rainstorms or a short power 

outage.  Even in more active hurricane seasons, not every community is affected by serious storms, 

although the possibility of crisis requires communities and governmental institutions to remain 

vigilant and prepared (cf. chapter 3), lest a community or region be caught off guard during a time of 

disaster.   

Hurricane Katrina demonstrated the consequences associated with the intersection of social 

conditions, political realities, and an environment of risk.   Katrina is an iconic moment in US 

history, and serves as a stark reminder of the consequences of the intersection of a ‘natural disaster’ 

with widespread and persistent social inequality and governmental inefficiency.  The nation sat 

transfixed as the watched the suffering of mostly poor, mostly African American, residents of New 

Orleans, who were waiting for implied and later promised assistance as social systems crumbled 

around them, much as the levees had a few days before that.  Explanations regarding culpability for 

Katrina as a social disaster ranged from breakdowns at the social institutional level, to personal and 

moral failings on the part of residents and/or politicians, to inadequate environmental protections 
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and corruption within bureaucratic institutions.  For many, it reflected the breakdown of urban 

systems plagued with structural inequality and institutional (and even active) racism, and for others, 

it confirmed stereotypes about the helplessness engendered by an entitlement culture.  And for 

many in my field site networks, regardless of the underlying causes that led to the social disaster of 

Katrina, it was an iconic example of what they did not want to see happening to them in their 

communities. Broadly speaking, assistance was helpful and welcome within communities, but there 

was a nagging sense that this assistance came at the cost of agency, or even worse, that they would 

have a hard time breaking out of a more pronounced relationship or cycle with state and federal 

assistance programs.  This was further complicated as these sorts of relationships were the frequent 

target of criticism when they were visible in other communities or regions (cf. “We’re not New 

Orleans”, McMahan 2010).   

Economic Instability, Environmental Change, & Vocational Identity 

Katrina was an iconic event exactly because of its intersection between the social and the 

natural worlds, and it is impossible to fully understand the impacts of this storm without also 

considering the social and structural inequality that is endemic in areas of urban poverty.  In the 

same way, hurricanes in S Louisiana and SE Texas are inherently embedded within the larger 

patterns of the oil and gas industry, given the relationship between environmental modifications, 

social and economic development, and increased risk and vulnerability as these changes (and their 

consequences) accumulate, even while the population keeps growing. 

The gulf coast oil industry has had a significant impact on the development of gulf coast 

socioeconomic and environmental contexts (read: the political ecology of the region), including 

physical, economic, and social environments.  There are over 4000 production and extraction 
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structures in the gulf coast45. They are an ever-present feature of the coastal landscape, especially in 

the relatively shallow waters beyond the state mandated buffers where drilling and production is 

prohibited.  The on-land component of petroleum extraction and refining is also a dominant feature 

of the regional physical/industrial landscape, as many coastal communities are part of the offshore 

oil and gas industry, either by providing support and logistics for the search-for and extraction-of 

petroleum resources, or in the refining and processing steps that convert this resource into useable 

fuels, or integrate the raw materials from petroleum products into the innumerable consumer 

products we use in everyday life.  The social environment – vocation, family, social structures, etc., 

are closely linked to the physical and economic environment, as local livelihoods, as well as political 

organization, is embedded within the oil industry and the impact it has on job opportunities, 

community structure, and the ways local politics and economics may prioritize certain types of 

investment and development. 

The oil and gas industry is the major economic driver in my field site networks.  The cyclical 

nature of the oil industry created intermittent demand for labor, and during “boom” times of 

economic growth, workers are in high demand - to the point where they have been brought in from 

out of town, out of state, or even out of country.  During intervening “bust” years where the 

industry is stagnating or even declining, opportunities are extremely limited, even for long-term 

residents/employees in the region.  This variability in demand led to instability in social and 

economic systems, especially as housing, government services, and local infrastructure could not 

keep up during economic booms, yet surplus workers were underemployed or struggled outright to 

find work in the intervening bust years.  It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to consider 

nuanced variation within the region in terms of when and where these booms and busts have 

occurred.   The key point to be highlighted here is the prominent role the oil and gas industry has 

                                                
45 Drilling operations are less common and frequently (somewhat) mobile, and when a drilling structure hits a productive oil reservoir, 
a (generally) long-term production platform/structure is installed to continuously extract petroleum resources. 
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played in terms of economic growth and the demand for labor, as well as the instability inherent in 

this system as part of volatility associated with this industry.  This has at-once provided 

opportunities for career advancement and economic development (e.g. jobs, increased tax revenue, 

population growth, etc.), while at the same time altered the social-natural landscape in ways that 

bend the natural world so that it better suits the needs and practices of modern industrial resource 

extraction. 

Work and vocational trajectory have a long-standing importance within the region and in 

particular in the communities where I worked, and the sub-region is often identified as a “working 

coast” (Gramling & Hagelman, 2005).  This term has been primarily applied to S Louisiana, but 

within context of the region of the gulf where I conducted my research, it is generally applicable in 

the way that local peoples have continually adapted-to and participated-in coastal economies, 

including the industrial work of oil and gas related activities, although it typically (read: traditionally) 

included seafood extraction and processing industry and the history of agriculture, timber extraction, 

and hunting, fishing and trapping46.  It allows communities to stand in contrast to other gulf coast 

regions that are perceived as having lost their working status, such as tourist or vacation 

communities, and emphasizes the productivity and utility associated with community commitment 

to the oil and gas industry, and the vital role they are seen as playing in the larger US economy.  The 

act of work itself and the identity that is cultivated around this work is a fundamental part of a 

general shared regional identity, as well as specific clusters centered on expertise, gender (particularly 

masculinity), and general hard work. 

Widespread environmental modifications are associated with industrial development and the 

residential expansion and economic development that result from people moving in for work.  The 

                                                
46 Even as the oil and gas economy threatens to – or already has – displaced these other industries in terms of their relative 
importance compared to oil and gas This was not always the case, as the seafood industry (and the sugar and timber industries before 
that) were important parts of the regional economy 
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interplay between industrial activity, economic development, and the environmental modifications 

associated with growth and expansion, created a complex social/environmental system. The 

environmental modifications associated with industrial, economic, and residential development have 

had a profound effect in transforming social and environmental landscapes.  These transformations 

include a complex assemblage of industrial interventions into the environment to render it more 

suitable to economic activity, residential developments in response to demographic growth, and 

infrastructure investments to facilitate further economic intensification (e.g. roads, highways, etc.) 

and to mitigate the threat of hurricanes and coastal flooding (e.g. elevated roads, levees and seawalls, 

residential/zoning codes, etc.).  In short, there have been and continue to be considerable 

investments to develop and protect the gulf coast, in a process that is inherently linked to industrial 

growth and economic development, social dynamism and community change, and amplified risk as 

part of these changes. 

Industrial and economic development associated with the oil and gas industry 

(channelization, canal building, dredging, wetland degradation, etc.) made an indelible mark on the 

landscape over decades of intensive modification and development.  Other interventions are visible 

in municipal and residential contexts, such as infrastructure projects using levees and seawalls or 

elevated homes, that are designed to protect households and communities from the threats 

associated with seasonal hurricanes and coastal flooding (see below).  This is a complicated dynamic, 

as oil industry activity degraded the local environment and amplified risk/threat potential of 

hurricanes and coastal flooding, while simultaneously enriching many of the residents who live in the 

communities that come under these increased risks.  These are the same people who live in the 

region, and many work in these industries, and few are ignorant of this seemingly contradictory 

position.  At a larger scale, the oil and gas industry has driven economic growth at community or 
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regional scales, but gulf coast communities have suffered the consequences of this growth in the 

form of coastal land loss, wetland fragmentation, pollution, and environmental degradation. 

This highlights the complex way that local and regional risk-scapes are produced, and 

clustering and accumulation of diverse risks, including economic volatility, social disruptions, 

hurricane threats, and coastal flooding, are important parts of the story of hurricanes and disaster in 

this region.  It is not just hurricanes.  It is not just poverty.  It is not just the effects of policy.  To 

understand the everyday life of risk on the gulf coast is to see the system as a twisted network of 

interactions, of layered effects, and accumulating experiences.  ‘Social’ systems and institutions are 

embedded within a ‘natural’ landscape, but this distinction is problematic, especially in a region 

where economy, environment and social structures are so entangled.  In the subsequent chapters, I 

explore the relationships between social and economic institutions and the local environment, 

strategies to mitigate risks and to prepare for potential disasters, the consequences of accumulated 

trauma on social networks and communities, and the bureaucratic and actuarial responses to 

minimize (or monetize) risk. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Hurricane risks are best understood when considered as part of a larger assemblage of social, 

economic, historical, and environmental contexts.  In the case of my field site networks, these 

communities have a long history with the oil and gas industry.  They are invested in this industry, 

and to a certain extent, the industry is invested in them.  There is uncertainty in this investment, as 

the economic volatility that is part of cyclical fluctuations in the oil and gas market can drive labor 

demands up and down, in ways that are difficult to meet without periods of high demand (and 

importing labor), interspersed with lean years (where work is much harder to come by).  Industrial 

activities are also tied to widespread environmental change that is associated with amplified 
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consequences of hurricane damages.  Paradoxically, the oil and gas industry is enriching local 

communities, providing opportunities for growth and advancement, while at the same time 

endangering the very same communities, in the form of accumulated social and environmental risks. 

The oil and gas industry is not entirely to blame.  My analysis is not meant to be a 

reductionist indictment of their practices, as the culture of industrial capitalism, and the general 

perspective on the natural world (as a resource to be exploited) contributes to an outlook that 

emphasizes short-term profits over long-term sustainability.   What lies at the core of the problem is 

a larger philosophical orientation toward the ‘natural’ world that does not hesitate to modify the 

environment for the purpose of profit or to mitigate the immediate potential for predicted risks or 

observable hazards.  This logic of intervention decontextualizes the problem at hand from the 

social/historical/environmental context, or at least narrows the window of information that is 

considered relevant to the narrowly defined problem.  Yet many of the risks associated with 

hurricanes and coastal flooding span across these narrow windows – they accumulate and sediment 

– and the long-term consequences of these gradual shifts similarly accumulate.  The cumulative risk 

to these communities is reflective of the intersection between the acute crisis of a hurricane, layered 

onto the local environments, where they interact with underlying social, economic, and ecological 

realities. 

In this chapter, I have further expanded on the underlying social and environmental context 

that shapes the experience of hurricanes in my field site networks.  The importance of the role of 

industry, the shifting perspective of mastery over the natural world, the intersection between 

‘natural’ and ‘social’ systems, and the accumulated risks associated with this intersection, cannot be 

understated.  In the following chapters, I expand into the particulars of specific clusters associated 

with the experience of hurricanes, including modern emergency management and preparedness 

practices and the acute and chronic risks they respond to, the resilience and sustainability of 
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communities under constant existential threats, and the management of threat potential through 

social insurance and monetized risk.  The relationship between hurricanes and the local population 

under threat is complex, and in the subsequent chapters, I hope to chart a coherent path that 

explains a few of the more important relationships within this networked system. 
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A Note On Hurricane Damage 

Acute damage potential is linked to both the wind associated with the storm, and the 

potential for flooding during and after the storm event.  The wind intensity of hurricanes and 

tropical storms are categorized using the Saffir-Simpson scale, which is based on the maximum 

sustained (1 min) surface wind speed 10m over an unobstructed surface (Simpson and Saffir 1974, 

Schott et al. 2012).  These give a relative measure of the intensity of a storm, and predict the 

expected damage and impact based on community conditions and preparations (Figure 2.30).  Storm 

intensity fluctuates due on meteorological conditions (e.g. wind shear), water temperature (passing 

over warmer/cooler water increases/decreases intensity respectively), and if it passes over land 

(which weakens the storm considerably although it can power back up if it makes it back over 

water).  Every storm has the potential to cause serious damage, especially when landfall occurs in 

conjunction with social or environmental conditions that exacerbate landfall (cf. McMahan 2010, 

2012b).   

Flooding potential is generally quantified in terms of storm surge potential, and is an 

important part of the prediction of the severity and intensity of storms.  The SLOSH model (Sea, 

Lake and Overland Surges from Hurricanes) for coastal flooding predictions is used to supplement 

Saffir-Simpson designations/predictions, providing estimates of storm surge heights (Figure 2.31) 

using pressure, size, forward speed, track, and winds, based on local data such as shorelines, bays 

and rivers, water depths, roads, bridges, and other physical features (Sheets 1990, Glahn et al 2009)47.  

Including a separate surge model is important, as a number of communities have seen significant 

flooding from storm surge for storms that were perceived of as relatively minor (cf. Juan in 1985, 

Lili in 2002) or for those that made landfall hundreds of miles away (cf. Southern Louisiana for Rita 

in 2005, and even Ike in 2008).   

  

                                                
47 The model can be problematic in terms of how granular of predictions are actually possible, as model accuracy is dependent on the 
accuracy of the storm track data (position), as well as the accuracy of the maps used to model the flow of water (Glahn 2012), which 
can be especially problematic in a region such as coastal Louisiana that has seen considerable landscape change (coastal land loss and 
wetland fragmentation) over the past decades.   
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FIGURES: CHAPTER 2 
 

 
Figure 2.1: US Gulf of Mexico 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.2: Field Site Networks – Southeastern Texas and Southern Louisiana 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
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Figure 2.3: Southern Louisiana (SOLA) Field Site Network 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
 
 
 

Figure 2.4: South Terrebonne Parish 
Photo: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.5: Morgan City Seawall 

Photo: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.6: Southern Louisiana NLCD Zoning for Morgan City and Houma Regions 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from National Land Cover Dataset 
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Figure 2.7: Morgan City, LA Regional Area 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
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Figure 2.08a-2.8b: Photos of Morgan City, LA Downtown 
Photo: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.9: Louisiana Shrimp and Petroleum Festival  

Image Source: Morgan City S&P Festival Office 
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Figure 2.10: Houma, LA Regional Area 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
 

 
Figure 2.11: Southeastern Texas (SETX) Field Site Network 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
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Figure 2.12-2.13: Refineries in Port Arthur, TX Region 

Photo: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.14: Ship Traffic, Sabine-Neches Waterway – This is a small vessel for this waterway 

Photo: Ben McMahan 
 

 
Figure 2.15: Large Repair/Fabrication Yard in SE Texas 

Photo: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.16: Southern Louisiana NLCD Zoning for Southeastern Texas 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from National Land Cover Dataset 
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Figure 2.17-2.18: Photos of Downtown Port Arthur 

Photos: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.19: One Petrochemical Refinery on “Chemical Row” 

Photo: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.20: Spindletop Oil Gusher – the First in the United States (Beaumont TX) 

Photo Credit: John Trost – Usage: Public Domain 
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Figure 2.21: Historic Hurricane Tracks by Category – 1935 - 2007 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
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Figure 2.22: Spatial Variation in Hurricane Frequency/Intensity 1975 – 2000 vs. 2001 – 2007 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.23: Average Temporal Patterns of Hurricanes 1966-2009 

Image Source: National Weather Service 
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Figure 2.24: Seasonal Hurricane Timeline – Key Moments in a “Typical” Year 

Text: Ben McMahan, Figure (timeline): National Weather Service) – Final graphic by Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.25: Aerial Photo/Map Hybrid of Levees in Southern Louisiana 

Source: US Army Corps of Engineers & Nola.com 
 
 

 
Figure 2.26: Flooded Structures in Terrebonne Parish for Major Storms 1985-2008 

(Source: Houma planning & zoning office) 
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Figure 2.27-2.28: 2009 Sabine Pass, TX – Post Hurricane Ike (2008) 

Photo: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 2.29: Blue Tarps on Home in Southeastern Texas 

Photo: Ben McMahan 
 

 
Figure 2.30: Expected Hurricane Damages based on Saffir-Simpson Categorization 

Source: National Weather Service & National Hurricane Center 
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Figure 2.31: Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) – Hurricane Ike, 2008 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
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CHAPTER 3 

PREPAREDNESS - LAY EXPERTISE, PREDICTIVE TECHNOLOGY, AND RISK 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Life on the gulf coast cultivates a certain familiarity with hurricanes and hurricane season.  This 

familiarity stems from the seasonal threat of hurricanes – the preparedness and anticipation that 

goes into each season, as well as the actual experience of hurricane season.  This experience, 

including watching and learning how others in the community cope and respond, constitutes a form 

of local expertise regarding hurricanes.  Prior to advancements in meteorological forecasting and 

comprehensive storm season modeling, local expertise was relied upon as the best sources of 

information about how to prepare for upcoming storms and respond to storms about to make 

landfall.  Individual, community, and regional success sin dealing with disasters was a source of pride 

and triumph over adversity48.  People maintain this pride while recognizing that there is only so 

much for which you can prepare.  If a “big one” tears through the gulf, there is an overriding sense 

that the best one can do is hope and pray for the best.  Storms that exceed the capacity of social and 

environmental buffers are seen as an act of god rather than a knowable threat or hazard, and 

attention is often focused on the natural instead of the human related aspects of the disaster (cf. 

Ploughman 1995, Jackson 2005). 

                                                
48 Accumulated local knowledge worked in conjunction with the protective capacity of the local environment, and coastal wetlands 
provided a buffer against the effects of major storms  
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The science and study of disasters, emergency management, and the bureaucratic 

management of populations stands in stark contrast to a laissez faire perspective of making do the 

best one can given one’s past experience49.  It generates projections based on historical patterns, 

empirical observations of the present, and predictive models about the future.  Using these data and 

through carefully crafted extrapolations, forecasters predict the general risks of entire hurricane 

seasons as well as specific storm tracks, extending the temporal window of preparedness into the 

future.  This enables the mounting of anticipatory response strategies and more ‘scientific’ 

standardized emergency management plans.  Changes to the landscape and alterations of the local 

environmental context (as part of industrial development and residential expansion detailed in the 

previous chapter), helped drive these changes, as local knowledge became less relevant given 

environmental shifts50.   Environmental buffers against hurricanes, storm surge, and coastal flooding 

have grown less effective with each passing year and each additional square mile of wetland loss.  At 

the same time, more and more people have moved into the area for work, resulting in residential and 

commercial growth in areas increasingly at risk to flooding.  Life on the gulf coast still means dealing 

with hurricanes and their aftermath, but the dynamic has been shifting as more people have come to 

reside in environments of risk.   

Even ‘resilient’ and self-sufficient communities can be overwhelmed by a larger disaster, 

limiting their ability to respond and recover (cf. next chapter).  As part of national policy 

conversations in the 1970s, it was determined that a locally focused disaster management was no 

longer sufficient to mount a suitable responses to regional disasters (Federal Emergency 

Management Agency: FEMA 2013), especially when disasters overwhelmed local capacity for 

                                                
49 Footnote to insurance chapter… 
50 This was not the sole driver of the development of these emergency response plans and predictive technologies.  Some were driven 
by pragmatic necessity (cf. Pratt) others were driven by expansion of scientific capabilities.  The point is that as the landscape changed, 
these predictive technologies became more reliable – because they were – in theory – more objective, even while some forms of local 
knowledge became less reliable given large scale alterations to the local environmental context.  This simplifies this dynamic 
somewhat, but I expand on this binary to include more nuance in this chapter 
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response and recovery51 (Reeves 2004).  As state and/or federal governmental interventions became 

the de facto standard response (i.e. FEMA) this introduced potential tension52 between the 

accumulated expertise of long-term residents, and the strategies of modern governance associated 

with a bureaucratic state and population based disaster management.  An influx of outside assistance 

programs and expertise, engaged in standardized emergency management logic, marginalized 

community-based knowledge and local expertise based on shared experience and social memory53.  

While emergency management at the parish/county/state levels has improved in overall efficiency 

and in provided a more standardized approach that reaches a larger population, it has done so at the 

loss of a more granular and nuanced understanding of what transpires in particular locations.  Local 

knowledge would aid in understandings of local patterns but it is largely overlooked, as these types 

of knowledge remain difficult to incorporate into standardized emergency management plans. 

In the previous chapter, I addressed the link between environment and risk through the lens 

of political ecology to focus on the relationship between industrial development, residential 

municipal infrastructure, and the risk of hurricanes.  The emergent sense of control and mastery 

over the previously untamed natural world, when combined with a rational logic of technological 

intervention that operated on an industrial scale, has blurred the line between notions of ‘natural’ 

and ‘social’ systems.  Meanwhile, the environment has been modified to suit the needs of industry, 

transportation, and population growth.  The accumulated risks embedded in the resulting ‘built 

environment’ were the result of the intersection between industry, environment, and technology, 

and the resulting risk-scapes characterize the everyday life of risk on the US gulf coast.  This is the 

contextual foundation for a closer look into emergency management and disaster planning.  The 

scale of social and environmental problems places a growing population increasingly at risk, and the 

                                                
51 In the United States prior to the 1970s, policy response was often tied to specific events, with multiple competing agencies 
responsible (or responding to) a given event.   
52 These perspectives are not completely at odds, but they do reflect on a different orientation towards disaster events. 
53 A fact that becomes especially relevant in discussions of insurance and monetized risk (cf. Chapter 5). 
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sense of mastery over nature extends from the present (in terms of physical control over the 

environment), to the future (in terms of predicting patterns of weather). 

In the rest of this chapter, I trace the tension between accumulated expertise located within 

communities, and the logic and practice of modern emergency management located within the 

bureaucratic state.  I document the importance of social memory and shared experience of storms, 

and the experience of modern emergency management from the perspective of residents and 

bureaucrats.  I argue that predictive technologies have altered the way that hurricanes and disasters 

are perceived and understood, and that contemporary emergency preparedness strategies place their 

primary focus on acute events and their immediate aftermath, despite the rhetoric associated with 

preparedness that implies a more holistic perspective.  I also argue that this approach leaves 

governmental organizations and social institutions ill-equipped to address long standing and/or slow 

moving chronic social issues that are entangled within these acute crises.  I consider the importance 

of monitoring the chronic environmental health of a region, and the complex relationship between 

long-term social and environmental entanglements, and acute crises that can reveal or precipitate 

these links.  I also engage in a critical discussion of the question: “what is a disaster?” where I expand 

on existing literature and my own examples of hurricanes to further expand on the relationship 

between (acute) disaster management, and (chronic) environmental health54.  Ultimately, this hints at 

an ongoing dual shift; the locus of expertise is moving away from accumulated community 

knowledge and towards rational and bureaucratic management, while the locus of responsibility is 

moving away from a collective community safety net to a cluster of individual actors (cf. chapter 5 

for extended discussion)55.   

                                                
54 This chapter is primarily about the experience of emergency management.  In the next chapter I expand on recent failures of the 
capacity of social institutions to help buffer the effect of storms, and how this also links into the definition of disasters, notions of 
social and ecological resilience, and population management.   
55 These individuals are compelled by the science to engage in rational management of their own charges (typically a family unit), and 
while emergency management resources are available to assist, there is considerable effort put into the compulsory side of 
preparedness and disaster planning 
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MAKING SENSE OF CHAOS: EXPERIENCE VS. PREDICTIVE TECHNOLOGY 

Hurricanes may be a part of the everyday part of life of risk on the gulf coast, but they also represent 

a chaotic and existential threat to life on the gulf coast.  This is a controlled chaos; storms come in a 

yearly cycle and during a temporal window prescribed by climatic and meteorological patterns.  This 

yearly regularity, in conjunction with an emergent meteorological science focused on turning 

observable patterns into predictive models, means that it is possible to not only describe what has 

happened (in the past), but to predict what could happen (in the future).  This reflects an underlying 

desire by families and communities to make sense of the seasonal patterns of storms, partly to better 

understand what did happen, but also how this relates to planning and preparation for what could 

happen56.  As the science has improved, this has at once given citizens better information with which 

to make sense of (and subsequently decisions about) storms, but has also de-emphasized some of 

the community knowledge that had accumulated over years or decades of storm experiences.  For 

local, regional, or federal government and emergency management agencies (as well as risk 

management and insurance, cf. chapter 5), the application of modern science presses for 

standardized emergency preparedness planning that is based on rational (some would say overly 

bureaucratic) logic.   

In the following section, I focus on two thematic clusters related to the way that hurricanes 

and disasters are understood, to explore how these clusters help residents make sense of the world.  

The first focuses on the ‘past in the present’, or the history and social memory associated with 

longer-term residency in communities affected by hurricanes.  This local expertise gives insight into 

the ways that hurricanes were experienced in years past, and serves as a point of comparison 

regarding how much the modern emergency management project differs from times before the 

                                                
56 Families and community members are not unique in their desire to predict the potential for storms, as insurers and government 
agencies both have a vested stake in these improved prediction technologies, albeit pointed towards different ends.  Chapter 5 
explores the relationship between insurance and governance/policy in greater detail. 
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development (and widespread availability) of predictive models and meteorological forecasting.  The 

second turns to the “future in the present” of predictive and forecasting technologies to trace their 

role in how hurricanes are understood, locally (and nationally), including the way the information 

technology has rapidly increased the speed at which information is available in general, and the 

speed at which it moves once it is set loose on the world.  I include ethnographic examples from 

each cluster. 

Past in the Present: History, Social Memory, & Accumulated Experience 

Every storm is important, but some storms they just have water over your baseboards – and I’m not 
trying to minimize that – but I’d take that over this flood we just had…but I have not talked to 
anyone that’s every seen anything of this magnitude.  I’m talking back 80 years….I’ve seen many 
many talks, especially from meteorologists…they had models and they had slides…of where category 
1 storms would be, category 2, category 3, category 4, and category 5, and where it would flood.  
And the worst-case scenario was flooding to I-10.  What I understand is that since this hurricane 
they have now quit judging water levels…. they just cant do it – because no matter what category 
storm it is, it only matters what the surge can be…and this [Ike in 2008] proved it.  So they cant 
really predict what kind of surge it’s going to be.  Political Official SE Texas 
 

 In both of my field site networks in S Louisiana and SE Texas, conversations about tropical 

storms and hurricanes are bound to elicit stories about personal experiences, family histories, or 

community-wide impacts of storms that have hit the region.  Some stories are stark reminders of the 

fragility of life, or the consequences of social institutional breakdowns57.  Others are poignant 

examples of the power of social connections, and demonstrate the ways that people come together 

during times of crisis, finding power in family and community.  Still others are humorous takes that 

capture the absurdity of a storm event, and demonstrate how far a good sense of humor can take 

you.  Many are tales of success58, detailing positive outcomes or triumphs in light of tragic 

circumstances, and through retelling they are embedded in the collective identity and social memory 

of regional networks.  These social/collective memories galvanize a sense of identity centered on the 
                                                
57 In particular in a region that has a long history of storms of considerable intensity that caused significant disruption to communities 
and social systems (e.g. Camille in 1969, Andrew in 1994 or Katrina & Rita in 2005). 
58 There is possibility for confirmation bias – in that successful stories are more likely to persist, since those that ‘failed’ may not be 
around to tell their story.  Similarly, what is defined as a ‘success’ may simply be survival in otherwise disastrous circumstances – 
simply living through to tell the tale can be seen as a form of success. 
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notion of resiliency59 and a community’s ability to bounce back following the disruptions and 

destruction of a major gulf coast hurricane. 

 Social memory is an important component of how these stories are told and how identities 

are formed (cf. Olick & Robbins 1998, Berlin 2005), and sentiments linked to social memory and 

commemoration also form a significant role in popular media and culture.  Research on shared 

traumatic memories, historical or narrative documentation of past events, and personal narratives 

embedded within larger contexts such as family, ethnicity, or nation, demonstrate how memory is 

shared, iterative, and flexible, (cf. Zarecka 1994, Olick & Robbins 1998, Olick 2003).  Social memory 

is specifically relevant to disaster (Neal 1998), and disastrous storms can work as framing devices (cf. 

Zarecka 1994) in the production, maintenance, and commemoration of social and collective 

memories about storms, or as temporal landmarks that outline their chronological relevance and 

temporal importance (Birth 2006; cf. Bourdieu 1977, tempo, rhythm, and duration 1977:163, cf. 

chronotope, Bakhtin 1935).   

 Experience with storms galvanizes social and regional identity through shared disaster 

experience (cf. Petryna 2002), and connects into larger themes of biosociality (cf. Rabinow 1999, 

Rose & Novas 2004) and contemporary scholarship on citizenship and disaster (Vaughn 2005, 

Somers 2008).  Social and community memory is best understood as fragmented and contested 

(Alonso 1998), but organizing  narrat ives  serve a key purpose in lending coherence to memory 

and associated histories and experiences (cf. Bakhtin 1935).  Narratives are a creative act of 

storytelling that give the teller an opportunity to organize and give meaning to past 

experiences (cf. Becker et al 2000, Briggs & Briggs 2003), or to "impose order on otherwise disconnected 

                                                
59 See Chapter 4 for an extended treatment of the concept and consequences of the deployment of this idea of resiliency, as well as 
sustainability. 
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events, and to create continuity between past, present, and imagined worlds" (Ochs & Capps 1996:19)60.  

Narratives cohere in the wake of the shared experience of hurricanes and disaster, or around 

exceptional experiences that stand out in comparison to more mundane events.  These commonly 

reflect themes and tropes such as resilience and perseverance in the wake of adversity, and 

reflections on the past and critical assessments of contemporary experiences in comparison to these 

past experiences.  Shared narratives and local expertise help make sense of storms, give examples of 

how people have triumphed despite disastrous circumstances, and provide a template for future 

action based on past experience.   

The following are examples that illustrate the way that people talk about the experience of 

storms in the past generally, as well as how they engage in a critical assessment of contemporary 

emergency preparedness practices to reflect on their experiences in this system.  

 Ms. Julia is in her early 60s and has lived in Louisiana her entire life.  She lives in one of the 

small communities that line the bayous of southern Louisiana near Houma, and while she moved 

away briefly for college, she returned to the town she grew up in, and lives down the street from her 

childhood home.  The neighborhood is full of extended family and old friends, although out-

migration (because of hurricanes, job opportunities, etc.) and in-migration (because of economic 

opportunities) is gradually changing the dynamics and demographics of the community.  R is quite 

familiar with the social, environmental, economic, and demographic changes that have come with 

increased development and expansion linked to oil and gas exploration.  She is also a bit of a 

storyteller when it comes to recounting past experiences, and has a wealth of knowledge about her 

own life growing up in bayou country, as well as that of her family and community, even as the 

region has developed from a relatively agricultural and fishing oriented area, to a major hub of oil 
                                                
60 Emergent narratives are improvised descriptions of the "unrehearsed dramas that spring up in the course of everyday activity" (Mattingly 
2000:205), in contrast to "paradigmatic narratives" that are coherent and represent an "ideal trajectory" for either the teller or the 
narrative subject (Linde 2001).  There are similar differences between fragmented and transitive narratives produced by individuals 
when compared to more established community narratives, and whereas coherent and hegemonic discourses produced by the state, 
mass media, or emergency management authorities emphasize control and effective governance or preparedness  
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and gas activity.  Not content to just share her own tales of hurricanes, one afternoon she decided 

that she was going to take me on a tour. 

 We are driving down lower bayou road that runs along one of the major waterways in the 

lower parish.  “Bayou road” sounds quaint, considering this is a major highway with considerable 

traffic going to and from the port.  As the living oak trees give way to dead or dying trees – which 

I’ve come to understand as an obvious sign of the frontlines in the battle between the salt and 

freshwater marshes – I ask her “when did you start to notice these changes?” (Figure 3.1) She 

doesn’t respond for a minute, and we talk about a few other things before we pass by a large open 

field of water that extends from the edge of the road, out into the wetlands and open water.  She 

points out the water and asks “What does that look like to you?”  I’m a little uncertain of the 

question, and I must have looked a little confused because she actually clarified “It’s not a trick 

question…(laughing)…what does it look like?”  “I guess it look s like a small lake..Or a pond?…” was 

the best response I could muster.  I could see the boundaries of what appeared to be open water on 

the horizon, with small ridges of land and the beginnings of wetland vegetation forming an 

intermittent barrier between this “lake” and the wetlands that lie beyond.  She ignores my answer 

(which was clearly designed to get me thinking and not to actually quiz me) – “When I was a little 

girl that was a pasture.  They used to have cows out there…it wasn’t even that long ago…it looks 

like open water, but it’s probably only a few feet deep..Or it was”.  She goes on to tell me that this is 

a common thing – that there are a number of areas that used to be used for agriculture and pasture, 

and the only thing keeping them intact are the levees (Figure 3.2).  Stories such as this – those that 

mark the changing social and environmental landscape are a common trope in the narratives of 

long-term residents.  These changes seem gradual in the moment, but upon reflection they identify 

the sharp contrast between the past and the present.  Of course most communities are dynamic and 
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go through all sorts and types of changes, but when these changes occur at this rate, and based on 

amplified risks in hurricane zones, they take on a more ominous tone. 

 Later in the month, I visited one of the local senior centers in S Louisiana on the urging of a 

friend who worked as an administrator in one of the local offices.  She was convinced that if I really 

wanted to learn what it had been like to grow up with hurricanes that I should talk with some of the 

residents who’ve lived in the area for most of their lives.  I made arrangements with the local 

supervisor to sit in and have lunch, and after lunch, I continued my lunch chats with a few groups of 

people who expressed an interest in sharing their stories.  A few stood out in particular.  Ms. 

Cassandra talked about how much it had changed:  

”We never flooded for storms….We had hurricanes every year growing up.  There were some bad 
ones….but Juan in 1984 was the first storm I remember seeing (bad) flooding, and it wasn’t that 
big of a hurricane, but there was a lot of flooding that year…” 

 
She also talked about advanced warning and evacuations, and what they did instead: 

“We didn’t even evacuate.  My daddy would come in from the boats (he worked as a shrimper), and 
would tell us that a storm was coming.  That’s about all the warning we ever got….We would just 
all go and stay at my aunt and uncle’s house…they had a big house that could fit all of us…some 
people would just get on their boats during the storms…they left them tied up in the bayous, but 
would just ride out the storm there….” 

 
These two stories of life growing up with hurricanes are exemplary and highlight two fundamental 

themes.  First: Environmental changes and major storms serve as temporal markers referring to past epochs and 

experience.  These temporal signposts framed memories from a given era, and there was a constancy 

with which this recall referred to specific iconic storms.  Childhood memories of how their family 

had been impacted by storms speaks to just how limited information had been about storms in the 

past.  People used to watch the weather as it approached their community and tried to gauge how 

strong the storm would be, but storm surges were incredibly hard to predict given the infancy of 

meteorological prediction technologies (Irish et al 2008).  Common stories also recall the first big 
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storms individuals dealt with as ‘adults’, and when the available information on storms had 

improved and expanded through better media coverage (and some meteorological information).  .   

“I remember hearing about [hurricane] Camille [1969] when I was a kid.  We saw the 
pictures…But now, you hear about every storm that comes through, even if they aren’t even a big 
deal.” 
 
“(Hurricane) Dolly was a baby.  The news made a big deal out of that one…they made it sound 
like something a lot bigger than it really was….” 
 

Hurricanes Betsy and Camille were large storms that affected the region.  I was told that when they 

made landfall they were no longer things that simply happened to your local community, you were 

apprised of how they were affecting other communities in the Gulf.  People had a larger sense of 

what those storms had and would have done, had they made landfall to the west, rather than the 

east.  Additionally, as oil related work expanded, more and more people had friends or family in 

other regions of the gulf to which they remained connected, exposing them to experiences and 

perspectives that expanded beyond the more insular world of small, tight-knit communities. The 

most recent storms were temporal markers that reflected changes to the environment, such as Juan 

(1984), the first storm to result in significant regional flooding, or Ike and Rita, which both caused 

flooding issues in communities far to the east of where they actually made landfall. 

 A second fundamental theme emerging from the stories was a sense of persistent normalcy 

attached to seemingly extraordinary events.  Tales of widespread destruction, the loss of home (and 

occasionally lives), power and water being off for days or weeks, being kept out of the community 

for a month during rebuilding and recovery; these were all presented as relatively normal events 

associated with storms.  Because storms had been a consistent feature of the social and physical 

landscape for as long as local residents could remember, and given the relative stability of the 

population in S Louisiana during this epoch of repeated storm impacts, it was not surprising that 

community identity was centered on the experience of storms.  These experiences had become, at 

least in part, relatively mundane, given the seeming inevitability of an occasional storm impact.  The 
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abstract notion of life with hurricanes had become an everyday risk, and this was simply one of the 

challenges of life on the bayou.  Yet the concrete experience of large and highly destructive storms 

was generally exempt from being cast as banal or mundane, as the regional tragedy and impact was 

significant enough that generally one would not diminish the suffering of others by suggesting that a 

storm was not a big deal.  This produced tension within these narratives, as storms were at once 

something residents have always dealt with and will always deal with; while at the same time 

potentially tragic events with the power to reshape communities, especially in light of large-scale 

environmental changes61. 

Future in the Present: Predictive Technology and Forecasting Future Risk 

 Meteorological forecasting and seasonal predictions help make sense of the world through 

academic and empirically derived knowledge (as opposed to empirical community knowledge and 

history).  Regarding hurricanes, this is based on the application of scientific principles to describe: 

potential patterns of weather overall, likely frequency of storms in a given season, and the 

anticipated complications of a specific storm were it to make landfall in a given community.  

Advances in prediction technology extended the temporal window of hurricane predictions, and 

forecasters can identify the likely track of a storm days or even weeks in advance - as soon as the 

storm system forms (Figure 3.3).  Forecasters can also make estimates for entire seasons to give a 

sense of the expected overall severity and frequency of storms for a given year.  Both sets of 

predictions are model based and data dependent, and use a mix of stochastic simulations and 

historic storm track data to make a best-case guess as to a given storm’s potential track within a 

range of possibilities62, and a larger season’s patterns based on upcoming climate and historical 

climate data.  Like social memories and community narratives, scientific narratives lend coherence to 

                                                
61 It is important to note that the temporal signposting communicated a recognition that the environment was in flux, and that the 
way they had experienced storms as children and middle-aged adults had clearly changed, along with the social and physical 
environment - see chapter 3 for discussion of these changing environments 
62 Resulting in the “spaghetti model” or the “cone of uncertainty” 
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hurricane seasons – they take into account the past and present to make predictions regarding the 

future.  And like community narratives about storms, scientific narratives about storms also 

circulate, but at a much larger scale.   

 Predictive models, and commentary about them by weather and governmental officials, are 

available via the radio, TV, print materials, billboards, and the Internet.  They form a prominent 

component of local discourse about potential impacts, preparations, and how they compare to prior 

storms and predicted storm tracks, especially as a storm develops and amplifies in the waters off the 

coast, and regional landfall becomes more likely.  Predictive models are mostly intuitive to anyone 

with basic map literacy and a rudimentary knowledge of weather patterns, but this is not always 

enough.  The widespread proliferation of monitoring and prediction technology encourages locals to 

become at least conversant about hurricane behavior and prediction science, in order to better 

prepare for storm effects63.  Because of these demands, implied or explicit, many residents 

developed a “lay expertise”64 in the tools required to monitor, and even predict storm paths and 

intensities, and indeed some even see it as their responsibility as citizens of an at-risk environment.  

This can layer onto the existing community expertise of long-term residents, or can give recent 

migrants to the region an opportunity to supplement perceived gaps in knowledge about living in a 

hurricane zone. 

 The following section introduces examples that illustrate the way that some gulf residents 

view education about storms and storm patterns as a civic duty or responsibility that goes along with 

living in a hurricane zone.   

 Self-Education and Lay Expertise:  I was standing on the corner waiting to cross the 

street, when I hear someone yelling, “Hey Ben, Heya, how’re you doing?!” I look up to see Mr. Hill, 

                                                
63 See chapter 3 & 6 for extended discussions of the paradox of rational behavior within a risk environment, and the power of 
information technology to create demands for self-governance within these systems. 
64 cf. Popular epidemiology, Brown 1992 
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a middle aged man I met when working on a previous study in the area.  He knew I was coming to 

town, since I had emailed him in advance of arriving to see about catching up, but this is typical for 

this particular community, with a relatively small central downtown area; you tend to run into 

people.  Mr. Hill is interested in catching up on my projects, partly from the perspective of wanting 

to help me out in any way that he can, and partly because he is actively involved in social science 

research himself, and likes to talk shop about research theory and methodology. 

 We went and had lunch at the local diner before returning to his office that afternoon.  Mr. 

Hill is a media savvy and web connected individual, pretty typical of what you might encounter in 

the modern information age.  He is easier to catch on email than telephone, he always has his 

smartphone in hand, and he spends a considerable part of his day, for both work and entertainment, 

on the computer.  He is an information consumer and an informed citizen, and wants to be up on 

the latest details, whether they are politics, labor statistics for the region, or hurricane predictions.  

When it comes to storms and their potential, he only recently moved to the region, and sees it as his 

personal and civic duty to be well informed regarding storms, predictions, and the necessary 

preparations for life in the region.  “I figure, if I’m going to move to a place that keeps getting hit by hurricanes, 

I’d better know what to expect…and I’d better know what to do” To prepare himself, he studied a great deal 

about storms, so that he would be well versed in the predictive science of storm forecasting, storm 

tracks, and the potential impacts of storms.   

 Mr. Hill is also an information broker: so while he aggregates information about storms for 

his own use, he also disseminates it to whomever might be interested, often in a didactic fashion, 

especially to the anthropologist asking questions.  He treats many of our interactions as teachable 

moments where he can help me better understand the dynamics of storm predictions, but can also 

perform the role of an experienced resident of the region.  In one instance, in the middle of an 

interview/conversation, he made a point to point out and describe an email he had just received on 
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his phone, which was an alert related to one of the tropical storms that was building in the Atlantic.  

He was demonstrating that he was up to date (to the minute!) regarding developing “scientific” 

information about storms from the national weather service, private weather forecasting sites, and 

local information on incoming storms.  At the same time, he was giving me a heads up regarding a 

storm that had the potential to threaten the region. 

 The email on his phone was a map with the most recent “spaghetti model”.  He asked me if 

I knew what a spaghetti model was, and I chuckled, and at first I thought this was a joke65, or 

perhaps some strange conspiracy theory about hurricanes and pasta (seriously).  But once he showed 

me the ‘spaghetti model’ I understood the naming convention (Figure 3.4).  These models come in 

two forms - one depicts the current location of a storm cell overlain within all of the historical 

outcomes (read: storm tracks) for every storm that was ever near that location – a summary of all the 

storms that had (literally) passed through that way.  The other model is an aggregation of all the 

predicted storm tracks from the computer models that different weather/meteorological 

professionals/labs have created for that particular storm.  These are both a mess, rendering the term 

“spaghetti” model all the more apt, and demonstrate the wild swings of luck and/or chance that can 

affect whether a community will be hit or not.  He contrasts these models with the cones of 

uncertainty (Figure 3.5) - a commonly used representation that reflects a narrowing cone predicting 

the likely range of landfall locations as a storm approaches.  In both cases (the spaghetti model and 

the cone of uncertainty), the model is designed to characterize the unpredictability of a potential 

storm path in a way that reduces the uncertainty associated with the storm track.  While it is true 

these storms can go just about anywhere, forecasters do have some prior knowledge that helps them 

educate their guesses.  This shifts the focus of preparatory efforts from watchful preparation for an 

                                                
65 Later confirmed that others also call it this, but at the time it caught me off guard. 
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unknown event, to watchful preparation and response predicated on an informed and strategic 

response to a known threat, fully informed by the best available data and predictions.   

 Predictive Models & Educating the Public:  Emphasis on data and predictions shifts 

focus to another important sector part of how scientific information and models about hurricanes 

are used.  Data, statistics, and predictive models occupy a prominent role in the world of formal 

emergency preparedness organizations and officials.  Every state on the gulf coast has an office that 

deals with emergency preparedness activities and strategies, with satellite offices in each of the 

counties or parishes.  Mr. Barry is an official within the emergency services infrastructure (e.g. 

police, fire) but doubles as a regional emergency preparedness coordinator in one of these regional 

offices.  In addition to general emergency response duties, he is tasked with disseminating 

information about the upcoming storm season and getting residents ready for what could happen, 

based on general potential of the storms, conditions on the ground in terms of infrastructure and 

preparation, and the seasonal storm severity predictions.  He is also tasked with dealing with the 

specific outcomes of the storms, as one of the point persons for dealing with evacuations, recovery 

efforts, monitoring, and emergency services. 

  He is pragmatic in dealing with these threats, and like many of those tasked with 

understanding the future in the present, focused on data, predictive models, and the diversity of 

tools that allow for informed decision making and rational choices predicated on “good data”.  At 

the same time, he and his emergency preparedness community are also tasked with managing the 

expectations of the general public, and in shaping their behavior to follow these rational choices via 

informed decision-making rooted in “good data” (see below, re: productive power).  Mr. Barry was 

particularly aware of the inherent illogicality of the average human decision maker, but not in 

judgment of irrational actions, but in realistic understanding that they (emergency managers) could 

not reasonably expect that their charges would make the best decisions simply because information 
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was available.  In addition to his role as disseminator of accurate data; he felt it was his responsibility 

to act as a motivator, encouraging people to make good decisions through strong suggestion and 

gentle coercion.  These suggestions were embedded in presentations, covered in interviews with 

local radio stations, and highlighted in commercials and announcements about mandatory 

evacuations.  There was a concerted effort to explain that if people did not evacuate, there would be 

a point when they would not be able to risk the lives of emergency responders to come rescue them 

until the storm was over. 

“We know we have people who aren’t going to want to leave.  We can tell them all we want that 
they need to go, but if they decide it’s not going to happen, it’s not going to happen…then we have to 
decide, what are we going to do about it?...Lately, we’ve had to say, if we call a mandatory 
evacuation and you don’t leave, we can’t come and get you – it’s not fair to put our guys at risk 
because you didn’t listen when we told you it was time to go.” 

 
We also talked about what might lead someone to have a decreased sense of urgency when it came 

to evacuations and general decision-making about hurricanes.  He shared my perspective on the way 

that information circulates and spreads, but how messages fade out and decay over time.  He 

visualized this idea through the lens of emergency preparedness, messaging, uptake, and retention, 

he was well aware that the relatively infrequent hurricane impacts in the region prior to Katrina and 

Rita (in 2005), had caused many in the region to relax a bit when it came to motivation for action, 

response, preparation and recovery.  This sense of relaxed vigilance and risk was particularly 

challenging for him, as he needed to adequately communicate to the public the potential risks of 

storm impacts based on available data.  He had to emphasize the potential of something occurring 

that had not yet happened, and still might not, depending on the season.  He was well aware that 

one of the worst things he could do would be to overhype the danger of a storm that eventually 

fizzled, and he spoke to me about the fine line that existed between keeping people informed by 

communicating objective information, and veering into scare tactics.  A tension between the two 

had become ever more salient given the shift towards mandatory evacuations and regional curfews.   
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 For someone charged with managing and governing the population, Mr. Barry’s best hope was 

for more people like Mr. Hill, who were receptive to data, but who also held no illusions that they 

should fight to remain in place during a crisis, rather than remove themselves from the setting and 

remaining out of harm’s way till the storm had passed.  His biggest challenges were long term 

residents who had developed a fatalistic attitude, lost a sense of the damaging potential for storms, 

or developed an insular sense of self-protection regarding storm risks, rendering them more likely to 

remain in place despite warnings about storms and calls for evacuation.  Mr. Barry (and numerous 

officials through the region) had to actively work against the ideas of community resilience and 

perseverance in the face of adversity, especially as the widespread environmental changes had 

diminished the environmental buffers in many of these communities, even while populations had 

grown in these very same regions.   

Hybrid Citizens: Complex Understandings of History, Memory, & Technology 

 The previous two examples might mistakenly suggest that there is a sharp dichotomy between 

old-timers who rely on memory and experience, and recent entrants who have turned to technology 

and probabilistic models.  Not everyone aligns themselves with a technologically oriented and 

emergency preparedness focused perspective, and others may not value the embedded expertise of a 

long-term resident, but it is not a simple reduction that time living in the gulf coast is negatively 

correlated with how much you pay attention to technology.   

 Mr. Certani has lived in Louisiana for nearly 35 years, and moved here when he was barely out 

of high school, when his father moved into the region for work.  While not necessarily a local who 

grew up hearing stories of past storms, he quickly became immersed in the culture of southern 

Louisiana and could rattle off storm histories (as well as a few tall tales about storms) with the best 

of them.  But at the same time, he made a conscious an ongoing effort to stay on top of predictions 

and information about current storms, as well as actually reading up on changes to forecasting 
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technology.  He also saw his accumulated knowledge as a resource that could be shared and 

transferred, and was more than willing to treat me as another student.  The important point being to 

emphasize that being a long term resident does not preclude one from participating in the 

information economy, and conversely, being a newcomer to the region does not ensure you will be 

technologically savvy and plugged in to all the most recent prediction information. 

  Several other important themes emerged from stories gulf residents told, but a few stood 

out in particular. The first is the idea of self-education and lay expertise.  As a relatively newly arrived 

resident of the gulf coast, Mr. Hill saw it as his duty to get up to speed on the potential for 

hurricanes and to educate himself as to the risks that were inherent to the region.  This was part of 

becoming a responsible citizen of the region, and partly reflected on his own desire to be well 

prepared and to understand what he needed to do to be ready.  The second is the use of predictive 

models to educate the public on the possibility of hurricane disasters, and to engage in a gentle and friendly 

coercion to compel residents to prepare for what seemed inevitable (to an emergency manager).  Not everyone is as 

enthusiastic about learning preparedness planning and hurricane storm patterns, especially those that 

have lived in these areas for years and feel their community derived knowledge and experience is 

enough.  Emergency managers must balance this dynamic (along with many others) in making 

decisions about planning and education, as well as calls for less “optional” emergency management 

decrees (e.g. mandatory evacuations, curfews, etc.). 

 In the next section, I expand on this dynamic in greater detail, and give examples of 

standardized emergency management strategies and planning, the real world experience of these 

plans (by residents), and the compulsory or productive power that encourages residents to make (the 

right) decisions for themselves.  As the purveyor of “Productive power (Foucault 1984) emergency 

management agencies and officials are an informing presence as much as an overarching authority 

which suggests, rather than mandates, what (good) citizens should do. 
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PREPAREDNESS: COMMUNITY MEMORY VS. TECHNICAL EXPERTISE 

Life on the US gulf coast is difficult, especially within the context of hurricanes and coastal flooding, 

as well as larger environmental changes.  In the previous section, I described how the experience of 

the present is understood through collective memory and community expertise derived from the 

accumulation of memory and the sedimentation of experience (present via the past), and forecasting 

and weather technologies that mediate the experience of storms and storm risks through empirical 

data and predictive models (present via the future).  There is an inherent tension between these 

perspectives, because accumulated expertise and community knowledge encourages a sense of 

community resilience and perseverance, while predictive technologies and emergency preparedness 

practices (including private/governmental insurance programs) privilege actuarial calculations and 

bureaucratic logics.  The latter emphasize rational choice, utility maximization, risk minimization, 

and overall cost-effectiveness (see later chapter on insurance and population governance in a risk 

environment).  This tension has been growing due to both changes to social and environmental 

landscapes and changes in policies and regulations. 

 The convergence of prediction technology, population management techniques, and disaster 

preparedness and response planning forms the basis of the modern emergency preparedness project 

(Haddow et al 2007, Chen et al 2009).  Modern emergency preparedness strategies and logic are 

focused on the future in the present – the way in which descriptive statistics and predictive modeling 

can help officials better understand the potential of a possible storm, and therefore enact plans to 

better protect a population from harmful outcomes.  This approach seeks to render the abstract 

more concretely, and to harness or corral uncertain outcomes into probabilistic patterns.  Predictive 

technologies, meteorological models, and historical storm track data act as an organizing force for an 

otherwise unwieldy scientific phenomenon (hurricanes), and allow for order to be made of the chaos 

of storm seasons.   
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 Storm models and predictions are designed as ‘objective’ measures of observable/empirical 

phenomena that lead to better understanding of storm patterns, and better predictions of the 

possible tracks, storm potential, and outcomes of hurricanes.  The manner of how models and data 

are used, the power embedded within their deployment, and the compulsory power and governance 

over populations they can engender through their production, are also key components of a more 

careful look at these data and models.  As predictive technologies become more accurate, 

increasingly complex, and better developed, they take on a social life of their own66 (cf. Appadurai 

1988).  Beyond whether they are accurate, or how they change perspectives of risk in the gulf coast, 

it is also important to understand how they are operationalized and deployed, along with the 

productive power or compulsory control they purport to hold over populations. 

 Modern emergency management strategies emphasize scientific predictions and 

bureaucratic/governmental recommendations (to evacuate: when and where), instead of relying on 

accumulated knowledge and experience67, and discourses about preparedness quickly morph into 

discourses of personal responsibility in terms of following government recommendations, with the 

associated judgments of character and intelligence when these recommendations are not followed68.  

Residents of coastal communities can choose to embrace this transition, but this discussion goes 

beyond simply passing judgment on those who do not respond to emergency management dictums, 

or otherwise ignore ‘rational’ decision-making processes in the face of a looming disaster.  Expertise 

is no longer the sole province of credentialed experts, as citizens can empower themselves through 

                                                
66 Scientific (and meta-scientific) scholarship, commonly referred to as STS (science and technology studies), looks at the technical 
features and functions of scientific technologies, as well as their social dimension and how they shaped (and are shaped) by social 
pressures, concerns, and interests (Jasanoff 2004, Latour 2005).   
67 In many ways, this is a welcome change, as the changing landscape has changed the way storms affect the region.  Recent 
crises/catastrophes have led most to realize the need to evacuate, etc. 
68 There are a number of reasons why people might not follow recommendations regarding evacuations, including fear about being 
able to return, costs associated with evacuation, limited sense of actual risk, etc. 
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this process of consuming (existing) and producing (novel) scientific data and models, as well as 

conveying/transmitting this knowledge and expertise to friends or family69.   

 Emergency preparedness strategies operate on the level of behavioral intervention and 

population management, and they deploy both top-down interventions into behavior through 

compulsive declarations like evacuation orders, as well as bottom-up suggestions that shift the locus 

of choice onto the individual.  The latter may be the near future of disaster planning and response – 

a decentralized form of emergency management where centralized bureaucracies suggest patterns of 

behavior that are the mark of a good citizens engaged in careful planning, but where the choice is 

left to citizens in a decentralized network to enact these plans70.  The office the governor associated 

with homeland security and emergency preparedness has taken this notion of suggesting good 

planning and pushed it forward in order drive citizens towards good decisions and planning through 

a mildly coercive (while supportive and positive) public relations and outreach campaign (Figure 

3.6).  The push to get a game plan to keep your family safe brings in a sports metaphor to make sure 

your family team is well prepared while at the same time suggesting the potential for consequences if 

your family is not ready.   

Ready.gov: Plan & Prepare: Compulsory Planning for (Good) Citizens of the Region 

 Figure 3.7 reflects a number of elements associated with the modern emergency 

management and preparedness project, and is part of an advertising campaign by the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).  This campaign emphasizes the need to be prepared – 

insisting that you should be “Preparing today, reduces the consequences of a disaster tomorrow.  Visit Ready.gov” 

                                                
69 Not all residents in the region embrace the predictive technologies that facilitate (or drive) decisions that emanate from the 
centralized emergency preparedness officials/agencies.  Some feel they know better, or have enough experience to weather any storm.  
Others do not actively ignore novel technologies and information, but lack direct access to them.  Whatever the specific reason, 
failure to embrace predictive sciences and the productive power embedded within their distribution and use, casts a negative light on 
those that abstain, as the responsibility for personal action and community knowledge is projected onto the local population.   
70 This clearly links to micro-power and productive power discussion of biopower (Foucault), where rather than top down repressive 
state apparatuses that dictate behavior, information is king and people are (mostly) expected to make good decisions based on the 
data, models, and suggested plans of action that come out of emergency preparedness planning offices.  It is only in the event of a 
disaster that the State actually takes control and enforces these plans. 
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(Figure 3.7).  The destructive potential of a given disaster type71, hints at the potential consequences 

of inadequate preparation (it shows relatively widespread destruction), and contains a not too subtle 

dictum to “PLAN”.  This proactive planning might help prevent a disaster from affecting you as 

seriously, or more likely, will help you cope with said disaster provided you have a plan in place.  

This type of emergency management treats human behavior as premised on rational decision-

making, as well as subjective to governance and intervention.  Figure 8 does similar work in the 

sense that it shows (abstracted) community members working together, it identifies the state being 

you should be in prior to a possible disaster (“Ready”), and suggests the promise you should make in 

order to be prepared.  And Figure 3.9 asks a simple question – ‘are you ready?’ – while a massive 

hurricane spins up in the background. 

 This is just a small sample of the numerous messages that are transmitted in advance of 

hurricane season.  Others are more specific in their messaging.  Some provide specific planning and 

response strategies for before and after a storm (Figure 3.10), others provide early season checklists 

for advanced preparations for a possible evacuation, and others provide information on the ideal 

primary and secondary routes for evacuation should a storm threaten your region and an evacuation 

is called for.  As with the messages compelling you to prepare, these informational messages can be 

overwhelming, as they are meant to be comprehensive documents for people with little to no 

advanced knowledge of storms.  Ultimately, they provide a strong message that compels people to 

action (plan/prepare/respond – to be “ready”), while (in theory) providing them with all the 

information they might need to enact these plans.  In the following section, I expand on the reality 

of storm experiences to demonstrate that the lived reality of storms is sometimes far messier than 

the idealized and abstracted plans put forth as part of emergency management planning. 

 

                                                
71 There are images for floods, fires, earthquakes, etc., in addition to hurricanes. 
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Abstract Planning vs. Real Experience: Evacuations and Short Term Disruptions: 

When a hurricane is predicted to make landfall in an area, and the conditions are such that 

emergency management planners have determined that evacuation is the safest course of action, a 

mandatory evacuation order is announced.  The ‘mandatory’ aspect has the dual effect of compelling 

evacuation, and absolving the local police/fire/EMS officials from guaranteeing service, since they 

will have reduced numbers and potentially access, in the case of storm outages, downed trees, etc.  

The evacuation plans are formal and logical, with defined routes (including contraflow), staggered 

departure times to reduce or eliminate bottlenecks, and suggested destinations (Figure 3.11).  The 

plans that are designed by emergency managers represent an ideal response to a given event, but 

lived reality differs sharply from this ideal, and most of my interviewees who had evacuated had 

stories that ranged from moderately inconvenient (stuck in traffic for hours, cash only gas stations, 

cars overheating, etc.), to downright terrible (being stuck on the interstate when the storm hit, 24+ 

hours of gridlock, etc.). 

It was a mess.  We started out, and were doing ok till we hit the traffic.  Then it was 10 hours of 
traffic…it was bumper to bumper, some people ran out of gas, and there was no place to go.  
      Ms.  Maureen SE Texas Resident 
 
I always get out early.  We saw what happened when people are running and they get caught in the 
storm on the road.  We’ve got Lydia [an adult sibling who needed full time caregiving the family] to 
worry about, and I’m not getting stuck on the road. Ms.  Carly S Louisiana Resident 

 
The problems associated with evacuation are complex and involve more than the process of getting 

out.  One has to think about the cost of travel and lodging, missed pay for hourly workers, lost 

business for business owners, and difficulty in dealing with travel issues for elderly relatives or pets 

(neither of whom are accustomed or equipped for long distance multi-hour car rides, often with no 

air conditioning).   

  This situation presented itself with Hurricane Gustav in SE Texas.  It was originally 

predicted to make landfall in this region, and the area engaged in a massive mobilization and 
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evacuation efforts.  Most of the area was given a mandatory evacuation order, and the emergency 

response agencies coordinated to move out everyone, including those in hospitals and extended care 

facilities (using C130 transport planes).  This evacuation came at significant monetary cost to the 

State, as well as all the individuals who evacuated.  Gustav swung east and made landfall in 

Louisiana, and completely missed SE Texas in terms of physical effects.  The social effects were 

much more pronounced, and reminded everyone of the costs of evacuation, even when there was 

no visible evidence of the storm on the region.  Emergency managers expressed concern that people 

would not evacuate next time, having either spent their evacuation budged on a “dud”, or having 

seen that the predictions are not always correct.  This fear was realized with Hurricane Ike, when a 

number of people did not evacuate, but which caused considerable flooding and damage in the area.   

Some people evacuated for Gustav, and then it didn’t really do much here.  That created problems 
for Ike…when we called for the evacuation, people were out of money and they didn’t want to be 
inconvenienced again.  Some who left for Gustav didn’t leave for Ike, and others said they’d never 
evacuate again.        Mr.  Barry SE Texas EMC 
 

A server at a local diner in SE Texas I liked to frequent talked about asking her parents about 

hurricanes in the area.  They had all evacuated for Gustav, but had decided to stick around for Ike 

after Gustav did not play out as had been predicted: 

“We left for Gustav, and then nothing happened.  So what was that trouble for? We didn’t leave for 
Ike, and we didn’t’ flood, but the whole area was a mess around here.  I was talking to my dad 
about the storms, and I asked him: “Daddy, have we always had hurricanes?”  

 
Mrs. Howtal was probably in her early 40s, and was just young enough to have no working memory 

of some of the larger storms that hit SE Texas in the 60s.  There had been other storms of 

significance since then, but none that had the wide reaching damaging effects as seen in 2005 with 

Rita and 2008 with Gustav.  For her, the storms were just far enough in the past that it was unlikely 

(or impossible that) she would remember them, and she was genuinely curious whether this was 

something new, or whether the region had simply been lucky for most of her adult life.  This was a 

common theme for residents in SE Texas of her age range, who were particularly stung by the cost 
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and trouble associated with damages from Rita, and the “unnecessary” evacuation of Gustav.  

Gustav was the most evacuated storm in US history, likely due to the recent memory of Katrina and 

Rita, as well as the relatively wide swath of the gulf that fell under the mandatory evacuation order.  

It ended up being a smaller storm with a narrower impact, but there are no refunds on your travel 

expenses, and of course you cannot get back the time you spent away from work, home, or other 

responsibilities.    

It wasn’t just the evacuations that posed problems.  In the lower bayou communities in 

Louisiana that saw moderate damage and had the area closed by state and federal authorities, people 

returning after a few days were unable to return to their homes for weeks, as they waited for 

flooding to subside before allowing people back in. 

We evacuated for Gustav, but when we came back, they wouldn’t let us in [to the community].  
They had the National Guard out and everything was blocked off.  So we were stuck with not much 
place to go till they let us back in.  I’m not sure we’ll go next time.      
       Mr. Edgar S Louisiana Resident 
 

Mr. and Mrs. Valasco sat down to share their story of evacuation troubles.   

“We never used to evacuate, but after Katrina, we saw what happened….Now they say that 
evacuations are mandatory, and we left for Gustav, but we’ll never evacuate again…We evacuated 
and spent some time with my cousin in Alabama, but when we went to come back, we couldn’t find 
out when it was OK to get back…when we got back, they wouldn’t let us in, you had to have passes 
that said you could come in, but we live here! It took a week or something,…some people were 
sleeping in their cars, but eventually we made it back in.  Our house was OK, it flooded a 
little…but we’re not going to do that again.”       Mr.  & Mrs.  Valasco – SE Texas Residents 

 
People were thankful that the storm did not replicate the problems and social breakdowns of 

Katrina (as had been feared, given the temporal and spatial trajectory), but the costs and difficulties 

associated with the evacuation, in conjunction with the relatively minor effect of the storm, 

reinforced the notion among residents that evacuation was more dangerous or troublesome than the 

storms themselves. 

Additionally, evacuation maps suggest a coherent and ordered movement away from the 

coast, moving inland and away from the projected path of the storm.  Actual evacuations were 
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anything but, as people chose their destinations based on where they had friends or family, or where 

they could afford to stay.   Communities do not evacuate together.  Networks mobilized in response 

to evacuations are more diffuse and dispersed and dependent on one’s personal network.  If one 

does not have family or friends located in a safe zone, one must choose whether to tap into 

economic resources to pay the considerable costs (gas, food, lodging) associated with evacuation, go 

someplace not designated as “safe” but which had friends or family, or to eschew evacuation 

altogether.  It is easy to suggest rational plans in advance of a storm, and to insist on rational 

decision making given the looming threat of a hurricane, but the chaos of evacuation makes it 

difficult to react this way, and the material costs associated with evacuation and subsequent 

disruptions that are not easily absorbed, regardless of how well connected you may be.  This means 

that in the current state of mandatory evacuations and widespread storm and surge effects, it is 

difficult to draw on network resources, given the way evacuations shake up and disrupt these 

underlying networks, not to mention the possibility of overburdening households who serve as 

destinations for evacuees. 

Lay Expertise & Productive Power – Anticipatory Anthropology 

  In addition to tension between accumulated expertise of communities and emergency 

management planning of bureaucracies, there is tension between the lived actions of individuals in 

response to storms, and the preferred preparedness and disaster planning as suggested by emergency 

management officials and bureaucracies.  Rather than punish those who deviate from the suggested 

plans, modern emergency management engages in a process of compulsion and coercion based on a 

set of standards that would be ideal planning, actions, and responses to a given set of disaster 

conditions, and then compels people to prepare effectively, and to develop their disaster toolkit such 

that they are prepared for these events should they take place.  The dictum to “Be Ready” and the 

parallel question “Are you ready?” both suggest that the recipient of these messages is both in 
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charge of their planning, which can be empowering, and responsible for developing these plans 

(which can also be empowering, but can also serve to blame them if the planning fails).  The 

agencies provide ample resources, and checklists, and maps, and evacuation routes, and they appear 

on billboards, and on the radio, and on television, and in the newspaper, all in an effort to 

communicate two things: that the resources are out there to engage in effective preparation, and that 

you are responsible for developing these plans yourself, or with your family or community. 

 But it is not just emergency response planning; storm prediction goes hand in hand as part 

of this extension of productive power.  It is not enough to be engaged with the emergency response 

planning apparatus; you are also expected to have some fluency with prediction technologies.  This 

fluency allows you to engage in the appropriate level of emergency response action (boarding up 

your windows, securing a food/water supply, evacuation, etc.).  It also allows you to anticipate the 

potential severity of a storm (as well as its path), so as to not overreact or underestimate the possible 

path and intensity of a storm.  This is an obvious example of the distributed productive power that 

Foucault describes, as well as the power of science and information in compelling people to at once: 

understand the issues at hand, and govern themselves based on this understanding.  The state simply 

provides the framework, and it is up to the family or community unit to act on this information and 

is held accountable for their decisions.   

 Vinceanne Adams speaks to the how we are increasingly governed by an anticipatory mode 

of productive knowledge.  Adams (et al 2009) writes:  

One defining quality of our current moment is its characteristic state of anticipation, of thinking and 
living toward the future.  Anticipation has epistemic value, a virtue emerging through actuarial 
saturation as sciences of the actual are displaced by speculative forecast.  It is a politics of temporality 
and affect.  Key dimensions are: injunction as the moral imperative to characterize and inhabit states 
of uncertainty; abduction as requisite tacking back and forth between futures, pasts and presents, 
framing templates for producing the future; optimization as the moral responsibility of citizens to 
secure their ‘best possible futures’; preparedness as living in ‘preparation for’ potential trauma; and 
possibility as ‘ratcheting up’ hopefulness, especially through technoscience.  Anticipation is the 
palpable sense that things could be (all) right if we leverage new spaces of opportunity, reconfiguring 
‘the possible.’ (Emphasis mine) 
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It is at this point of interaction between the productive power of bureaucratic governance and the 

recipients of these messages who are meant to act on this information that something quite 

extraordinary is happening.  The gulf coast presents a simultaneously tragic and compelling example 

of this in action.  The environment has been ravaged by industrial development and degradation, yet 

considerable investment has been put forward in extensive technological interventions that help 

mitigate storm and flooding risks.  Homes have been destroyed by wind and water and the receding 

coast poses an increasing threat to coastal communities, yet tremendous technological developments 

(levees, elevated homes, etc.) have allowed for people to remain in place despite these threats.  This 

reconfiguring of the possible through technology has at once extended the sustainability of gulf 

coast communities, but has placed them on the precipice of disaster.  Even as these disasters play 

out, residents and communities are armed with the information upon which they can act, but these 

suggestions by bureaucratic agencies place the onus of responsibility (and the power and freedom of 

choice!) in the hands of individuals or families.   

 But the predictions and planning are not the entirety of the experience of gulf coast storms, 

and even the best made plans are fractured, reformulated, and improvised on the fly, as residents 

make their way through each successive disaster.  This is probably one of the fundamental 

limitations of the standardized bureaucratic response; it reduces or eliminates the problem solving 

and improvisational character of humans, in favor of a uniform plans.  When these plans work as 

intended, and assuming they are inclusive of all stakeholders and community interests and 

perspectives (a big assumption), they are probably the most efficient way to respond to disaster.  But 

the reality of disaster response is messy, things don’t work as intended, and people have to respond 

based on the reality at hand, not some abstract and ideal representation of reality.  This discussion 

anticipates the next chapter and discussions of resilience and vulnerability, as a more resilient 

community may have more wide-ranging improvisational skills to fall back on when responding to a 
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disaster.  But before proceeding to this topic, it is important to revisit the very notion of disaster, 

and to reconsider how disaster is defined (the rest of this chapter) before moving on to an extended 

discussion of the ways that communities respond to disaster and the consequences to these 

communities when their response capacity is overwhelmed by an acute disaster or a series of chronic 

changes that result in larger disaster. 

 

WHAT IS A DISASTER? 

Anthropologists have long been involved in the study of disasters (cf. Oliver-Smith 1996), but the 

focus has typically been on individual, communities, and/or institutional responses to potential risks, 

or descriptions of various forms of self-inflicted susceptibility (Oliver-Smith 1996, Lane et al 2004, 

Henry 2005, Button 2010).  Disasters are generally characterized as sudden and unpredictable events, 

chaotic, and unexpected – and in some ways completely unanticipated (Zeigler 2006).  Many of the 

phenomena that lead to disaster are known, but it is the exact sequence of events, often at a scale 

that was unanticipated or well above average, that leads to what is defined as a disaster.  Within the 

social sciences more broadly, the notion of a ‘natural’ disaster has been questioned (Jackson 2005, 

Hartman & Squires 2006), as many of the environmental/climate crises we witnessed occur as the 

result of human habitation and environmental modification (cf. Henry 2005, Austin 2006 for more 

recent/salient critiques).   

 The term ‘natural disaster’ is applied to many events associated with the physical 

environment – volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, flooding, which are seen as rare events that only 

occasionally affect an otherwise normal context.  These events (as natural phenomena) are also 

completely out of the control of whatever local, regional, or national government is present in the 

area where they strike72.  The complexity of human relationships to the natural world means that 

                                                
72 Footnote on un/natural disasters – refer to later in chapter 
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social and natural systems are ever more intertwined in complex political ecological systems (cf. 

previous chapter), and a disastrous event frequently expands into the social and institutional systems 

of communities affected by these disasters.  These effects of disaster can be mitigated or amplified 

by social and institutional systems, and it is at this point that the policies and actions by 

governmental agencies and social institutions can shape the experience of a “natural” disaster based 

on these policies. 

The federal government has very specific criteria for disasters based on disaster declarations 

(Reeves 2004, FEMA 2013) and these tend to focus, rather pragmatically, on acute events.  Long-

term causal linkages are complicated and diffuse, making solutions difficult to nail down and engage 

in a practical policy based manner.  For an acute event, preparations can be made, plans can be 

developed, and a clear network of response resources can be mobilized in the event of a disaster of 

this type.  While politically difficult, and hard to sort into discrete jurisdictional categories (e.g. state 

vs. federal, government vs. NGO/private, etc.), a more responsive (and progressive) model of 

preparedness planning and emergency response would look at how social factors such as social 

inequality and environmental vulnerability exacerbate the effects of hurricanes (cf. Cutter & Emrich 

2006, Hallowell 2010; cf. syndemics, Singer 2006).  This would expand the definition of a disaster to 

consider the intersection between acute events, and the long-term chronic issues that exacerbate the 

effects of an acute crisis.  This altered focus allows us to better consider the consequences of long-

term social and environmental breakdowns (cf. resilience, in chapter 4), and risk management and 

monetization strategies (insurance, in chapter 5).  So what might a more holistic and expanded view 

of disasters look like? In the following section I expand on the notion of chronic health to consider 

chronic environmental health and the layered effects of disasters (I expand on this analysis in greater 

detail in the next chapter). 
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Acute vs. Chronic Effects: Seasonal Hurricanes and Layered Effects 

National media, federal emergency management, and the general public typically treat 

individual hurricanes as unique and isolated events.  But hurricanes are cumulative crises owing to 

the layered effects of spatial and temporal overlap between acute events and long-term changes to 

the environment, social disruptions, and institutional breakdowns.  The focus on singular storm 

events may be partly due to the attention span of national news audiences, the funding model of 

emergency response agencies that get resources for disaster declarations apart from their annual 

allocations73, and television that emphasizes sensational and fast moving stories, or the bureaucratic 

pragmatism in federal management agencies that can only handle a discrete event, and have few 

options for dealing with chronic changes that span across multiple events, or multiple administrative 

regimes.  Whatever the reason, emphasis on the acute over the chronic captures the particulars of a 

given storm, but it ignores the long-term effects that are embedded within the social and physical 

landscapes, and the cumulative effects linked to multiple and overlapping events.   

Technological intervention in a built environment helps mitigate the acute threats that 

hurricanes pose (see previous chapter), although these interventions do less to address long-term 

chronic changes to the landscape.  These interventions serve a similar role to the maintenance 

strategies required for dealing with chronic health problems in individuals, and the parallels to 

chronic health are an instructive and intuitive link (cf. Thorne 1993).  Shifting the analytical 

perspective to consider the layered and overlapping effects within multiple nested contexts better 

elucidates problems attendant to the crises, but also shifts focus towards chronic landscape issues, 

rather than acute storm events74.  Parallels between managing for chronic landscape change and 

chronic health problems include the maintenance strategies required to deal with chronic effects, the 

                                                
73 Even the most conservative of congresses have rarely denied resources to communities post disaster – which made the conflict over 
funding Hurricane Sandy recovery so surprising 
74 Although these acute events are clearly important given the impact they can have within a chronic health context. 
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threat that acute episodes pose to general (environmental) health, and the destabilizing effect that an 

acute event can have when layered onto a chronic problem.  Whether as a metaphor or as a guide in 

designing policy, visualizing the landscape in terms of chronic environmental health helps focus on 

the holistic issues that shape clusters of experience, rather than acute interventions that target 

specific issues. 

The chronic and (relatively) slow moving nature of coastal environmental change also 

highlights one of the fundamental concerns about these systemic shifts within an environment of 

layered and overlapping risks.  Solutions are typically oriented towards immediate tangible solutions 

to acute and fast moving problems.  The water is rising and we need you to elevate your homes.  

The channelized river is at an ever-greater risk of flooding, and we need to build a seawall and 

bulkhead the river to mitigate this risk.  There is a storm threatening the region, and we need you to 

evacuate.  In isolation, each of these events has a solution that is unique to the context in which it is 

experienced.  But by looking at the context of the US gulf coast and the environment of risk of 

hurricanes, from the perspective of the layered effects of hurricanes, it becomes clear that solutions 

to these layered crises will require similarly complex responses.  If the wetlands are crumbling and 

storm surge flooding poses an ever-greater risk, simply elevating homes or evacuating for each storm 

is a set of stopgap measures.  If the flooding continues to worsen over time, you will have to elevate 

your home even more or evacuate even more often.  Building more and more homes and businesses 

in a hurricane risk zone increases recovery (and insurance) costs, and at some point, people within 

and outside the region may begin to question whether it is sustainable or cost-effective to repeatedly 

rebuild within an area where it only becomes more and more risky to live and work there. 

There are a number of barriers to developing holistic responses to these challenges.  One 

barrier is the sociopolitical context of environmental change on the US gulf coast in oil and gas 

country.  Some environmental changes are directly attributable to the impacts that decades of oil and 
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gas extraction activities have had on the landscape (extraction and subsidence, channel building, 

etc.), while others are attributable to ancillary activities associated with oil and gas activity 

(navigational traffic, climate change, etc.).  Many people made their career in the oil and gas industry, 

and the region leans right in terms of political orientation, both of which hinder the embrace of an 

‘environmentalist’ perspective.  There is also a sense that technology will lead to advancements that 

further mitigate environmental risks (elevated homes & highways, new building technologies, 

advanced levee construction), and that it is only a matter of time before some advancement in 

technology renders all the “hand wringing about climate and hurricanes and the coast” moot75.  This 

increases the dependence on technological intervention, and there will come a point when these 

interventions are either not sustainable in terms of pragmatic concerns over cost effectiveness, 

quality of life issues over what degree of risk is tenable and acceptable before you move out, or 

both76. 

A second barrier to developing a holistic approach to landscape alteration and degradation is 

the way in which disasters are managed at the level of state and federal government.  Disaster 

declarations are a complex process that has political and economic implications that dictate when 

and how they are made (Reeves 2004).  But a key feature is that they refer to an isolated event or 

disaster, and not to the chronic long-term conditions of gulf coast living.  They can only be made for 

an acute event, not the accumulative impacts of decades of gradual change.  The cumulative effects 

of landscape changes, environmental degradation, social disruptions, and skyrocketing insurance 

costs may all come together to form the ‘real’ disaster facing gulf coast residents77.  This is a slow 

moving series of linked events, not a discrete disaster that is easy to declare.  For an acute event, you 

                                                
75 Quote comes from longer discussion by a municipal planning official in Louisiana who recognized the problems associated with 
coastal flooding but thought that the link between climate change and hurricanes had become a political point of leverage from the 
left – in his mind, technology and management would reduce or eliminate the threat – which he also understood as being overstated 
and not necessarily due to any systemic change, but rather the natural variability that is used to describe these patterns. 
76 All of which is addressed in the next two chapters. 
77 This previews some of my closing arguments in the final chapter 
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can pose for pictures as you write the checks, and move on to the next crisis.  For a long-term 

chronic crisis, it is much more difficult to strategically position or frame your response.  Recovery 

funding is similarly dependent upon acute storm events, as a number of NGOs that expanded their 

operations in Texas and Louisiana post Katrina and Rita, were forced to scale back their operations 

as the funding dried up (cf. chapter 4). 

There are drawbacks to focusing on the layered effects - when problems are complicated; 

they are rarely easily solved with an elegant or simple solution.  One reason FEMA operations are 

focused on acute events is the relative simplicity in management that goes along with writing a check 

for losses sustained in a specific disaster, vs. a complex analysis of the social and environmental 

factors that are amplifying the risk of hurricanes on the gulf coast78.  This (ruthless) pragmatism on 

the part of government agencies has left a void, and two primary forces are working to address these 

complex problems, albeit from radically different perspectives.  First, the growth of existing and 

novel non-governmental organizations is taking up some slack in addressing and mitigating the 

effects of environmental risk along the US gulf coast (see chapter 4 for more details).  Second, 

changes within the insurance system that governs the gulf coast operate on a continuum between 

collective and actuarially monetized risk (see chapter 5).  On one end, case management and careful 

consideration of the experience of individuals and households helps NGOs better address local 

problems, while on the other, actuarial tables and rational choice models are deployed to determine 

what is cost-effective, and therefore permitted. 

 

 

 

                                                
78 In fact, FEMA was formed partly in response to counter the standard practice of the day regarding disaster recovery.  Prior to the 
formation of FEMA in 1979, disaster response was not centralized in the federal bureaucracy, and multiple agencies, policy makers, 
and stakeholders were involved in post-disaster recovery efforts.  
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CONCLUSION 

This chapter highlights two distinct ways of understanding the experience of hurricanes on the US 

gulf coast – an understanding based on how the present can be understood through the past - drawing on 

history and social memory and focusing on the accumulated expertise that emerges from this 

experience; and understanding based on how the present is also understood via the future - through 

predictive technologies and risk projections and modeling (as well as a general sense of habituation 

with the seasonal cycles).  There is an inherent tension between these two perspectives that shapes 

the ways those who live in the gulf coast respond to storm cycles.  Today, more than ever citizens 

are faced with information that contradicts or suspends their accumulated experience and expertise.  

Contemporary emergency management logic and practice does not engage local knowledge and 

privileges the rational calculations associated with ‘objective’ data and predictive models.  Local 

residents are asked, if not compelled to comply with prescriptive standardized preparedness plans.  

When anticipatory logic rules the day and lives are saved, the local population is glad for the 

assistance.  When the anticipated does not come to fruition, and when storms do not strike as 

forecast, the many burdens and costs of evacuation fall on local residents, and many of whom can ill 

afford to bear them.   

 Given the scale of environmental change, and the chronic changes associated with landscape-

scale alternations to the physical environment, the presence of forecasting experts and standardized 

emergency plans is not entirely unwelcome, as the serious consequences of strong storm surges 

threatens continued existence and sustainability of the region.  Landscape-scale changes, including 

pollution, wetland degradation, land subsidence and loss, have led to a pattern of substantial 

alterations of the ‘natural’ landscape.  Barriers and technical interventions stand as monolithic 

reminders to the everyday risks of life on the coast, as well as the investment required to remain in 

place in these coastal communities.  Yet, the long-term, large-scale chronic threats to environmental 
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health, are not the typically the focus of disaster/risk mitigation programs.  Hurricanes are still 

treated as acute events with time-limited consequences, although recent issues linked to insurance 

and liability are altering this dynamic.  What is clearly needed is a refocusing on disaster through the 

lens of chronic human and environmental health given the potential for acute events to amplify 

problems associated with the regions state of environmental vulnerability.  Focus on the layered 

effects of factors compromising the structural integrity of the region provides a far better 

understanding of disaster management.  When storms are taken in isolation, they appear 

manageable.  When taken as the sum of their cumulative effects over time, response systems are 

dealing with just the tip of a much bigger problem.   

The risks that communities face is not simply that of an acute hurricane effect, calculable 

based on the wind speed and the storm surge potential.  It is not simply a matter of how many nails 

you need in your roofing shingles to be to code (6 by the way).  Nor is it simply a matter of making 

sure that you evacuate within the appropriate window so that you can be out of harm’s way before a 

storm makes landfall, or that you wait the appropriate time before returning from your evacuation.  

Emphasis on response in the face of a storm ignores the larger nested contexts that are likely to 

shape how the storm is experienced.  A shift towards a consideration of the environmental 

vulnerability of the land body to which humans bodies are tied and the chronic impact of acute 

storm episodes provides a more holistic perspective of what needs to be done to promote resilience.   

Holistic, layered approaches to the problems faced by the gulf coast demand that long-term 

problems be seen through a political ecological lens that is attentive to all agents of environmental 

change including industry, natural changes, infrastructure developments, etc.  Focusing on 

emergency preparedness is not enough.   
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In the following chapters I expand on this holistic focus to address the effect that 

perturbations to social and institutional systems can have in terms of resilience (next chapter), as 

well as higher-level policies within governmental and actuarial management of risk (chapter 5). 
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FIGURES: CHAPTER 3 
 

 
Figure 3.1 – Photo of lower bayou salt intrusion 

Photo: Ben McMahan 
 

 
Figure 3.2 – Aerial Photo/Map Hybrid of Levees in Southern Louisiana 

Source: US Army Corps of Engineers & Nola.com 
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Figure 3.3 – Advance warning cone Hurricanes 

Source: Weather Underground (2012) 
 

 
Figure 3.4 – ‘Spaghetti’ Model of projected Hurricane Tracks for Hurricane Ike (2008) 

Source: National Hurricane Center 
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Figure 3.5: Five-Day Cones of Uncertainty – Hurricane Ike, Sept 8, 2008 

Map by Ben McMahan using GIS data from a variety of sources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.6: “Get a Gameplan” campaign – encouraging residents to plan ahead. 

Source: Louisiana Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness 
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Figure 3.7: Preparing Today Reduces the Consequences of a Disaster Tomorrow 

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) & Ready.gov 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.8: Pledge to Prepare: National Preparedness Month as Compulsory Tool 

Source: Ready.gov 
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Figure 3.9: Are You Ready?  (workshops framing shifts responsibility to audience of workshop) 

Source: Ready.gov 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.10: Be Ready – Before and After Hurricane Planning Poster 

Source: Center for Disease Control (CDC) 
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Figure 3.11 – Contra Flow Evacuation Map 
Source: Louisiana Office of Emergency Preparedness & Nola.com 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESILIENCE, VULNERABILITY, SUSTAINABILITY, AND SOCIAL NETWORKS 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

I established that hurricanes on the US Gulf Coast in S Louisiana and SE Texas are complex events 

that emerge from an assemblage of historical, environmental, meteorological, and social factors (cf. 

chapter 2).  Residents of these regions have a long history of dealing with these storms, but despite 

this complicated history, modern emergency management and preparedness generally emphasize 

triage of acute disaster based on immediate needs (chapter 3).  Environmental issues such as wetland 

loss and environmental degradation intersect with social issues such as inequality, demographic 

mobility, and economic instability to produce a unique environment of chronic 

social/environmental risk, and these chronic environmental changes amplify the threats of these 

acute disasters (cf. chapter 2-3).   

I will now turn to states of vulnerability found at the intersection of social and 

environmental contexts that threaten long term sustainability by increasing the potential for 

social/natural disaster, further reducing local and regional capacity to respond and recover.  This 

capacity to recover is often described as resilience, and the dynamic between community resilience 

(the capacity to recover) and structural vulnerability (the factors that contribute to increased 

susceptibility to disaster), is an important part of the social determinants of environmental health.  A 

number of factors contribute to resilience and vulnerability, but the role that community networks 

play is especially important, as strong community networks can help mitigate some of the 
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accumulated risks, while networks that are degraded or fractured can amplify these risks.  A holistic 

look at linkages between the environment and the experiences of those who inhabit these 

landscapes, including their participation and experience with social networks, draws on the balance 

between the contexts that shape experiences and the actual outcomes that emerge from these 

contexts.    

In this chapter, I focus on resilience, sustainability, and vulnerability as core concepts linked 

to the accumulated risks of hurricanes on the gulf coast.  I explain the power associated with these 

words when they are used to describe communities, and document the changing practices of gulf 

coast residents following widespread social disruptions post-disaster.  I trace network connections 

that persist or degrade in the wake of social and environmental change, and consider regional 

chronic environmental health through the lenses of social capital, social networks, structural violence 

and vulnerability, and the protective function a strong network can provide.  A social 

epidemiological perspective on community health and well-being and the social (network) 

determinants of health, lead toward a more nuanced understanding of the positive impacts of strong 

network connections, and the negative cumulative health effects associated with the loss, 

degradation, or absence of these networks.  This is especially true for groups found at the margins 

(mental health and illness, elder care, child welfare, poverty, etc.).   

I document the consequences of lost or degraded social networks79, due to chronic issues 

exacerbated by acute crises, and the impact these chronic issues can have on community stability, 

health, and well being.  I also explore emergent response networks tied to collective action and 

community solidarity that were developed in response to perceived needs.  This response centers on 

regional environmental identity linked to social movements and social networks.  I also explore 

communications technology that creates information networks to replicate emergency response 

                                                
79 This extends the discussion initiated in previous chapters regarding environmental degradation and the long-term social breakdowns 
associated with these chronic changes.  
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networks, aggregating community specific information, often in real time, and that operates 

autonomously, independent of official emergency response channels.  I end this section focused on 

trust and responsibility, as it relates to community institutional networks, and points towards chapter 

5 (on private insurance). (Figure 4.1-4.2) 

 

RESILIENCE, VULNERABILITY, AND SUSTAINABILITY 

The concept of resilience has a history in ecological and environmental sciences (cf. Berkes & 

Turner 2006, Nelson et al 2007), as well as in disaster and emergency management literature (Tobin 

1999, D Paton, L Smith, J Violanti 2000).  A recent academic and applied conceptualization of 

resilience in disaster management characterizes resilience as:  

A. The ability to not only anticipate a given threat and to bounce back when a disaster arises, but to 

adapt and change in response to these threats, and  

B.  The ability to develop new plans and strategies that reflect dynamic adaptation within an 

environment of risk (cf. Colten et al 2008, Deeming 2013).   

Given that disasters are chaotic, successful preparation and response hinges on an ability to adapt 

and respond to changing circumstances. 

Resilience is also related to studies of risk and risk perception.  Risk is an abstract measure of 

a possible threat (e.g. the threat a given storm poses to a region), while resilience is a similarly 

intangible measure of the ability for an individual or community to withstand such a threat.  At the 

community level, resilience is multifaceted.  Resilience entails mobilizing human and material 

resources as means to prepare for and respond to perceived threats and their sequelae, and to engage 

resources deemed protective.   In so doing, a community’s ability to recover from a disaster is 

enhanced (Colten et al 2008).  Elements that contribute to resilience, especially salient to my focus 

on social networks and the social determinants of environmental health include family networks, 
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community groups, and social institutions (cf. social networks & social capital), particularly those 

that help families and communities plan for disasters, or that provides support after a disaster 

strikes. 

Outside academic settings, the use of the concept of resilience has expanded beyond narrow 

academic definitions. ‘Resilient community’ is a common trope in media, political, and community 

narratives about survival and post disaster recovery (Figure 4.3).  Communities and residents are 

described as ‘resilient’ by reporters, politicians, and even residents themselves, especially after a 

particularly severe storm or harrowing event.  In this formulation, resilience acts as shorthand to 

describe the perceived or observed ability to recover and thrive in the short term, linked to inherent 

abilities and strength of character embedded within the community.  This formulation also suggests 

a capacity to adapt and recover in the long term, based as much on hopeful optimism as hard 

evidence, other than decades of recovery in the face of disaster.  This hope, and the assumptions 

that go along with it, is an important part of how local identities are negotiated, but also has 

implications regarding questions of responsibility and trust (addressed below). 

Vulnerability exists in tandem with resilience, and reflects susceptibility to events that 

overwhelm the preparedness capacity of a community in an acute disaster, or that slowly 

accumulates as part of long standing social inequality or environmental threats.  Vulnerability is 

frequently invoked in studies of disaster management (Blaikie et al 2004, Wisner 2004), climate 

change (Vörösmarty et al 2000, McCarthy 2001), economics and poverty (Briguglio et al 2009), and 

social/environmental hazards (Cutter et al 2003).   Like resilience, vulnerability is not binary; there 

are degrees of severity (i.e. some things have a larger effect on overall vulnerability than others) as 

well as differential effects (i.e. subgroups within a region are affected differently by factors that affect 

vulnerability).  In the context of gulf coast hurricanes, these factors include the specific threats 

associated with storms and flooding, as well as environmental degradation, social inequality, and 
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demographic/economic instability that complicate effects of storms and flooding.  Effects are 

layered and cumulative and not equitably distributed (cf. Beck 1992).  They often follow the fault 

lines of social inequality, institutional racism, age and gender discrimination, and ethnic segregation, 

and marginalized groups are more severely affected by a disaster, i.e. disasters pose the biggest threat 

to the most vulnerable subgroups within a larger population. 

The continuum between resilience and vulnerability, and the inequitable impact of different 

social factors, are an important part of the relationship between hurricanes and disaster on the US 

Gulf Coast.  Key questions include: How big is a threat?  How much can a group withstand and how easily can 

they recover?  What drives differential outcomes and who is the most vulnerable?  How resilient/vulnerable are 

members of a community, and what are the factors that contribute to resilience/vulnerability? How is 

resilience/vulnerability distributed within and between groups in the region?  These answers to these questions 

affect a community’s chance of success in surviving and thriving post disaster.  The larger or more 

frequent the disruptions, the more resilient groups would need to be.  The more social and 

environmental factors that amplify a threat or hazard, the more vulnerable groups are.  

If resilience is the ability to recover after disaster, and the capacity to adapt and change to 

better respond to future disasters, the infrastructural investments and the built environment (cf. 

chapter 3) are examples of strategies designed to increase resilience and/or decrease vulnerability, as 

they work to help communities recover and adapt.  In 2008 when I returned to the gulf coast 2 

months after hurricane Gustav and Ike had ripped through Louisiana and Texas respectively, I 

expected to see considerable damage.  This was most certainly the case. But what surprised me the 

most was the degree to which many people had already cleaned up, made repairs, and started 

rebuilding in just a few short months.  Roads were piled high with ruined furniture, waterlogged 

drywall, and construction debris from cleanup and recovery efforts, but many homes were already in 

the process of being repaired.  It was evident that most communities were already starting the 
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process of recovery shortly after the storm waters had receded and people were sorting out their 

lives. 

This quick recovery is testimony to the tenacity of the local population, their resilience, and 

their ability to bounce back in the wake of a disaster.   I further observed adaptation through the use 

of technology, both at the individual level (home elevation) and at the community level (levee 

investments and development).  These technological interventions are not even guaranteed to work, 

they are expensive, and they may not be sustainable or scale-able at community or region wide 

scales.  Paradoxically, they increase vulnerability for communities that depend on these interventions 

(which are hardly failsafe), not to mention those who fall outside the bounds of these interventions, 

who see no direct benefit whatsoever (and who may even see increased risks).  

 Resilience is a source of local pride. The term is used by locals, in media coverage, and by 

politicians to describe perseverance, strength of mind, and the tenacity of those affected by disasters 

in the gulf coast.  For residents, resilience is the ability to keep going even after cumulative effects of 

multiple storms and storm seasons might have worn them down.  They are survivors of the harsh 

reality of gulf coast hurricanes, and being a survivor and a re-builder connected to place is an 

important component of their identity.  Resilience is a badge of honor   worn in the face of 

vulnerability.  Outsiders also use the term to describe locals who have toughed it out despite the 

catastrophic circumstances of a disaster.  And both residents and outsiders use this term to 

distinguish themselves from the population of larger urban areas when they juxtapose their own 

experiences to the social breakdowns and helplessness they see post-disaster in places like New 

Orleans post-Katrina, or in Houston post-Rita or Ike80.   

                                                
80 i’ve written elsewhere of the “we’re not Katrina” phenomenon (mcmahan 2010), as a means of positioning locals as distinct from 
the residents of New Orleans, and this is a consistent pattern of insider/outsider designations, and iconic events and locations serve as 
shorthand for larger concepts (e.g. Thoughts on entitlements, urban poverty, race relations, etc.) 
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 Resiliency stands in as proxy for strength of character in the face of tragedy, but being 

known for resilience can have its downsides.  One downside is the perception that failure to respond 

to or recover after a disaster indicates a lack of resilience, weakness of will, and inability to succeed.  

Other regions of the gulf or the country that were less successful in preparation or recovery may be 

seen as lacking resolve, and individual victim blaming may result with circumstances overlooked.  

Victim blaming may in turn index ideas about entitlement and dependency, racial stereotypes and 

general perceptions about the differences between rural vs. suburban vs. urban residents.   

 Notably, another downside to blanket attributions of resilience is the suggestion that a 

resilient community should not need as much assistance because of their resilient character.  The 

logic rests on the idea that a resilient community is more self-sufficient and not engaged in a 

dependency relationship with government.  The community’s strength and toughness should be 

enough to persevere without turning to outside financial and social institutional support.  This 

ignores the diversity of trajectories within a single “resilient” community (e.g. income and class 

differences, ethnic differences, gender and age differences, etc.) and may cast negative light on those 

whose outcomes are less successful compared to the most “resilient” members of a community.  

Additionally, if people self-identify as ‘resilient’ as part of their community identity and regional 

character, this may limit how much help or assistance they ask for if they assume that resilient 

people shouldn’t need to ask for help.  They may fear that friends or neighbors will judge them or 

associate them with dependency and entitlement if they are not able to respond and recover without 

assistance. 

 This fear of judgment is linked to sustainability when sustainability is invoked to address 

cost-effectiveness of policies or interventions.  If a community is dependent on outside assistance, 

beyond violating some personal or cultural perceptions and stereotypes regarding governmental 

assistance, eventually those in charge of disaster and recovery funding may decide that it is not cost 
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effective to rebuild or re-invest in a particular community.  It would seem far-fetched if it were not 

already happening when communities are excluded from levee plans (Burley 2004, Maldonado 

2014), or zoning regulations change the cost structure and restrictions of insurance coverage 

(Knowlton et al 2013, Verchick & Johnson 2014).  Fear about these possible changes is embedded 

within local experience of disaster and uncertainty about the future of communities in the region. 

Sustainability has been used to discuss a wide range issues, including cost-effectiveness 

(Barbier, Markandya, & Pearce 1990), environmental sustainability and development (Goodland 

1995, Goodland and Daly 1996), community resilience (Tobin 1999), and vulnerability assessments 

(Turner et al 2003).  Outside academic subjects, sustainability – considered more generally – 

addresses the question of how long people can hold out under conditions of distress, how long a 

particular trajectory can be maintained given current levels of investment, or how much effort can 

people expend on repeated recovery efforts before they are overwhelmed.  This formulation of 

sustainability extends the “how resilient/vulnerable are you?” question to include a temporal 

component of “how long can you keep this up?”  Resilience is a buffer against disaster, but more 

frequent and more severe storm events can break down this resilience, and leave them vulnerable.  

This threatens sustainability on an existential level, in the sense that the everyday normalcy of life on 

the gulf coast is threatened, as well as economically, if repeated events overwhelm response and 

recovery capacity in the community. 

Resilience and vulnerability are not simply elements of character81, and there is a structural 

institutional aspect of resilience and vulnerability.  Social institutions, community networks, and 

regional infrastructure all contribute to community resilience (and breakdowns or failures in these 

institutions reflect on the vulnerabilities of a community).  Social institutions and community 

resources provide people a network they can rely on for assistance, information, and support, and 

                                                
81 Vulnerability is usually applied at a regional community or population level, but resilience, while applied to communities 
conceptually, often uses anecdotes of particularly resilient individuals as examples.  
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these networks take time and effort to cultivate and maintain.  Municipal infrastructure82 targeted at 

hurricane and flooding mitigation offers more universal protection (to those who are within the 

bounds of its protection).  This contributes to community resilience and reduces vulnerability, but 

this requires considerable investment of resources.  The “built” environment is one coping strategy 

for expected or anticipated risks, but the size and (increasing) number of communities/households 

that rely on this protection is expanding as the coastal environment crumbles and as populations 

expand into at-risk areas.  The costs associated with these changes may soon render these strategies 

unsustainable, especially when cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness calculations come into play. 

For example, there are considerable costs associated with elevating a home above flood 

stage, running $30,000 – $200,000.  At the community or parish/county scale, community levee 

construction costs are discussed in terms of tens of millions of dollars to construct and maintain 

these structures to federal regulations, while gulf or state-wide plans are discussed in terms of 

hundreds of millions or even billions of dollars83.  There are programs to assist homeowners with 

these costs (Lovett 2006) and federal and state agencies provide assistance with levee construction 

and maintenance (USACE 2013).  The overall cost translated into the language of sustainability, 

feasibility, or cost-effectiveness, deigns these practices unsustainable or untenable.  The very 

sustainability of the region is called into question if costs and benefits are ruthlessly considered.  

These gaps and critical questions have been muted, surprisingly, by the emergence of community 

support organizations (NGOs focused on recovery, social support institutions, charity organizations, 

                                                
82 These infrastructural investments include technologies and managerial strategies required to control or mitigate flooding, storm 
impacts, and damage potential associated with environmental risks (cf. Previous chapter).   
83 These levees and the policies associated with their construction generate confusion regarding the locus of responsibility for levee 
construction and community protection, as a number of these levees in So. Louisiana were constructed under the jurisdiction of 
parish levee districts, yet supervision and standards extend all the way up to federal levels (e.g. The Army Corps of Engineers). This 
complex problem is illustrated by the Morganza to the Gulf levee project, which is designed to provide comprehensive protection to a 
number of communities along the Gulf coast in Southern Louisiana, but is cobbled together from a number of newly proposed and 
existing community levees, and (regrettably) excluded at least one community from its protective enclosure, thereby ensuring the 
eventual disappearance of this community (Isle de Jean Charles, cf. Burley et al 2014). The politics of responsibility quickly blur into 
the politics of sustainability, and notions of sustainability (or the lack thereof) are used to justify exclusion from the levee project, in 
addition to the added cost of protecting an area thought to be “already lost to the sea”. 
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etc.) focused on bridging the gap to communities or community members marginalized by official 

plans.  These community organizations stepped in to assist residents and communities with recovery 

efforts.  This lessens the strain on municipal, state and federal response programs; yet even 

community programs are held to sustainability and cost-effectiveness standards.   

In the following section, I present two examples of community based efforts to respond to 

demographic and environmental changes.  These are examples of community resilience, and 

demonstrate how service organizations come together to assist those in need.  They often do so 

when official response networks have been found lacking and private insurance options are cost 

prohibitive.  They also demonstrate aspects of community vulnerability.  These organizations would 

be unnecessary if not for widespread disasters amplified by underlying social inequalities.  The fact 

that an intervention from non-governmental forces is required reflects on the underlying fragility 

and vulnerability of large swaths of the population, despite characterizations of these communities as 

resilient and able to deal with any crisis or disaster.  

Sustainable for Whom? At What Scale? 

I spent an afternoon at a regional community center in S Louisiana, interviewing locals about 

hurricanes.  I was winding down an interview with one resident of the area with whom I’d had 

regular contact for a year or so.  I always tried to say hello to when I was in the area.  She didn’t have 

much to say about hurricanes throughout the interview, so we talked about her family, the weather, 

the upcoming festivals, and the dance that was at the community center in the next bayou 

over…basically anything but hurricanes.   

As I was packing up my voice recorder and putting away my notebooks, she interrupted me 

to say, quite matter-of-factly, “I was thinking about it…I think you should come see my house”.  She was 

enthusiastic to the point of insistence, and in her roundabout way, she suggested that there was 

something about her home that she wanted me to see, and in particular how this related to 
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hurricanes.  I couldn’t tell if this was because she was proud of her home (i.e. it was still standing), or 

because she felt the damages to her home were representative of the problems people face and 

impact that storms have on the region.  We made plans for me to stop by later that afternoon, and 

by the time I made it over to her house, she was standing on the elevated balcony that ran around 

her (new) home.  Her home looked brand new compared to the homes around her, most of which 

showed some signs of aging, and some which showed obvious signs of recent hurricane and 

flooding damage.  As I parked my car, the area where her old home once stood was visible, but a 

patch of grass and a few concrete pedestals was all that remained.  

In 2005, Hurricane Rita made landfall hundreds of miles to the west of her community, but 

the storm surge caused serious flooding throughout the region.  This surge also caused catastrophic 

damage to her home, which was not elevated at the time (PIC?), rendering it completely 

uninhabitable.  She lacked the financial resources to repair or rebuild, and she could not afford to 

move, so she was left with no other option than to move back into the damaged home once the 

waters receded. Her insurance coverage was insufficient, which meant she would not be fully 

compensated for her losses, and other programs were only available to help her if she made 

significant (and costly) upgrades to her home.  Pragmatically speaking, it was not cost effective or 

prudent to make these sorts of expenditures on an aging home that was poorly designed to 

withstand the ‘new normal’ of seasonal flooding.  Sadly, this is far too common on the gulf coast, 

where benign neglect (at an institutional level) and deferred maintenance (at a household level) led to 

patterns of disrepair, especially in homes that were once buffered from all but the largest storm 

surges, but now flood at everything larger than a high tide.   
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A local NGO partnered with a national organization to develop hurricane-proof housing 

that was also cost effective and ‘sustainable’84.  This group became aware of her situation, and 

worked with her to build a new home on the same lot as her damaged home.  The project used 

sustainable building practices, and was designed to protect her from hurricanes and flooding.  The 

home has performed admirably in this regard, and the NGO and partner organization gave her a 

plaque that they update with each storm that the house survives.  By the time I spoke with her in 

2009, it already had 4-5 names on the plaque, and she was beaming when she showed me the plaque. 

 These homes were cost effective, and well designed to withstand the hurricane winds and 

storm surge.  They are an ideal replacement structure, yet there are question about the building 

process, including demolition and cleanup of the existing structures.  Multiple regimes of 

compensation for damages (federal, private insurance, disaster assistance, etc.) mean there are 

different funding streams available, and many may choose to fix their existing home, elevate their 

(larger) home, or move, depending on the costs associated with this process.  Finally, the insurance 

and zoning reforms enacted as part of the Biggert waters act85 have completely altered the way that 

homes will be insured in the gulf coast region, and it is unclear how this building model fits within 

the changing landscape of insurance and zoning regulations86.   

The point is not to undermine or criticize the very important work of local organizations in 

providing assistance, but to ask critical questions about how these assistance regimes affect or 

change the way recovery takes place, especially when the scale of the disaster (hundreds or 

thousands of damaged and flooded structures) is an order of magnitude or more greater than the 

scale of the recovery and response efforts (at time of my research, 4 years post Rita, there were only 

                                                
84 In the sense of being more energy efficient, but also built in such a way that it would be able to withstand either the wind or the rain 
of a severe hurricane.  They 
85 See the next chapter for an extended discussion of this law and the impact on insurance policy and practices.   
86 A key provision of this act was to shift from a subsidized model of coastal flood insurance to an actuarial model (see chapter 5) – 
with an associated spike in the anticipated costs and premiums of this law.  As of Mar 2014, Pres. Obama signed into law a repeal of 
some of these key provisions, but this ongoing discussion and uncertainty will likely persist as sea levels rise, coastlines receded, and 
the cost of recovery is amplified by increasing population density. 
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a few pilot homes that had been built in this way).  As I drove away, the state of the neighborhood 

was even clearer.  More and more homes were showing obvious signs of hurricane and flood 

damage, I wondered how the choice to rebuild one home was received – how are choices like this 

made when NGOs have the technological capacity and know-how to do larger and more 

comprehensive rebuilding efforts, but lack the financial resources to take these solutions to scale? 

Post Disaster “Windfall”:  For How Long?  

I spent an afternoon at a local non-profit in my Texas field site that started working on 

housing recovery in the wake of Hurricane Rita, but expanded to include Hurricane Ike.  Their 

primary goal centered on housing recovery and home repairs or rebuilding, using disaster assistance 

funding and partnerships with state and federal programs.  Many homes suffered from deferred 

maintenance before the problem of hurricane winds and flooding in 2005 and 2008.  Many homes in 

local neighborhoods have been abandoned altogether, due to loss and damage as part of recent 

hurricanes, or as people move out of the area and abandon the homes because of financial hardships 

and endemic poverty.   

Their office is bustling with activity, and there are at least 10 people answering phones and 

meeting with clients, as part of case management for those who are seeking assistance through their 

programs.  This speaks to the current scope of their operation, it is extensive enough that they need 

case managers, and one of the primary contacts for the organization confesses that their operation 

has been expanded considerably with all the money that came in post Rita, but there are caveats: 

“We know this is a one-time deal.  This money is coming in, but we won’t have it forever, so we 
have to get something done while we can”              Meg.  Disaster Recovery NGO Coordinator 

 
Their strategic approach recognizes two key things: first, there is an incredible wealth of resources 

available post-disaster (cf. Disaster Capitalism - Naomi Klein 2007), and organizations that are well 

positioned to tap into these funding streams can accomplish a great deal to address immediate and 

systemic concerns that render communities vulnerable.  The second is that money is fleeting, and 
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therefore not a particularly stable resource for long-term operations in the region.  Yet, the 

pragmatic necessity to accomplish something with the money while it is available drives them to do 

what they can, while they can.  Because the response capacity of many NGOs is linked to the most 

recent disaster, this means that a disaster helps with funding, while at the same time creating more 

work, exacerbating existing issues, and amplifying the underlying effects of social inequality and 

environmental change. 

The choice to expand operations during and after times of crisis is a pragmatic decision on 

the part of many organizations.  When a disaster comes through this is a particularly fruitful time if 

you are able to tap into the newfound funding streams.  These new funding streams are ephemeral 

and linked to specific disaster recovery efforts, but this relative largesse allows these community 

organizations to funnel money into programs that help address systemic issues.  They are getting as 

much money as they can and hoping they can stretch it out.  They would never wish for another 

disaster simply to get more recovery money, but after the storms pass through, if there are 

opportunities to engage in community development and assistance post disaster, it would be foolish 

not to take these opportunities head on.  Again the question returns to sustainability – in the sense 

of how long can these recovery efforts sustain themselves, especially if they are trying to address the 

chronic underlying problems within the timeframe of an acute disaster recovery window. 

These NGO operations replace or augment the functions of the State and the social safety 

net, and unwittingly or not, they support the argument to privatize these sorts of operations (i.e. a 

private service as opposed to a public good).  In some ways, this makes sense; NGOs can be well 

attuned to local needs, political dynamics, and community histories.  There are also legitimate 

concerns about the capacity of the government to provide some services.  A private model could 

improve the delivery of some services, but at what cost?  How sustainable is a model where 

organizations are constantly scrambling for funding to maintain their efforts, and where disasters are 
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the primary driver that brings in new funding.  This is not to say NGOs should not take the money, 

but rather that their local successes should not be justification for further retraction of the safety 

nets – the retraction of which is partly to blame for the problems they are now helping to solve.   

The proliferation of NGOs post-disaster provides an example of the ‘resilient character’ of 

communities.  Community organizations work together with residents to aid in recovery efforts, pick 

up slack where government is slow or unavailable to respond, and know and understand the local 

context in ways that large governmental bureaucracies are poorly designed to operate.  There is no 

doubt these NGOs are doing excellent work, but they also provide an opportunity for politicians or 

local officials to point to this resilience (home building, recovery efforts, etc.) to demonstrate why 

public investment is not required to assist recovery efforts.  The success stories are iconic 

representations of successes that demonstrate their capacity if they could scale up their efforts, but 

the NGOs are not provided with the resources required to do so.  They have the resources and 

opportunity to show what is possible, but not the resources to follow through on a gulf wide scale. 

The social safety net is further retracted, or shifted to the private sector, and residents are left to the 

actuarial logics that affect their decision and ability to remain in the community. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY AND FLOW: CHANGING PRACTICES OF GULF RESIDENTS 

As the social safety net is retracted, and community and social institutions are weakened, residents of 

these communities are faced with a choice.  One choice is to remain in place, under the acute threat 

of hurricanes and storms, the effects of which are amplified by chronic environmental changes, even 

while environmental and community resilience is weakened by these changes.  This can be 

financially risky, and places residents under increasing threat of catastrophic failure in the event of a 

direct hit or even a serious flooding event.  The other choice is based on the environmental 

circumstances and the changing environmental context, and recognizing their increasing vulnerability 
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should they choose to remain in place.  Rather than rebuild or augment the community in place, 

they are forced to leave in order to keep themselves out of harm’s way.   

Louisiana: In S Louisiana, there are legitimate pragmatic concerns about the sustainability 

of continually rebuilding despite repeated storm events and the ever-worsening problem of coastal 

flooding.  This is a product of chronic environmental changes and the resulting chronic risk 

environments that have been a long time in the making.  As with disaster management, there is the 

tendency to consider sustainability in terms of how new practices can address emergent acute 

conditions, but the underlying chronic changes represent as big a threat.  The notion of sustainable 

building along the coast implies that the practices of generations of residents are ‘unsustainable’, and 

the motivations (or understandings) of these residents as illogical or irrational.  This is the "why 

would anyone want to live here?" question asked in the aftermath of disaster.  This elides the history 

and experience of these residents, who in many cases have lived in the area for decades, and have 

not necessarily changed their practices, but the crumbling landscape, and the shifting border 

between land and sea, has rendered their practices unacceptable, unsustainable, or untenable. 

Ultimately, many cannot afford to rebuild their homes even if they had insurance (Figure 4.4). 

“I’m not sure what we would do if this house was gone.  All of his [her husband] family lives down 
here, so maybe we would move in with them.  I don’t think he would want to live anyplace else 
[other than southern Louisiana]…I’m not sure he could live anyplace else.     
       Ms. Janice S. Louisiana resident 
 
There are options for assistance in rebuilding (see examples above; following chapter on 

insurance and recovery), but these programs are underfunded, and many have zoning or code 

restrictions that make them difficult to implement without significant financial outlay (elevating 

homes, for example).  It is not clear whether these practices will result in any long-term stability, 

given the nature of the local environment and flooding problems.  Many residents simply cannot 

afford the cost required to rebuild under these restrictions without some assurance that this 

investment will be enough to guarantee their ability to stay.  Others simply cannot afford the costs 
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of these changes no matter what.  This situation has forced many residents to “choose” to migrate 

northward away from the coast, in a slow speed evacuation (over years rather than days).  This 

choice is paradoxical, as many in the community don’t move very far from the coast, and it may do 

little good, especially if the coastline continues to recede.  These choices disrupt family and social 

networks, community stability, and sense of identity.   

There is no overarching authority demanding these moves, but the cost of living is such that 

people have little choice. Others have sufficient resources to rebuild or they have not yet sustained 

damages to their home, but are choosing to move northward voluntarily, to avoid what is perceived 

as an inevitable loss, either by loss of insurance coverage or significant damage in a storm.  Much 

like the landscape that surrounds them, the social fabric of these communities is being altered, 

fragmented, and degraded, as environmental threats alter community dynamics and disrupt social 

institutions.  As the landscape has receded, community members have begun a slow, fragmented, 

and (mostly) unintentional retreat from the coastline.  This is a dynamic environment, wrought with 

contradiction and complexity, and the simplistic language of sustainability and cost-effective and 

rational decision-making does not reflect the ways that these factors come together to shape the 

present day context.  Mass mediated representations of disaster do similarly little to aid in capturing 

this complexity, and may further simplify understandings of these processes (even while the 

production, flow, and reception of these mediated representations are incredibly complex and 

interesting themselves), and feed into the notion that life in this region is ‘unsustainable’ (Figure 4.5). 

Texas: The parallel crises of poverty and benign neglect (cf. Wallace 1988) were woven into 

the social and environmental context of Port Arthur, TX.  Residents and activists were facing 

considerable challenges associated with the effects of acute hurricane damage layering onto existing 

poverty in a long suffering and marginalized community.  I discussed this issue with people directly 

involved in post-hurricane housing issues, who focus their work on reaching out to marginalized 
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communities, and addressing the long term demographic changes and infrastructural decay 

embedded within the context of SE Texas (note: same SE Texas NGO network as described above). 

 Mr. Clarence is a dedicated community servant who works with a number of different 

recovery and charity organizations in the region.  He grew up in Port Arthur, and sees it as his duty 

to give back to the city where he was raised, and to advocate for the marginalized, disempowered, 

and disenfranchised (very much in line with the Catholic social justice tradition).  We are having a 

beer in a casino bar near Lake Charles, LA, where he agreed to meet with me.  He is well connected 

in the community, and he appreciates the opportunity to talk about some of the issues that are 

important to him, especially in helping me fill in some of the gaps I had asked about previously over 

email.  He wants to make clear the underlying social context of the region, which was once a hub of 

wealth and power, particularly related to shipbuilding, fabrication, and petrochemical refining (which 

is still a major industrial player).  He points out that while the industrial infrastructure that helped 

build much of the community remains (it is tough to move petrochemical refineries), many of the 

more affluent people have moved on, partly as a result of white-flight out of the community, as 

African American workers benefitted from high paying industrial jobs and started moving into the 

white communities, and partly due to vocational shifts that have reduced the amount of long term 

stable employment available to residents. 

 We are shouting over the din of the bar, and after we settle into our beers, he asks me if I 

know much about deferred maintenance issues in the region.  He is the first (but not the last) person 

to broach this issue with me, and goes on to explain the extent to which homes have been damaged 

by neglect in Port Arthur, i.e. long term and chronic damages that were in place prior to the 

hurricane season of 2005.  So when Rita ripped through town in 2005, damages from Rita layer on 

top of an already degraded residential infrastructure.  People may have let their roof fall into 

disrepair prior to the storm, but this does not map neatly onto insurance coverage, which may have 
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been allowed to lapse, given the added expense and the long interval since the last storm hit the 

region.  Other factors, primarily poverty, as well as conflicted titles and split ownership (tenancy in 

common) and problems associated with absentee landlords and slumlords, mean many homes are 

already in various states of disrepair.  But in a state of disrepair does not mean uninhabited, and 

much of their work in the region is to identify long term residents who are living in homes they or 

their family own, but who cannot afford to finish (or start) the repairs to keep the home safe and 

inhabitable.  These residents are fighting against the eventual loss of the home, when they reach a 

level of disrepair such that they cannot be repaired; they are condemned and torn down.  The 

evidence of this pattern of loss is starkly evident driving around the community, given just how 

many empty lots are in town.  These are where homes of proud working class people once stood, 

and the crumbling and subsequent demolition of these homes reflects the issues facing many urban 

communities, but in SE Texas, hurricanes complicate things considerably. 

 Hurricanes create new problems, but they also layer on top of existing ones, especially when 

there are multiple hurricanes in a short time window, as was the case with Rita in 2005, Humberto in 

2007, and Ike in 2008. It is not difficult to imagine how repeated storms would amplify the problems 

of urban poverty and residential decay, and have a cumulative rather than solitary effect.  A quick 

trip around the region in 2008 and 2009 revealed a quick reference as to these layered effects, where 

a number of homes had brand new tarps on their roofs (FEMA tarps, a form of temporary repair to 

protect the home until the roof could be repaired).  Numerous homes had “new” tarps from the 

2008 season, but also older frayed and decaying tarps, still in place from hurricane Rita in 2005. 

Deferred maintenance is a hidden problem of urban poverty, but the hurricane tarps helped 

highlight the issue (Figure 4.6).  Hurricanes were an acute crisis, but they served to inject recovery 

money into the community that could also help address some of the chronic and long term 
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problems (see discussion above); money that was otherwise unavailable in the absence of disaster 

declarations and emergency recovery funds (cf. National Emergency Grants: NEG). 

 Mr. Clinton worked with Mr. Clarence in some of the recovery work, and they had been 

brainstorming in his organization as to how they could both better track the problems associated 

with deferred maintenance, as well as to publicize the issue on a more systemic or institutional scale.  

It was one thing to show pictures of a house that had been destroyed and subsequently rebuilt post-

hurricane, and indeed, this was a compelling example of NGO work supplementing or replacing 

governmental operations in terms of effectiveness.  But these one-off examples, while excellent 

demonstrations of the scope of damage to a given home, and the operations of the recovery group, 

did little to highlight the scale of the larger problem.   

 Mr. Clinton had some connections within city government, and started thinking about what 

sorts of data, the sterile and decontextualized information discussed above, would help them track 

the experience of deferred maintenance and residential abandonment, and therefore to contextualize 

the suffering by emphasizing the extent to which it occurred.  His solution to track these changes 

was to track tax liens placed on properties that did not mow their lawn, wherein the city, after a 

certain temporal interval, would make sure to keep the grass cut, and would simply bill the address 

in the form of a tax lien.  This sounds simplistic, but it served to identify two different property 

types.  Those that were already lost – the homes that had been demolished following their 

abandonment, and those that were at risk to being lost – the homes were still there, but needed 

significant repairs.  For the homes that were lost altogether, there was little to do, but for the homes 

that could no longer afford (or did not have the resources for) basic lawn maintenance (e.g. urban 

poor, the elderly, etc.), this served as a useful proxy by which his housing rebuilding and recovery 

NGO could prioritize their interventions.  Mr. Clinton’s agency used these addresses in case 

management to track people who came to the organization, as well as to visualize the distribution of 
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these properties to illustrate the regional extent of the problem.  Besides the sheer number of 

properties (~3500 addresses) on this map (Figure 4.7), the distribution in the older areas of town is 

depressing in both the scale and extent of these systematic changes.   This speaks to the policy and 

structural changes that can contribute to a community’s decline, but it also speaks to the way that 

residents perceive and experience their local social environment, when they witness the degree to 

which it has been left to wither in the face of social and environmental disruptions.  Hurricanes were 

simply the last in a long line of traumas that members of these communities had experienced.  In the 

moment hurricanes were severe and potentially life threatening, but after decades of benign neglect 

and marginalization, they were certainly not the only thing that threatened the stability and longevity 

(resilience and sustainability) of the community.   

Both of these examples illustrate the importance of social networks and community 

cohesion.  In the case of S Louisiana, the disruption to networks is relatively new, as people are 

moving away from previously insular and close-knit small communities.  Those who are left behind 

are often older residents, or may lack the financial stability to move.  In the case of SE Texas, the 

disruptions are longstanding but still ongoing, and demonstrate severe examples of social inequality 

and differential access to resources, as marginalized groups (aged, ethnic minorities, working poor) 

are left behind in an at risk social environment, while many of the more affluent families move out 

of the urban core.  In both cases, it is not solely hurricanes and disaster that are driving these 

demographic changes, but they (hurricanes) serve as the catalyst to more catastrophic changes, 

especially when severe damage and widespread destruction takes place in a region that is already 

under social and/or environmental stress.  Resilience can only go so far. Vulnerability accumulates 

and amplifies, leaving people at increasing risk of disaster.   
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In the following section, I will move to a discussion of social capital, social networks, and 

the related health effects and consequences that are linked to strong network connection, and 

exacerbated by disruptions to this connectivity. 

 

SOCIAL CAPITAL / SOCIAL NETWORKS 

Social network analysis emerged from a confluence of disciplines, notably anthropology and 

sociology, and early theoretical iterations responded to overemphasis of the individual autonomy 

and rationality that rational choice theory and structural functionalism implied for human behavior 

(Mitchell 1974, Galaskiewicz & Wasserman 1994). Social network analysis provides a framework to 

analyze individuals and groups and their social relations, and focuses on the interpersonal networks 

and relationships that exist between members of a given network (Marsden 1990, Scott 2011).  This 

shift is consistent with studies of relations embedded in networks (Castells 1996), Bourdieu’s (1986) 

concept of social capital, and Wellman’s (1979), Anderson’s (1983) and later Appadurai’s (1996) 

blurring of reified social, national and cultural boundaries (respectively).  An emphasis on interaction 

between groups contextualizes otherwise discordant overlapping group definitions (cf. Wasserman 

1994, Chamberlain & Leydesdorff 2004).  Studies emphasized the benefit of “weak ties” 

(Granovetter 1983), and recent scholarship on “structural holes” (Burt (1992, 2004) has documented 

the positive outcomes associated with diffuse networks of social relations, or what amounts to a 

diversification of extant or potential network connections.  However, only a few studies to date have 

addressed “non-routine situations” (Hurlbert et al 2000), such as disaster or an “extreme 

environment” (Hurlbert et al. 2001).  These approaches consider the networks that are mobilized in 

response to crises, in contrast to the more commonly encountered business and management focus 

on networks and capital (cf. Lin et al. 1981; Lin and Dumin 1986; Lin, Cook & Burt 2001). 
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The link to social capital has important health and social benefits (cf. Berkman et al 2000, 

Hall and Wellman 1985, House 1987, Putnam 2000, Lin et al. 2001), and there have been attempts 

to understand social capital as a network resource, or as granting access to resources through social 

network connections (Burt 2000, Lin 2008).  This highlights the importance of network connection, 

the positive effects associated with networks, and the buffer role that connections play in times of 

crisis.  These protective factors are embedded within network relations, i.e. within the structure of 

the networks rather than within individuals in the network.  There are consequences when these 

connections are lost or degraded, or when the connections never existed in the first place.   

A lack of social network relations and the protections associated with these connections can 

be understood as structural vulnerability (cf. Quesada, Hart & Bourgois 2011), with the effect on 

individuals and populations serving as a form of structural violence (cf. Farmer et al 2004).  The 

breakdown of networks points to the anger, frustration or sadness among residents regarding the 

impact of demographic shifts and changing community dynamics (discussed previously).  People 

notice when friends or family move away and their social networks change.  Strong connections and 

relationships in a community are a form of social capital, and the withdrawal or absence of these 

connections creates a condition of structural vulnerability with populations at risk of structural 

violence.  This shifts the discussion of networks from specific metrics of connectivity (e.g. the 

specifics of social network analysis (SNA)), to broad assessments of the overall impact of these 

social network strengths and vulnerabilities on communities. 

Augmenting or Replacing Resilience? Social Capital, Social Networks 

Resilience provides a working example of social capital; the resources embedded within the 

social institutions and network connections (cf. Bourdieu 1986).  Social capital, especially when 

viewed from a network-centric perspective (cf. Burt 2000, Lin et al 2001, Lin 2008), treats resilience 

as a measure of the accumulated strengths and protective factors that emerge from strong 
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community networks, infrastructural investments, and social institutions, rather than as an element 

of personal character.  By emphasizing the resiliency embedded within a network, as opposed to the 

resiliency of character that an individual shows, we can move from a criticism centered on how well 

a given individual, family, or community responded – that is how resilient they were, to a discussion 

of the larger community networks, and the resiliency and vulnerability of entire communities or 

regions87.  

This is why the degradation of social networks in S Louisiana or the urban context of Port 

Arthur is so threatening.  Networks of mutual support, intact infrastructure, the social safety net – 

these are all part of the response capacity of a community, embedded within these networks. 

Chronic changes to the environment are not abstract events, they are further undermining the 

network potential (read: resiliency) of the community, as people are forced to move away, or to pay 

more and more to stay in place, despite increased vulnerability.  NGOs have performed admirably in 

keeping some networks intact and rebuilding others.  They have attempted to restore and maintain 

community institutions and social structures, and in so doing, the community social 

capital/networks as well.  These changes to the landscape (social and environmental) are threats to 

the local social networks, and this holistic perspective emphasizes connectedness and social support, 

rather than exceptional individualism.  Rebuilding takes time and effort, and it makes sense to 

empower (and fund) improvisational networks, rather putting the responsibility on the shoulders of 

individuals.  These individuals may very well be capable, but this sets communities on the precipice 

of a catastrophic break down when a disaster exceeds these local capacities, and outsiders may pass 

judgment on those who are not able to match the efforts of the most ‘resilient’ community 

members. 
                                                
87 The failures tied to hurricane Katrina were not solely the result of individual politicians who engaged in corrupt practices or made 
poor policy decisions, it was not solely the ‘irrational’ choices of individual families that ‘failed’ to evacuate, and it was not the direct 
fault of the government during the aftermath, when the crisis was amplified by social and institutional breakdowns.  These all played a 
role, and during Katrina, the resiliency and capacity of local networks was tested, and most of them failed and were unable to 
adequately respond to the crisis.   
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In the following section, I detail a few examples from my ethnographic data that illustrate 

aspects of life on the US gulf coast as it pertains to social networks, and the embedded features of 

these networks. 

Institutional Networks/Protective Factors:  One example of the way that network connections 

have a positive effect in terms of outcomes, but can also retain knowledge within information 

networks, is in the emergency management network in my Texas field site.  Regional emergency 

management coordinators made it clear that the lessons “that everyone learned from 9/11, and then 

from Katrina” were related to how different responders within the network interfaced and 

communicated. They realized the importance of treating a large group of different agencies and 

entities that operated in the emergency management sphere as a regional network, and that in 

sharing resources and communication; they could better serve the community.  They already had a 

regional organization that included numerous municipal police and fire officials as well as 

petrochemical industry partners, and they simply expanded this organization to include emergency 

preparedness workers, hospitals, and the coast guard: basically anyone who could contribute to the 

network of response capacity or could benefit from being tapped into this network. In addition to 

the value of social connections, represented by the capital embedded within these networks, their 

organization also highlighted a key feature of these networks, namely the distribution of 

responsibility and knowledge across multiple sectors and to include numerous stakeholders.  

One of the officials highlighted a key feature that emerged from the creation of this response 

network, the holistic nature of the network, i.e. that it was all encompassing for the various interests 

in the region, and the importance of trust within and across these networks when it came time to 

deal with a crisis: 

You find out everybody is part of the response in one way or the other. Whether it's EMS, hospitals, 
public works people, fire departments, police departments, they're all a part of the emergency 
response…before 9/11 the primary people were fire, police and industry…. we learned everyone was 
involved.  Your hospital was involved, your EMS people were involved, your public works people 
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were involved, so we expanded membership to be more inclusive...and what you get is that face to face 
relationship in different disciplines...so that you're not working with a stranger, you're working with 
someone you've seen before, and you can trust them...it's all about building those kind of 
relationships.       TX Emergency Mgt. Coordinator 

 
Being able to trust the other responders, who shared common goals and interests, and who were 

working towards a common objective focused on community recovery, allowed multiple agencies to 

work together rather than against one another.  This pragmatic recognition of the strength of a 

strong local network, and the way it facilitated emergency preparedness and recovery planning, 

highlights a defined strength attached to social network connectivity.  This also stands in direct 

contrast to the perception of provincial and territorial behavior when it comes to agencies and 

stakeholders with overlapping jurisdictions and competing authorities.  Improved communication 

and interaction between multiple stakeholders at multiple scales should have resulted in improved 

outcomes for the populations under the jurisdiction and governance of these officials.  The 

coordinators of the emergency management districts were pleased with how they were able to 

respond to Gustav and Ike (2008), after learning the lessons of Katrina and Rita (2005), as they felt 

well prepared to address known issues, and adaptable enough to respond to emergent issues.  

Migrations and Disruptions of Long-Term Networks:  In a previous section I detailed ways that 

gradual outmigration from communities has a destabilizing effect, which is directly relevant to the 

ideas of community networks, social capital, and embedded connections.  But why are these 

migrations so destabilizing, especially when the distance traveled is not necessarily that far in terms 

of overall spatial distance?  The following is a brief example of how tight knit many of the 

communities in southern Louisiana can be, and the perceived change when these networks are 

disrupted, even by a relatively modest change to their interactions. 

 On one of my visits to a local community center, I was having an animated conversation 

with Miss Rita about the community in terms of hurricanes and social disruptions.  She has endless 

stories about storms, and her experience growing up in a bayou community when prediction 
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technologies, response capacities, and building practices were quite different.  She also has a strong 

opinion about what is causing the changes and the consequences of these changes.  I ask about her 

family and upon hearing the question, she looks down, with a melancholic response, tells me about 

her kids and her grandkids.  She is saddened because “they have moved far away, and I don’t get to see them 

as much as I would like”.  Given the aforementioned disruptions and patterns of migration, this is not 

unexpected or out of the ordinary, especially since younger generations of people are more likely to 

move away for work or school, so this represents a typical experience for many of the older 

residents in the area.  Children and grandchildren strike out and look for work and live outside the 

community, partly related to the search for work, but partly related to the perceived instability of the 

region.  I ask her about where they moved to, and am surprised by the response.  It is a town, one 

bayou over and a little ways up the road, not more than 30 minutes away by car.  How can such a 

short distance seem like such a significant gap?  It is telling that small changes such as this are 

perceived as significant disruptions.  This speaks to the importance attached to strong family 

network connections, as well as the sense of loss associated with even such a seemingly minor 

change, compared to many of the patterns of migration and movement associated with global 

network society. 

Implications 

Similar to the disruptions seen in Port Arthur with benign neglect of communities (and the 

associated migrations out of that community), these migrations, even the smallest ones, threaten the 

social network fabric.  Not that any one person is a keystone that underlies local networks, or that 

the remaining households are incapable of supporting themselves and having a strong network, but 

as each household leaves or is unable to rebuild, it is one less node in the social network that could 

have helped, that could have provided support.  The remaining population is on average, increasing 

in age (as younger people move elsewhere), and is increasingly vulnerable to the consequences and 
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complications of disaster.  These changes reflect the impact migrations have on the remaining 

community in terms of how they see and perceive their community, and they also reflect on the 

structural vulnerability of these communities embedded within these slowly contracting networks.  

These slow moving changes actually mirror the landscape changes (in terms of their gradual effect) 

that are driving much of the change.   

 In both examples, the changes are relatively minor, and in isolation (a single family moving 

out, a single home lost to deferred maintenance) would have a similarly minor effect outside the 

direct family network of the household in question.  But when these changes, these migrations and 

transitions are part of a larger social trend linked to long-term chronic environmental conditions, 

they represent small pieces of a larger whole.  While I am hesitant to imagine this as some binary 

threshold or tipping point88, as these small changes accumulate, the momentum of the community 

shifts, and begins to head in the direction of demographic change (at best) and widespread social 

disruption and institutional breakdown (at worst). 

Emergency preparedness plans were in place prior to the hurricane season of 2005 (Katrina 

& Rita), but the social breakdowns associated with these storms highlighted consequences of 

cumulative social and environmental effects of large scale storms when they were layered onto 

existing social problems such as economic inequality and differential access to resources.  These 

storms also highlighted gaps in emergency preparedness and response planning, and responsible 

parties (emergency preparedness officials, politicians, etc.) wanted to address these gaps to ensure 

these breakdowns did not happen again, or to their community on their watch. When institutional 

support network structures (whether family, community, religion, environment, vocation, etc.), may 

fail as a result of change (environmental, economic, social, demographic, etc.) and/or acute crisis, 

                                                
88 I appreciate what Gladwell (1996) attempts to argue, and he presents compelling evidence for cases wherein some social threshold 
is seemingly reached, I worry this perspective lends a sense of hopelessness in cases of negative social changes in communities, unless 
one imagines a reverse tipping point.  Yet these changes seem entropic and cumulative to me, reversible, but not without considerable 
effort, and lacking a similarly binary tipping point “back”. 
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this poses a social risk for the affected communities.  This can also change their perspective on how 

much they trust these institutions, especially if the system has failed them repeatedly or on multiple 

levels.  

One of the tasks of emergency response managers is to provide an institutional support 

network that replicates what many communities had in place in terms of mutual support and 

assistance, but the issue is more complicated than simply replicating strong social networks. These 

networks are important components of community support structures and contribute to the 

perceptions of resilience (both internal and external) discussed previously.  It is reductive to focus 

on the strength of these smaller scale connections within communities, without considering the 

complexity of the larger networks that contain multiple community networks.  This includes the 

operations of local, state, and even federal government, NGOs and other regional assistance 

providers, and the systems of insurance (private and state run) that form the regional safety net and 

emergency response network.  As the number of stakeholders increase, and the number of 

interactions between these stakeholders increase, the system grows in complexity.   

These connections do serve as important buffers in certain times of crisis, and my 

observations and ethnographic data suggest that the close knit networks of family or community 

structure provides better opportunities for support systems than those who are less connected. 

Those with multiple connections through family, community, or even vocational networks have 

more options for help when something happens, but the emergency response capacity of a 

community is not solely tied to social network connection89.  This makes it difficult to restrict the 

interaction of these networks to a bounded notion of a single community, since they span across 

multiple networks at multiple scales.  But these support networks are often quite local, and when a 

disaster hits the region, the area of effect is large, and many households, and frequently entire 

                                                
89 Overemphasizing the protective power of these connections could lead to a similar paradox as that of resilience (cf. Chapter 5), by 
suggesting that the strength of community connections is a form of support that precludes the need for external assistance 
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communities, have their own problems to deal with.  If everyone is facing a crisis, it can be difficult 

for people to draw on these connections since few are left unaffected.   

The strength of network connections and sense of place within the community can lead to 

an improved outlook on recovery, as well as the motivation to help neighbors with rebuilding.  For a 

moderate to serious disaster, most people also depend on external networks of support that are 

required to engage in a complete recovery.  This often comes in the form of federal and state 

assistance (primarily FEMA, but also some state run insurance operations), private insurance 

compensation, and the non-governmental organizations that have cropped up, shown up, or scaled 

up, as resources are flooded into a community following a disaster declaration and subsequent 

rebuilding and recovery efforts.  Many of these entities (especially the NGOs) are serving needs 

unmet by government, insurance or both, but this fragmented network of response does fracture the 

social safety net into smaller and smaller pieces.  While these entities may operate more efficiently 

than a large government bureaucracy, they blur the demarcations of responsibility and blame, who 

will pay for the recovery, and who can be trusted to provide assistance in a timely manner.  It also 

turns to issues of trust, as people depend on friends and neighbors in their community (network), 

but have far less trust in the capacity of the regional and federal support networks to be able to do 

anything to help them. 

Social network connection is a useful concept for quantifying social connections, resilience, 

and strength of community ties, which serve protective functions.  But it may also be interpreted in 

ways that work against community best interests as a strong community network could be used to 

justify decreased assistance when less assistance renders communities structurally vulnerable90. 

Political officials and government bureaucrats may legitimately believe a community needs fewer 

resources owing to their resilience, their strong social networks of mutual support, and their ability 

                                                
90 This performs a similar function as ‘they are such a resilient people’ (even if it doesn’t have quite the same ring) 
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to rebound by drawing on these connections.  This may be true, but as the environment is modified, 

and the population is more and more dependent on interventions to remain in place, it will set the 

system up for catastrophic failure - either from widespread environmental destruction linked to a 

specific major storm, or slower demographic changes as insurance and zoning policy alter the social 

landscape of the gulf coast. 

In the following section I briefly outline some specifics regarding the consequences of these 

lost or degraded networks, and the network associations between disasters and health, through the 

lens of the social determinants of health. 

Social (Network) Determinants Of Health 

Structural vulnerability (cf. Quesada, Hart & Bourgois 2011) is the overarching concept that 

describes the state of marginalized populations that are put under threat by social, environmental, 

economic, or political factors and decisions.  This abstract concept, when allowed to fester and 

accumulate – that is to remain in a state of structural vulnerability, can have specific consequences 

for communities or sub-populations, based on their exposure to hazards, and their underlying 

vulnerability.  Some recent examples include, the prominence of post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD) following Hurricane Andrew in 1994 (Ironson et al 1997), or disaster in general (Dirkzwager 

et al 2007), as well as the links to underlying economic problems post Katrina (Galea et al 2008).  

Mental health can also come under threat, as disaster can contribute to increased rates of substance 

abuse (Reijneveld et al 2005, Cerda et al 2008), depression (Armenian et al 2002), and stress (Lowe et 

al 2010).  There are also direct effects on health such as increased fetal mortality post Katrina 

(Zahran et al 2008), as well as elevated general mortality for months after a storm hits (McKinney, 

Houser, & Meyer-Arendt 2011).  Ultimately there are myriad effects beyond the direct trauma that 

can result during a hurricane, and these long-term disruptions, especially those that threaten social 

cohesion and community stability (e.g. drug and alcohol abuse, domestic violence, or stress and 
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depression).  While beyond the scope of my research, these long term effects are crucial in 

understanding the potential breakdowns in community structure and stability, and warrant further 

attention in ongoing and future analysis and research.  

 In the following section, I turn to the community based responses - the way that community 

members come together and cohere around crises in what resembles social movement formation, 

but with a uniquely apolitical bent (compared to most social movements).  I emphasize the idea of 

social movement networks, and especially the emergent and ephemeral networks that form around 

specific issues and the networked interaction between interested stakeholders, as opposed to identity 

based social movements that are centered on group membership. 

 

SOCIAL MOVEMENT NETWORKS 

The chronic impacts of coastal erosion, land loss, and degradation of wetlands, as well as the link to 

the acute crises associated with specific storm events, have long been understood as a significant, 

even existential, threat to coastal Louisiana. Landscape scale degradation represents an environment 

of risk, and amplification of hurricane risk due to the loss of protective factors these wetlands 

provide, serving as a buffer against hurricanes that reduce their intensity and absorb their surge91.  

Within the communities directly impacted by the changing nature of the local landscape (i.e. the 

coastal communities of rural southern Louisiana), coastal land loss and wetland degradation is highly 

contested and a frequent topic of conversation, and provides an open space for contestation that 

facilitated the emergence of some preliminary forms of protest or activist movements92.  Hurricane 

                                                
91 Indeed, the current issue with the BP/Transocean well disaster and subsequent oil spill is focused on the potentially catastrophic 
outcomes if this oil slick reaches the fragile wetlands along the Louisiana coast.  The buffering capacity of the coasts has already been 
drastically reduced over the past half century (primarily through landscape level changes resulting from prior activities of the oil and 
gas industry), and severe damage and loss from an oil spill would further exacerbate the reduced capacity, and would re-emphasize the 
tenuous/dependent relationship between the people of the Louisiana gulf coast and the oil and gas industries.  
92 This contestation or conflict is especially striking given the longstanding, and mostly positive, relationship between local residents 
and the oil and gas related industries that are both significant drivers of the local economy, but have long been understood as having 
negative environmental impacts, including but certainly not limited to, coastal erosion, wetland loss, and saltwater intrusion, and the 
potential link between loss of the protective buffer of wetlands and the amplified effect of gulf coast storms.  
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response and recovery by private insurance companies and government agencies resulted in similar 

perceptions regarding these institutions’ perceived (or actual) efficacy.  A number of people are 

dissatisfied with the process (at best) or completely fed up and disgusted with the process and 

outcomes (at worst). 

 In the gulf, the response to environmental changes such as coastal land loss and wetland 

fragmentation, and the downstream consequences such as issues associated with insurance and 

zoning changes, is not consistent with the criteria normally associated with a 'social movement'.  

There has not been a visible groundswell of activists responding to particular grievances, or 

members of a group who embrace an activist identity (cf. Edelman 2001).  One does find a number 

of groups that are active and engaged with the problems of coastal erosion and land loss.  Some are 

centered on raising awareness of the possible causes of this loss, which is frequently attributed to oil 

and gas industry related development, and alterations to the major river systems in the region 

(Mississippi River in particular).  Others have worked more generally to educate and raise awareness 

about the present day ecological situation, and the consequences of inaction for the future, all 

regardless of root causes in the past.  Participation in any politics based on conflict over the status 

quo is tenuous, owing in part to a stated hesitancy to embrace an environmentalist perspective or 

identity, and an implied or understood tentativeness in criticizing the oil and gas industry, given its 

role as a major driver in the regional economy.   

 My research does not focus specifically on coastal erosion and wetland loss, but it is 

important to consider how these issues lend coherence to a movement of people who are otherwise 

loosely organized or even completely disconnected other than a shared concern over erosion.  The 

social movement networks centered on hurricanes and recovery efforts have an organizational 

structure that expands each season when issues of hurricane response and recovery are more salient.  

Among these groups there is some coherence in the shared goals and action towards a specific end, 
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what Melucci (1989) called "action without actors".  These social movements are emergent or even 

unintentional, which on first glance appears incompatible with many of the definitional criteria that 

authors have used to describe social movements such as political opportunity (Gamson & Meyer 

1996), tactical protest (Alinsky 2010), or New Social Movements (Melucci 1989).  However, they do 

possess a clear set of grievances centered on a specific set of issues, and a coherent response that 

includes a sense of what might be done differently in the future, as well as critiques of how things 

have been done in the past. 

 Klawiter's "cultures of action" (1999) draws on Bourdieu’s concept of fields, but expands it 

to consider the fuzzy nature of sub-groups within a given social movement.  This concept helps 

explain the variety within a movement, but does little to explain why people might not identify as 

members of a social movement. In the case of the gulf, residents may be hesitant to engage in 

oppositional politics regarding hurricanes or the environment that are linked to environmental 

conditions such as coastal erosion or wetlands loss, due to the relationship between the oil and gas 

industry and the landscape level changes to the natural environment resulting from decades of oil 

and gas extraction operations (cf. Austin 2006).  Many people work for, or have worked, in the 

offshore oil and gas industry, and the local economy is heavily dependent on 'oil business'.  People 

are also focused primarily on solutions and cooperative actions, and outside environmental groups 

that draw on conflict-based strategies have been branded as such (i.e. outsiders) and have drawn the 

ire of those working in local conservation programs.  These outside organizations are seen as out of 

touch or unable to work within the confines or limitations of the local system, including nuance and 

subtlety when interacting with local residents regarding the natural, political, and economic 

landscapes. 

 Rejection of the environmentalist tag demonstrates the limits of considering the actions and 

responses within the coastal Louisiana context as an "environmentalist social movement", even 
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though many of the attitudes and beliefs of residents would be consistent with the general attitudes 

and beliefs of most mainstream environmentalists (general conservation, protection of wildlife and 

habitat, restoration of damaged areas, etc.).  This links to an identity based component of social 

movement theory in unexpected and interesting ways.  First, there is a persistent environmental 

ethos in the region, as evidenced by one interviewee's commentary on landscape: 

 "You understand where I come from, and my family - seven generations - and people are here, 
communities are here because of the tremendous productivity of the estuary - it's that simple"  

 
Activities such as hunting, fishing, and boating are common recreational activities, and those who 

are active in outdoor pursuits will often describe themselves and their identity in terms that are 

consistent with environmentalists (e.g. enjoy spending time out of doors, connected to nature, 

interested in conservation, etc.).  However, there is still an oppositional response to the concept of 

environmentalists or environmentalism (cf. White 1996).  In the least charitable interpretation, 

environmental activists are perceived along the lines of radicals or tree huggers or worse, as they put 

nature and animals before jobs and people, (cf. Satterfield 2002).  This runs afoul of the “working 

coast” designation many locals attach to the region (Grambling & Hagelman 2005).  Environmental 

protections are important to preserve hunting, fishing, and general outdoor enjoyment, but the goals 

of such moderate environmental advocacy are a far cry from radical/deep ecologists.   

 Environment and place attachment are implicated in the construction of a local identity that 

is both parallel and perpendicular to a larger "environmentalist" movement (i.e. as an oppositional 

identity)93. Despite a lack of overall coherent identity that everyone subscribes to, there is a shared 

sense of what it means to live (and thrive!) in this environment of risk, and individuals from 

somewhat diverse backgrounds can participate in a shared, albeit diffuse, network based on practice, 

rather than ideology or identity.  “Cultures of action“ (Klawiter 1999) or "communities of practice", 

                                                
93 Not in the sense of identity politics (cf. Mercer), but in terms of what might be considered a negotiated style, or a shared legibility 
that gives the groupings coherence within their fuzzy boundaries (cf. Hebdige 1995).   
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hint at how this might work, as people come together in pursuit of a goal or particular action.  It is 

their shared experiences, goals, and practices that link them up far more than differential identities 

(and even ideologies) separate them.  A telling example would be the coastal wetland protection 

organizations that have participation across a wide range of groups ranging from the Environmental 

Defense Fund to Shell (Oil!), with any number of small groups filling in the rest of the continuum.  

There may be sharp disagreements within the group, and different groups may be participating for 

vastly different reasons (e.g. P.R., control over the agenda, even conservation, etc.), but the fact 

remains that they are working together on a shared issue, albeit on a problem oriented (or practice 

based) solution.  

 Recent literature of social networks and social movements provides a framework to consider 

the emergence of social collectivities centered on particular events or in response to specific 

contexts.  Galloway and Thacker (2007) expanded on Deleuze and Guattari's notion of the rhizome, 

and Foucault's concept of networked and distributed power to address the concept of networked 

social movements, linked by shared connections.  These groups/networks come together in 

strategically mobilized response to a crisis, and are more than just resource mobilization or political 

opportunity (cf. McCarthy & Zald 1977, Gamson & Meyer 1996, Tarrow 2001).  Galloway and 

Thacker (2007) emphasize a decentralized and fragmented or temporary view of these collectivities, 

which possesses a certain amount of power in light of (rather than in spite of) their 

distributed/networked nature. 

This decentralized power reflects on conversations I had with residents about the trust 

residents they had in local/state/federal government agencies to take care of them, the private 

entities that were supposed to also help (insurance) and the NGO groups that were sometimes left 

to fill in the gaps left behind by inefficient governance, poorly implemented planning, or inadequate 

private insurance coverage.  In the section that follows, I turn to some of these support networks 
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that supplement or even replicate the role of the state (i.e. providing support and recovery assistance 

to citizens), as well as emergent communication technologies deployed around disaster events with 

entirely novel functionality, or that replicate some other community or institutional function. 

Bridging the Gaps: NGOs & Social Movement Networks  

 In this section, I turn to unofficial or community organizational networks (often consisting 

of activists, local NGOs, etc.), who work alone or through their respective agencies and 

organizations, and make it part of their daily operations to pick up the slack of the official 

networks94.  This discussion highlights gaps that social organizations fill in light of failures or refusal 

by the State to provide these services, and runs in parallel to the community development, recovery, 

and assistance organizations that have cropped up in the wake of storms and other crises in 

southern Louisiana, all of which serve to accomplish goals and outcomes that could be or actually 

are the State's responsibility.  

 I met with Ms. Maggie after an extended sequence of emails and phone calls trying to nail 

down a time that we could sit down and chat.  Eventually I was instructed to drop the name of 

another woman whom I was friends with; as she worked with Ms. Maggie and was certain that 

would be all it would take.  Ms. Maggie’s reluctance had everything to do with her hectic schedule as 

the director of a local NGO, she was warm and friendly when we finally met, and apologized for the 

runaround, and explained how busy last year’s storms (Gustav and Ike) had kept them.  Their NGO 

was started in 1992, emerging out of a recovery and assistance coalition that popped up in response 

to Hurricane Andrew.  The group is focused on concrete issues related to hurricane assistance and 

recovery such as housing, zoning, rebuilding, recovery and repair, as well as more abstract programs 

to help local coastal residents cultivate a culture of preparedness in light of their longstanding 

experience dealing with the seasonal threat of hurricanes.   

                                                
94 Cf. Nakamura's (2006) description of non-governmental organizations and social groups being contracted to fulfill the roles or tasks 
that the government should be completing, but is not 
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 This group emerged from an existing network of social support organizations and has strong 

ties with the local council on the aging (parish level), the local chapter of Catholic Charities (faith 

based NGO), and the newly revamped office of emergency preparedness (an interface of national, 

state, and parish personnel and resources).  Maggie and I talked at length and she called attention to 

two issues in particular: the relative lack of overall coherence or formation of an explicit social 

movement within the region (in terms of designation, and self attributed identity), and the role of 

the State vs. NGOs in providing needed services to local residents. 

 First, the issue of identity and self-perception of residents as they view themselves as part of 

a larger movement; in Louisiana, there is a fiercely independent spirit associated with Cajun identity 

and sense of place (cf. Tidwell 2003 for an extended treatment), even among local residents who are 

not of Cajun heritage.  In Texas, this was tied more to a general individualist (and distinctly Texan) 

orientation, but reflected a similar sense of independence and perseverance.  In both of my field 

sites, this independent spirit came out in numerous interviews, as local residents emphasized that 

you can’t wait for the government to come in and help.  This can be viewed partly as a strategically 

oppositional construction to the perception of an entitlement culture that many feel was exposed in 

the aftermath of Katrina in New Orleans.  But much of it can also be attributed to the relative 

marginalization the region has experienced in past storms, where people were not able to fully count 

on the State to provide assistance.  This marginalization was compounded by the independent 

identity indexed against the perceived shortcomings of more urban populations.  Maggie's discussion 

of the bayou culture is illustrative in this regard: 

 "It's almost like the bayou communities are a different culture, a different people.  They're very self-
sufficient.  They will get in their boats and they will be back in their houses before the water is down.  
Sorta gettin' the muck out, because that's what they know, and that's what they do.  But, when you 
look at the more urban or city environments, they lose all power, they kind of give up their power, as 
a human being as to what to do....they kind of give up, not give up, but they throw their hands up in 
the air and are like 'take care of me'..."       Maggie 

 
This encapsulates the perspective of many of the people who live "down the bayou" feel towards 
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other groups and the level of assistance they have received (and often what this assistance says about 

them).  It also hints at why they might not engage in a political project that involves them self-

identifying as members of a protest or political movement, since their perspective is tied to a focus 

on independence and helping out yourself (as well as your neighbor) in times of crisis, and not 

depending on (or asking for) assistance from the government, and especially not "the feds".  This 

sense of identity is particularly contested and fragile, especially as coastal erosion and wetland 

degradation place them at greater and greater risk within an environment they felt they once knew 

and trusted.  But regardless of landscape level changes, residents may feel membership in a social 

movement is unnecessary, since their families have always been able to get by in the past. 

 It is within this changing political and environmental landscape that groups such as Maggie's 

have come together to work on issues relevant to the community.  But even as they embrace their 

potential to help out coastal residents, they run the risk of becoming co-opted by the process (cf. 

Nakamura 2006):  

 "The point is these top ended programs, where they will give you the funding, [but] then it comes 
with a huge price.  Because...it comes with a price of having to do what they want or how they 
perceive it needs to be done, and...these programs they are developing, they still feel that it's a social 
service, y'know - they run it like social service case management...they are sub-contracting, and I 
dont know who is supervising [them], but their whole perspective in their implementation guide, is 
their assumption...is that they're going to fix the ills of society in this disaster environment.  That 
everything will be much better if they are on Medicaid, getting their benefits.  There is almost no 
language that has to do with real disaster case management, which is insanity." Maggie 

 
These programs may help local organizations engage in problem solving at larger scales and with 

better funding, but they also threaten to co-opt the process and impose external standards or criteria 

on a process that had been somewhat autonomous and flexible, able to respond to the needs of the 

community. 

 People may not want to involve themselves in a process that they see as related to 

entitlement culture, or to ask for help when they feel they can do it themselves.  At institutional 

levels, there may be some concern that buying into a larger scale process may reduce the agency’s 
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ability to do things the way they see them as needing to be done.  This doesn't fully explain the 

relative lack of coherent social movement organizations, but it does suggest another way to look at 

emergent and sometimes tenuously organized groups.  They are the result of the social (movement) 

networks that can be mobilized in support of a particular need or desired outcome, even if the group 

itself doesn't necessarily persist in the long term, or if members do not self-identify as members of a 

social movement. 

 So far I have focused on the local (or indigenous, or emic) social (network) movements that 

might have formed in response to the crises.  Another crucial component is the outside assistance 

that flowed in, and especially post-Katrina.  A telling example stems from a young man I met who 

worked in New Orleans as an elementary school teacher.  I met Andrew through a friend of a friend, 

who thought that he might have some interesting perspectives based on a not-for-profit evacuation 

group that he volunteers with.  Andrew is young and enthusiastic and full of ideas and possibilities 

about what could or is being done.  He is in New Orleans, like many of his fellow twenty-

somethings who are teaching, rebuilding, and working in the city, because he saw what happened 

with Katrina on TV, and decided he would move there after college to do whatever he could to 

help.  In his case, this primarily means teaching elementary school, but it also means volunteering 

with the aforementioned evacuation organization.  

 "When I got to New Orleans, like a lot of my friends who were doing similar work, I had no idea 
what to do, and I didn't know anyone in the city except for the people who moved here at the same 
time that I did, but we all have a bunch of energy, and we don’t really know what to do with it...."      [Andrew] 

 
This energy or this enthusiasm to help represents an emergent social clustering of people centered 

on a response to a perceived lack in the community.  And rather than a paternalistic imposition 

where they might come in and tell people what they should do differently, and how they should 

modify their lives, the action focuses on small, but needed assistance.  The actions of these emergent 
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and transitory networks95 are focused on relatively simple goals and outcomes, and not on large-scale 

directives or broad behavioral change.  In the case of Andrew, he is working to make sure there are 

teachers in the city when there isn't a hurricane, and making sure people have a ride out of the city 

when a hurricane is approaching.  His actions taken in isolation are a small part of a larger cluster of 

small actions.  No single person is responsible for all the change, but as a collective, they see 

movement towards social change as part of their shared efforts. 

Emergent Communication and Information Networks 

 Another important way that networks of response have further diffused into the general 

public, are through forms of information and communication technology, both of which contribute 

to flexibility and rapid response.  The Twitter feeds that popped up during Ike in 2008, were an 

effective means for timely communication about important issues, in a way that is useful for those 

who are watching and/or participating.  It was novel at the time, but has since become a relatively 

ubiquitous way that communication around ephemeral events takes place, especially those that are 

hard to communicate during.  These groups form and disband quickly, as they form around a 

particular event or need, and only persist for a short time.  At the same time, this lack of coherent 

structure does risk creating a series of reactionary and temporary solutions to acute crises without 

addressing the underlying causes (or need for such solutions).   

 Ike in 2008, Nashville in 2010:  Approximately 2 weeks before Hurricane Ike made landfall, 

someone on Twitter started a twitter feed @hurricaneike, to post information and updates about the 

storm.  For those not familiar with Twitter, these sorts of transitory accounts are typical for 

temporally limited events, and in fact, there are a number of hurricane Ike related Twitter accounts.  

What is particularly interesting is not what was going on before the storm, but what happened as the 

storm bore down on the Texas coast.  The Twitter feed shifted from a random place that a couple 

                                                
95I say transitory as well, because Andrew, like many of his friends, has no intention of settling down in New Orleans.  His intent is 
to do something productive with the early years of his adult life, help out where he can, and have some fun in the process. 
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individuals were posting information about the storm track, to a virtual clearinghouse of information 

about the impact of the storm, ranging from postings about affected neighborhoods, places that had 

fuel in stock, and where safe evacuation routes and locations could be found.  This stems from the 

mechanism of Twitter.  Anyone who put @hurricaneike in their twitter posting would see their 

message on their own Twitter homepage, as well as the home feed of the @hurricaneike account.   

 In 2010, the storms in Nashville saw the same sort of use of social media to post 

information about the storms, flooding, and aftermath/recovery, although using hashtags this time 

around (on Twitter.com: #nashvilleflood, #othersituation2010, #nashlantis).  These hashtags 

accumulate information about the storms, where things are happening, where it is risky or safe, and 

what people are doing in terms of recovery (by their very naming, they also provide commentary 

about media coverage of the crisis, in particular the hashtag #othersituation2010, in reference to the 

BP oil spill).   

 These groupings (cf. cultures of action) are a larger movement providing new alternatives for 

communication and information transmission.  The groups centered on action could be considered 

part of a larger social (movement) network, or social media movement that is changing the nature of 

communication and interaction.  These changing interactions are not limited to crises, and indeed, 

emergent sociality (cf. Rabinow 1999; biosociality) may represent a new way that people can 

organize, interact, protest, celebrate, or relax.  A network or social media based conceptualization of 

social movements adds a sense of diffuse power and authority, and a limited temporality to the 

organization.  These groups may lack the focus of a national organization or overarching structure, 

but they make up for this in the tactically precise impact a given emergent network (or social media 

event) is designed to implement (indeed, this is what Galloway and Thacker (2007) expand on in 

great detail).  At the same time, this could lead to a disorganized and fractured movement(s), with 
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limited reach or effect if no coherent message or operation is undertaken96.  Neither of these is a 

particularly compelling argument to embrace or eschew either form of organization, since a tactical 

network movement could be imprecise or dominated by a particular ideology, and a coherent social 

movement could fall apart under a fragmented and diffuse leadership.  One final positive of a 

network perspective, and perhaps the one I am most compelled by, is that this reflects more 

accurately on the dynamic and fragmented manner within which we interact with each other in a 

digital age, in a technologically mediated culture.  Our participation is fractured and ephemeral, and a 

network-based perspective may help capture what is interesting about these emergent and transitory 

networks, without losing sight of established social movement traditions still present within social 

and political frameworks.   

 

TRUST & IDENTITY: LINKS TO LANDSCAPE, EXPERIENCE, AND POLITICS 

 There is an inherent tension between the organizing forces of social networks, and the emergent 

ways that identity is managed in a complex social environment.  On one hand, this region valorizes 

experience with hurricanes, disaster, and adversity.  This is centered on an identity rooted in rugged 

resilience, strong social connections among friends and family, and a close relationship with the 

natural environment. On the other hand, these experiences with disaster, especially the impacts of 

chronic change on the landscape, are a threat to continued livelihood, and longstanding vocational 

links to the oil and gas industry further complicate these threats.  This creates a difficult context, as 

one of the larger threats, is the very same entity that may be driving many of the changes that form 

these threats. 

 Identity and experience is also rooted in history and social memory, but indexes a past reality 

that may no longer be as relevant and applicable.  The resilience or the tenacity that many families 

                                                
96 Although one might argue that most movements are similarly fractured 
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may feel they share, as a sense of local identity, has been undermined by the chronic environmental 

changes that loom large over the landscape.  Hurricanes have always been a persistent risk on the 

gulf coast, but as the landscape erodes and changes, the sense of identity that may have allowed 

parents and grandparents to persevere, is less and less available or resonant for current generations.  

The nature of the threat is generally the same (hurricanes and flooding, wind and water), but the 

scale of the threat has been drastically amplified by environmental changes97.  In the meantime, 

subsequent generations may be rethinking their place on the landscape, they are moving north (or 

have already moved north) to get away from these chronic threats. 

 There has been some mobilization around these issues, as I detail in the section on social 

movement networks.  Partly motivated by this sense of regional identity, and partly as a response to 

perceived lack in the response capacity of more ‘official’ networks, there have been a number of 

community-based responses to needs in the community.  But these responses are not simply 

practical or pragmatic decision, wherein an agency or organization, identifies a need, develops a 

service, and fulfills these needs.  There is another underlying issue at work, and it relates to trust, and 

specifically the trust locals do (or do not) have in the more official channels to provide for them in 

times of disaster and crisis.  Looked at through the lens of trust and responsibility, many of these 

organizations are rooted in the notion that there is something else required to sustain a community, 

beyond the baseline services and protections offered by local and federal government.  They are not 

wrong to think so, given the gaps that have become clear during the recurring storm events that 

cycle on a yearly basis.   

This returns us to my prior point about an agency’s typical orientation as being focused on 

the acute, the discrete, and the solvable problems.  They generally lack the capacity to engage in 

long-term crisis management, opting instead of short-term interventions and triage.  Perhaps this is 

                                                
97 And further threatened by policy/insurance/zoning changes (cf. Chapter 7) 
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the ideal arrangement; where family, community, and region work to handle most of the issues, and 

the government only steps in when things are incredibly bad, to take care of the bigger and more 

expensive problems.  But recurrent and layered storms, radical changes to zoning and insurance 

laws, and the degradation of the environment that served as a natural buffer against the gulf have 

altered this dynamic.  Smaller storms have bigger effects now, and larger storms are downright 

terrifying.  So in many ways, the loss of trust, the lack of trust, that local residents feel is in 

themselves and their local environment.  These changes are eroding the very identity and sense of 

community cultivated over generations, and passed down through community history and memory.  

This notion of a crisis of your own creation - whether a local physical environment destabilized by 

economic activity and development, or a local social environment undermined by demographic 

growth and change - is incredibly damaging, as it reinforces negative assumptions about poor 

choices and irrational decisions, and in the subsequent chapter and epilogue/conclusion, I further 

explore these ideas through the lens of socialized risk and insurance. 
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FIGURES: CHAPTER 4 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Sustainable and Resilient Communities – Plans and Workshops for Resilience 

Source: http://www.sustainableandresilient.com/ 
 
 

 
Figure 4.2: Disaster and Hazard Resilience Planning for Communities 

Source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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Figure 4.3: Image taken from website promoting community resilience.  Optimistic and Idealistic. 

Source: Resilience.org 
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Figure 4.4: Migration Patterns from So. Louisiana – Movement away from crumbling wetlands 

Source: Ben McMahan with Google Maps and Adobe Illustrator 
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Figure 4.5: Map Incorporating Ethnographic Data into Map of Southern Louisiana 

Source: Ben McMahan with numerous spatial and ethnographic data sources 
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Figure 4.6: Blue Tarps on Homes in Port Arthur, TX 

Image Source: Ben McMahan Using Google Earth/Maps 
 
 

 
Figure 4.7: Distribution of Tax Lien Properties. Most Hurricane Damaged, Many Abandoned 

Map Source: Ben McMahan using various GIS data (including tax lien locations) 
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CHAPTER 5 

WHAT DOES INSURANCE TELL US? NEOLIBERALISM & SOCIALIZED RISK 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The idealized representation of a resilient resident98, does not map onto reality, and has led residents 

to either set, or be held to, a standard they will not be able to meet. Emphasis on community 

resiliency and identity within extreme environments deflects attention from systemic issues related to 

specifics of disaster assistance, and the changing environment more generally.  In this chapter I turn 

to focus on assistance regimes, and the difficulties associated with obtaining and maintaining 

insurance coverage within shifting environmental and demographic contexts.  The two primary 

sources of assistance I focus on are private or for-profit insurance99, and emergency/disaster 

assistance administered by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).  The former is 

designed to pool resources (typically in the form of insurance premiums) in anticipation of a future 

event based on actuarially calculated risk, and in the event of a valid claim or disaster, compensate 

those affected by redistributing pooled resources. The latter is a federal agency tasked with dealing 

with disasters and their aftermath, through logistical support, short and long term funding assistance, 

and in pooling federal personnel and resources to facilitate recovery in an affected area.  This latter 

                                                
98 The media is adept at finding the most and the least resilient individuals whenever there is a disaster.  This plays into their tragedy 
or triumph dichotomy, where the extremes of the distribution are the primary mass mediated experience. This creates a distorted 
image of gulf coast residents on both extremes.   
99 In both Louisiana and Texas, there are government run insurance programs (created by legislative mandate) that provide insurance 
to regions where no private insurance companies will write policies.  These policies are (by legislative decree) more expensive and less 
comprehensive than private insurance coverage, and are considered a product of “last resort” 
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form is even more relevant (and necessary) when local response and recovery capacity is 

compromised, and a region is unlikely to recover without external assistance100. 

 These paired assistance programs reflect the uneasy partnership between private insurance 

and governmental disaster management and recovery assistance.  Under ideal circumstances, this 

pairing would offer sufficient protection for gulf coast communities, allowing them to mitigate 

threats and manage future risks in a cost effective manner.  But this partnership is crumbling under 

the weight of environmental change (Figure 5.1) as populations are under an increasing threat of 

hurricanes and storm surge, even while the expense of maintaining existing flood/surge protection 

infrastructure and building new elements to improve protection, is skyrocketing.  Meanwhile 

demographic instability is altering the insurance market and risk pool, which can render it more and 

more expensive for families or communities, not to mention the accumulating social costs of 

ongoing disasters.  It is increasingly difficult to justify the expense of maintaining the current cost 

trajectory, at both the community scale (in terms of levees and emergency services) and at the 

household scale (in terms of elevated homes and insurance costs).  Yet the persistent logic of 

intervention and modification is endemic at every scale (household, community, region, etc.).  

 In this chapter, I trace this logic of intervention from the recent history into the present and 

potential future to address the contemporary implications for the current residents, as well as to 

imagine the near-future for current and future residents.  I start by tracing the environmental context 

that led to the Mississippi river flooding event of 2011.  This may seem tangentially related to 

hurricanes and coastal flooding, but it demonstrates the logic of interventionist projects (e.g. 

elevated homes and community levees) that relies on controlling the natural world.  It also gives a 

specific instance of cost-benefit decision making within a bureaucratic apparatus, and how this 

                                                
100 FEMA also subsidizes flood insurance through the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), and many coastal residents are 
grandfathered in to these subsidized rates, although the Biggert Waters Act (2012) is set to phase out these subsidies as well as the 
grandfathered status. 
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decision making can have consequences for the communities under this authority.  The friction 

within the communities is palpable101 especially when this decision making process and assessment 

of rational choice calls into question their choice to live and work in the region. 

 This preamble sets the tone for a focused discussion of social insurance and insurance policy 

(in particular flood insurance).  I use examples from interviews and observations to describe the 

ways that people cope with changing political and economic realities, and the difficulties associated 

with insurance and distributed (and monetized) risk.  I also expand to a consideration of flood 

insurance, zoning, and policy, and how changes within this institutional system can have profound 

ripple effects in the composition of communities, not to mention their long term sustainability and 

survival.  I close the chapter with an exploration of the politics of responsibility, focusing on recent 

policy changes that are affecting the lives of gulf coast residents, and point towards consequences of 

these changes for communities, the social and environmental contexts, and the health and well being 

of residents within these contexts. 

“We're facing yet another historic challenge,” (Governor Bobby) Jindal said at the Port of Morgan 
City. “Someone asked me, ‘How many once-in-a-lifetime events can we face?' I've given up counting. 
But I know the people of Louisiana are resilient, and we're going to get through this.”    
         (Buskey 2011) 
 

 

RATIONAL LOGICS IN A TECHNICAL SYSTEM 

Historically, the US government recognized the instability and uncertainty associated with the 

Mississippi river complex, especially after the catastrophic 1927 flood (Barry 1998), and 

implemented specific plans to try to guarantee a flood like this would never happen again. 

Ostensibly, the river control projects were constructed by the US Army Corps of engineers initiated 

                                                
101 This fits within the trajectory of Foucault, Hacking, Canguillhem, Des, etc., as they traced the emergence of the population as an 
analytical unit, and the governing principles and logics used to control and manage populations.  Subsequent Foucauldian scholars 
have traced this logic of management to the body, the household or the individual, as we self-regulate according to the implicit logic 
embedded within the system of population management. 
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under the premise that channelization and control of the Mississippi River would mitigate the risk of 

seasonal flooding, where the ‘control of nature’ through a system of levees would prevent the 

inundation of the surrounding countryside (cf. McPhee 1987). This mostly worked, but this also set 

the stage for massive flooding if or when the river control system reached its capacity and was 

breached - intentionally or otherwise - not to mention the systemic effects altering of an 

environmental system102.  

 Landscape management protected populations in flood prone regions from the instability 

and uncertainty of the natural world (cf. population/bio-security in Collier, Lakoff and Rabinow 

2004), which was inherently risky and unpredictable if left unmanaged or uncontrolled.  Risks were 

far easier to anticipate and plan for if the range of possible outcomes was reduced to a manageable 

number.  People were free to live in these planned and managed regions, which were flush with 

growth from the now stabilized and controlled river system (that increased the areal extent of rich 

arable farmland along the river’s former floodplains).  There was also tremendous growth associated 

with increased commerce, travel, and shipping traffic on the newly channelized Mississippi River.  

Despite the planning and protections, there were limits to the system.  The region would be 

threatened if the river control system was overwhelmed, or was damaged or altered by choice, 

necessity or disaster. 

 In May 2011 heavy rains and river flooding brought this scenario to the forefront, where 

cost-benefit analyses were used to make a number of critical management decisions that would 

seriously affect tens or hundreds of thousands of people in the Mississippi River Delta and the 

Atchafalaya River Basin.  The floodwaters along the river system had reached record levels cresting 

at 48 feet above flood stage in Memphis, TN, and a record breaking 64 feet above flood stage in 

                                                
102 Again, the arbitrary distinction between natural and social or culturally mediated nature is not particularly useful. But it is sufficient 
to say that while natural systems have been modified by humans in epochs far earlier than our own, the scale of the technical 
intervention in the Mississippi River system was substantial, and significantly altered the existing system, whether this existing system 
was ‘natural’ or otherwise. 
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Greenville, TN.  The long-term strategies of environmental and hydrological control implemented 

by the US Army Corps of Engineers had come into acute conflict with environmental systems, and 

something was going to give way. The system’s capacity was overwhelmed, and rather than suffer 

unknown losses based on unplanned failures, the Army Corps was actively deciding which of their 

carefully constructed levees would be intentionally destroyed (Barrett & Brat 2011a) and which 

levees needed to be buttressed to ensure that they were not unintentionally lost.  The Corps was also 

deciding whether to open up floodgates on river control structures to reduce the built up tension 

and hydrological load (Buskey 2011).  The downside is that it would let loose a torrent of water into 

a river system that was otherwise controlled, and would flood or destroy much of the countryside 

that was otherwise protected103 (Figure 5.2).  

 Destroying levees and opening floodgates was a calculated decision that would either protect 

or sacrifice strategic points of the river control system to preserve the larger apparatus – and in 

particular New Orleans.  The system could fail catastrophically if stressed unpredictably, but planned 

and calculated failure meant making an active decision to flood a region, to protect the greater good. 

This created tension on all fronts, as political, economic, legal, environmental, ethical or even moral 

mandates could be invoked in defense of any course of action.  Stakeholders and local’s interests 

came into acute conflict over what could or should be done (Barrett & Brat 2011b, Kunzelman 

2011).  The choices made regarding these sacrifices were carefully considered and calculated, argued 

and decided based on costs and benefits, risks and outcomes (cf. Porter 1996), despite how ‘careless’ 

those on the “losing” end might find such a decision (Kunzelman 2011, Barrett & Brat 2011a).   

 Figure 5.3 is a diagram of the Mississippi River flood control program, where people and 

place are converted to the interstitial spaces between flows, with little regard for their personal 

details, their local histories, or the experience embedded within these places. Within this rational 

                                                
103 John mcphee’s essay “Atchafalaya” (mcphee 1987) is a poetic and particularly ethnographic take on the issues of the Mississippi 
and Atchafalaya River basins, and the consequences of long term environmental modification of land and waterways. 
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apparatus, all that matters is the measurable potential impact of a flood event that can be distilled 

down to discrete analytical units and a cluster of best-case practices.  The resulting practices are 

taken as an undeniable truth, intervention is never questioned, and it is difficult to separate the 

ideological underpinnings of the decisions (control of nature, regularizing the uncertain, etc.) from 

the seemingly rational logic that is purported to be devoid of intentionality and ideology.  This may 

give the appearance of objective governance and sound (cost benefit based) decision making, but 

speaks to a particular type of rational-technical logic that is characteristic of the US Army Corps of 

Engineers (Porter 1996).  This logic is also found in insurance policy and zoning decisions (see 

below), as well as critiques of behavioral choices, even though many of these choices are made 

within a larger system that is outside of much of their control (cf. changing environment of coastal 

communities, previous/this chapter). 

 The same logic and criticism is directed at gulf coast residents when it comes to preparation, 

insurance, and recovery efforts.  Decisions by individuals or households are embedded within a 

persistent logic of informed choice and rational decision-making.  It is generally assumed that 

information is widely available and that the most rational/efficient/logical path can be identified 

using these data.  The ‘agency’ or freedom to choose is linked to critiques of individuals, families or 

entire communities who do not respond to available information, or who make choices that are 

contra-indicated by these data.  This critical perspective views negative outcomes in these 

environments as the consequences of a series of poor or unfortunate choices, but tends to ignore 

the contexts that constrain choice or shape outcomes. Living in a flood zone104 or in an area where 

hurricanes hit (or both) is constructed as a choice based on a calculated risk105, even though many 

started their trajectory in the region before this information was widely available.  Disasters do 

                                                
104 Or in a fire, earthquake or tornado region 
105 cf. Aaron (1966), Davis (1975), Ewald (1991), Haufler (1997), and Burby (2001) for different examples of emerging insurance 
markets. 
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happen, and while one cannot be held accountable for an “act of god”106, one can (and will) be taken 

to task for choices made during preparation for, or in the recovery from, these ‘uncommon’ events 

(cf. un/natural disasters, Jackson 2005).  

 People are not completely ignorant of potential disasters, and the very premise of the 

insurance industry is based on the rationale of dealing with regularized and somewhat predictable 

(actuarially speaking) events.  Insurance companies are in the business of anticipating what is likely to 

happen not necessarily what could possibly happen (cf. Hacking 1990).  These patterns and predicted 

outcomes are then used to socialize and distribute risk, while frequently monetizing these anticipated 

patterns to extract profit.  In some cases, these patterns are also used in programs designed to 

promote compulsory (or voluntary) cooperation with or participation in these programs.  In the 

subsequent section, I move to a discussion of insurance, generally, as well as specific links and 

implications for gulf coast hurricanes. 

 

THE ROLE OF INSURANCE 

Ewald (1991) traces the history and underlying logic behind the system of social insurance, which 

was a relatively elegant solution to a social problem.  The problem was the destabilizing effect that 

catastrophic losses can have on a household, community, company, or industry.  Individual homes 

or businesses could be lost outright without a means to buffer the effects of a single crisis event, and 

entire communities or industries might suffer in the event of a large scale disaster.  The solution was 

to distribute risks across a population, which effectively subsidizes the few that are affected by an 

adverse event with the pooled contributions from the larger population.  The initial cost, borne in 

the form of an insurance premium, is typically minor compared to the total cost of a catastrophic 

                                                
106 This terminology is found in many insurance policies 
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loss, and the overall population is better off given the stability they can depend on in planning for 

the future.   

 The modern incarnation of insurance holds to these basic tenets (pooled resources, 

distributed risks, catastrophic loss prevention, etc.), in a contractual agreement between the insurer 

and the insured: 

First….“insurance,” by definition, is a contract. Second, one party  to  the  contract  -- usually  the  
insured  --  promises  to  pay  premiums  to  the  insurer.  This promise secures the third element, 
the promise by the insurer to pay or indemnify the insured in case of loss. The second and third 
concepts make up the bargain that is the basis of the insurance contract.  The fourth concept is risk, 
the threatened loss that triggers the insurer’s obligation as specified in the contract…The concept of 
risk is the central theme of the insurance contract.  

National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
 

The basic logic behind this ‘bargain’ to indemnify future risk on the basis of a contractual agreement 

is rather straightforward, but the actual application and experience of insurance is not always so cut 

and dry. The insurance industry has developed a complex system of actuarial calculations for 

predicting and assigning risk factors to (sub) populations (cf. Canguilhem 1991, Foucault 1977), but 

has monetized this process into a multibillion-dollar industry (Haufler 1997).  This further drives the 

development of new analytics and metrics that can be used to build models to calculate - and 

subsequently monetize – risk.  The for-profit status of most insurance products places pressure on 

underwriters and adjusters, as well as claims agents, to maximize the premiums paid for insurance 

products, while minimizing the amount of claims paid out within the contractual requirements of the 

policy.  As we have seen with the health insurance debate, exclusion of the highest risk (and most 

expensive) sub-populations is a surefire way to reduce costs and increase profits, but if and when 

people transition from low-risk to high-risk pools, the lack of subsidies or programs that allow them 

to continue participating in the insurance market can leave them quite exposed to catastrophic 

losses.  At the same time, there are valid questions embedded within the acceptable levels of risk 

(and cost) associated with insurance payouts. 
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 For-profit insurance is complicated by governmental systems that duplicate functionality, 

especially in the case of disaster recovery funding.  These subsidize insurance costs or provide 

assistance, which can affect the way that households manage their risk, including whether they 

choose to purchase insurance at all (Jaffee and Russell 1997). The National Flood Insurance 

Program (NFIP) is one such program, and is a ubiquitous feature of the gulf coast insurance market.  

It was created in 1968 in response to the exorbitant costs of insurance and recovery linked to the 

widespread damage and loss from Hurricane Betsy (Michel-Kerjan 2010).  A fundamental goal was 

to make disaster (flood) insurance more reasonable and effective, and to limit the out of pocket 

expenses (and the need for widespread government assistance) in the wake of large scale flooding 

and disaster.   

 The system of insurance for the US gulf coast is a hybrid system of insurance and assistance, 

where private insurance companies work in tandem with governmental or a government subsidized 

social safety net107.  This complicates issues of responsibility, who pays for recovery efforts, the role 

of subsidies in disaster recovery, and the “acceptable costs” people are willing to bear: locally in the 

form of premiums and recovery costs, and more generally, in terms of where they see their tax 

dollars going.  Before returning to a more detailed discussion of national flood insurance policy and 

implications for the future of the gulf coast, I first want to illustrate the complex experience of 

insurance using examples from my field sites.  These examples document the complexity embedded 

within insurance regimes, and demonstrate that the experienced reality of hurricanes is far more 

complicated than a simple contractual agreement. 

The Experience of Insurance 

 No coverage: Mrs. Jamie and I are sitting in her living room, while her 7-year-old son bounces 

on the couch and entertains himself.  She makes a point of how well behaved he is (he is and was 

                                                
107 Despite the current neoliberal/political (tea party!) Climate (e.g. Fire and police, some forms of medical insurance like 
Medicaid/Medicare, Social Security, etc.) 
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incredibly polite) before sending him off to study.  We have been talking about the last hurricane, 

and she turns to point at the wall, and says, “the water was up to there”.  From our vantage point on 

the couch, we would be sitting about 8 feet underwater based on where she pointed.  The family put 

most of their irreplaceable items (photos, books, records) in their attic crawlspace, but their house 

has seen better days. She also points out the holes they cut into the floor to help the water drain 

more quickly.  They are outside the community levee structure, and while Mrs. Jamie seemed to 

suggest they had their home paid off outright, she referred to the cost of insurance (if they had 

chosen to renew it) as more than the cost of their mortgage payment. 

 The house is on small piers or pilings, so it sits a few feet off the ground, but based on a 

rough guess as to their location on the base flood elevation maps (see below for more details), they 

are located in a VE zone (coastal zone) and would require their home to be elevated to at least 15 

feet.  According to Mrs. Jamie, there is no way they would pay that much for “this old house”.  She 

is practical about the future.  She is certain that they will not be able to stay in their home forever, 

but they are willing to keep trying until something pushes them out.  She is worried that it will not 

work for her husband however.  “He’s from down here, I don’t know that he could ever leave…I 

don’t know what he’d do”.  His extended family lives in the region, and many of them in the nearby 

town, and he currently works part of the year in seafood extraction and the rest on a transport tug 

for oilfield operations.  This situation seems typical, people who are invested in a community, in 

their job, and who recognize the impending difficulty if things keep going on the current trajectory, 

but at the same time are unable or unwilling to radically alter their path until the situation requires 

such an action. 

 Coverage standards and fragmented compensation:  Ms. Costa stormed into the small store where 

she works with her family, clearly fuming about something, and announces to anyone who will listen 

(we all were at this point), “guess what I just found the roofers doing”.  She had received a call from a 
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friend who had heard the roofers (yes heard), putting the shingles on the roof at the house she had 

been renovating.  “He called me up, and said, I can hear it, it’s just tap-tap-tap-tap…they’re only putting 4 nails 

in the shingles”.  This was the prior standard practice for this type of roofing, but current hurricane 

zoning regulations requires 6 nails in each shingle.  “It should have been tap tap tap tap tap tap…. So I 

stormed over there and raised some hell about it…”.  She proceeded to detail how she insisted they would 

tear down the roof and start over, and that she’d have someone watching (or perhaps listening) to 

make sure it was done right.  I asked what would happen if she had not caught them in the act.  

“Probably nothing…they should be able to work with just 4, but if they didn’t my insurance wouldn’t have covered 

anything…since the roofing problem would have been my fault and not theirs”.  I was skeptical, but they were 

insistent, as wind and water damage are two distinct things, so the wind damage to the roof, she was 

culpable for that if the shingles were not to code, and any subsequent “water” damage caused by 

rain coming in would not actually be covered, due to the roof failure (water damage is “flood” 

damage, caused by rising, not falling, water).  Given the profit motive of insurance companies and 

the way insurance and claims denial work, I was not surprised at Ms. Costa’s experience, although 

the fragmentation of insurance types, in conjunction with the way that coverage could be denied if 

the damages could be shifted to a different type of causality, left me to consider this issue in greater 

detail. 

 I asked one of my close friends in the area about their experience with insurance, and his 

example related to compensation of fragmented damage/causality as opposed to the issue of 

culpability. He sustained moderate damage to his roof in one of the many smaller storms that came 

through the area in the 2000s.  His insurance adjuster wrote off part of the roof to damage, and 

compensated him to repair the roof.  He did, and then he sustained more severe damage to the roof 

in a storm a few years later, but the same insurance adjuster came out and offered less money, 

despite there being more damage.  The homeowner was incredulous, and wanted to know why.  The 
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logic behind the decision was rational.  Because he had already been compensated for the roof a few 

years back, the insurance company would only offer to replace the portion of the roof that had not 

been replaced in the previous claim, and the offer came in: “I can put you down for 72 shingles” (in 

terms of cost).”   But in terms of managing a household, this is a strange way to proceed, and while 

he had the resources to pay for a entirely new roof outright (supplemented by the meager quantity 

the insurance company kicked in), one can easily see how homeowners could either take the money 

and not make the repairs and use the money for something else that was a more urgent need, or 

continually make patchwork repairs rather than an overall replacement.  

 Tales from the insurance estimator:  To better understand the way that insurance works, I 

followed up with a local who was referred to me, and while insurance estimation was not his full 

time job, he had found his way into the disaster/insurance estimation “racket” (his word not mine), 

during one of the storms in the past decade (he wasn’t even sure which).  By his 

admission/insistence, he started at the very bottom rung of the company, and was tasked with 

writing up documents/estimations for the lowest priority/profit claims.  The system was based on 

seniority, and those that had been working with the company longer (or who owned it) were given 

the better contracts, better locations, better neighborhoods, etc.  Even so, the money was good, and 

while he would never wish for a hurricane to hit, he was not about to turn down the additional work 

and money either. 

 Since he was given lower priority or value claims he frequently encountered people whose 

policies were undervalued for the home, and had not been updated.  This was a point of tension as 

they might dispute some of his valuations, but in reality, it did not matter: 

“They would sometimes get in my face and be pissed off about how I didn’t give them enough for 
their carpet, or how their furniture cost more than that to replace.  I would always stay polite and try 
and explain, I figured I was working for them, but in almost all of the cases, I was writing off a 
total loss…there was no way they would ever get enough to replace everything, or fix everything, and 
my job, as the insurance guy, was to quickly hit their limit quickly and efficiently.  I had to write up 
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the whole house, but you could see it was a total loss, and it was just a matter of getting the numbers 
to work.” 
 

Homeowners basically “ran out of coverage” before he hit their actual limit, so it was in his best 

interest, and theirs, within the logic of the system, to quickly determine the house was a total loss, 

write up the documentation that justified this assessment, and then move on to the next home, so 

that everyone could get their checks sooner. 

 Regarding timeframe, one of the biggest complaints people had was the time it took to get 

an estimator out to even look at claim.  This is not surprising, as a regional disaster would certainly 

stress the resources of an industry that did not maintain a full force of insurance adjusters during 

non-disaster times.  Dave was sensitive to people’s concerns over this, and when he was scheduling 

his appointments, the first thing he would ask, is “can you live in your house?”.  He chose to 

prioritize those with catastrophic failures and had no place to live, but he was often scheduling a 

month or further out, and people had no alternatives when it came to making claims.  There simply 

were not enough estimators available, and long wait times were guaranteed, with waits of over a 

month or longer not even outside the realm of normalcy, much less possibility.  But this timing was 

also important when it came to claims, especially those that did not reach their loss limits: 

“The early claims I would submit, they would all go through, because the insurance companies still 
had all the money, and we all got paid based on the claims we submitted, so they [the insurance 
company and the sub-contractors who are augmenting the assessment process] want to get them out as 
fast as possible.  But the further things got along, the closer they [insurance underwriters] started 
looking at the numbers, and the longer it took.” 
 

He worked on a commission that was based on the size of the claim, so in cases where it was an 

obvious total loss, there was no flexibility, either in what he could do, or what he was paid.  In cases 

where the losses were comparable to the coverage, he was encouraged to make sure they reached 

their limit, as he made more money this way, the people he worked for made more money, and the 

homeowner was happy to receive their maximum claim amount.  But as the process dragged on, and 

as the insurance companies began to calculate the total costs of the claims process, and as the stream 
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of claims began to slow to a more manageable flow, the scrutiny attached to claims was increased, 

and more attention was paid to individual claims as well as patterns.  Dave did not tell me what 

insurance company he worked for, but my understanding was it was an independent contractor who 

worked for the insurance companies to assist with estimation during large-scale events, and that he 

did not work for a specific insurance company.  As such, his company was motivated to maximize 

claims (within reason), and during times of disaster or crisis, with high volume claims streams, the 

possibility for subtle manipulation as well as outright abuse/fraud was significant. 

 

INSURANCE POLICY: A FAR MORE IMMINENT THREAT 

In the previous section, I presented some of the difficulties associated with the specific experience 

of insurance and recovery funding.  In many communities on the gulf coast, lack of sufficient 

insurance coverage is going to pose substantial challenges for communities in the near future, 

especially given the possibility that FEMA could phase out insurance subsidies as part of 2012 

Biggert Waters Act (Schleifstein 2013).  As of 2013, this legislation had been passed but not 

implemented and was under critical review by representatives from gulf coast districts.  They have 

borne the brunt of negative feedback from their constituents and have pushed back against some of 

the more aggressive provisions108.  The bill raises fundamental questions about the role of 

government in providing subsidies for living in an at-risk (and expensive to rebuild) region, and who 

should bear the cost of these recovery efforts.  Regardless of the outcome of this specific bill, the 

issue of who bears the costs of life on the gulf coast and how risks are distributed issue will be 

revisited, and more and more critical attention will be directed towards the costs of living on the gulf 

coast, and the role of governmental (read: taxpayer) funding of life in environments of risk. 

                                                
108 In fact, as of Spring 2014, Pres. Obama signed into law a bill that repealed some of the most contentious provisions of this law.  
The logic of pressing local populations into actuarial rather than subsidized insurance models has subsided for now, but that is as 
much a result of the untenable nature of the law in the current political climate as anything.  If another large scale disaster strikes, and 
costs are again amplified, this issue is likely to be revisited (as the underlying social and environmental context has not changed) 
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 This push to reduce or eliminate the subsidies associated with insurance grapples with a 

fundamental fact – not all risks are equal.  A private insurance system that takes account of the 

projected costs of these risks does not aim to socialize these risks/cost, it aims to profit from them.  

If risks are unequal, so are the effects of acute disasters in comparison to long term chronic changes 

to the environment (cf. previous chapters).  The chronic changes are likely as large if not a larger 

threat to long-term stability and sustainability of the region.  Hurricanes are no minor concern, and 

can have dramatic consequences given the right circumstances, but taken alone, they are generally 

acute and recovery is possible, assuming adequate preparation, insurance coverage, and/or adequate 

political will to rebuild if there is a crisis at a community or regional or national level. The slow and 

gradual flooding associated with the coastal land loss and wetland fragmentation were threats that 

could render the landscape uninhabitable, either in absolute terms in cases where the land was 

literally gone, or in bureaucratic or institutional terms if insurance became too costly to allow for 

rebuilding.  

 The possibility that gradual changes to the environment would alter the terms of how risks 

and costs are parsed and understood is not an abstract fear rooted in paranoia or assumptions of 

government apathy.  This is already the case for communities that have been excluded from the 

large “Morganza to the Gulf” levee protection system in a particularly poignant example of the 

consequences of their cost/benefit oriented thinking (Jonkman et al 2004, Woodruff 2009, US Army 

Corps of Engineers 2013, Maldonado et al 2014).  This could be the case for thousands or tens of 

thousands more, given the current rate of land loss and the associated changes in flood zone 

designation. There is no direct edict of eminent domain, no seizure of property, no specific process 

by which the local government decrees it is no longer tenable for a community to continue.  It is a 

more insidious process, where insurance coverage, FEMA mandates, and local parish zoning 

regulations construct a metric, one that determines flood zone designation, that monetizes the 
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increased risk of living in the region, translating these costs into insurance premiums (or reductions 

in subsidies), and which justifies gradual withdrawal of support (cf. benign neglect, Wallace 1988).   

 These flood zone designations are not static, and as the coastline has receded and opened 

near-coastal communities to coastal threats (surge, flooding, hurricanes), the flood insurance rate 

maps (FIRMs) have also been updated.  As part of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), 

properties are re-assessed based on their flood potential, and any property, whether it has a structure 

on it or not, can be rezoned from a previously lower-risk designation, to one with a higher risk 

(Buskey 2010) (Figure 5.4).  This increases the insurance premiums, which can be understood as one 

of “the costs of living on the coast” in a flood prone region.  More ominously, this can shape 

recovery and rebuilding efforts by putting limitations and cutoffs for rebuilding costs in the event of 

a catastrophic loss, unless homeowners elevate their property above the new base flood elevation 

(BFE – cf. Pasterick 1998, Kousky & Kunreuther 2014). 

 These maps are the current Base Flood Elevation (BFE) in S Louisiana (Morgan City, 

Houma, and S Terrebonne Parish).  They show the variability of the base flood elevation, which 

ranges from no listed BFE to 19 feet (basically 2 stories off the ground) (Figure 5.5-5.6). The exact 

percentages vary slightly, but in general, if a property has been rezoned as coastal - or a V-zone (i.e. 

highest risk for coastal/tidal surges), FEMA will not pay to rebuild (or subsidize) it following 

catastrophic loss.  Private and/or subsidized insurance is only available (if it is available at all) if 

specific strategies are employed to prevent the house from being subject to the same damages in a 

subsequent storm (which could happen as soon as one year later). These include elevating the home 

at heights of up to 20-24 feet off the ground, which costs from $50-60,000 for a home on pilings  

(i.e. it is already elevated slightly, the process simply extends this) - to over $200,000 for slab built 

homes (Figure 5.7). Many choose to simply move away and abandon their damaged homes (if they 

can afford to do so) or to remain living in a damaged home (if they cannot afford these changes). 
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For the insurance companies, this is a sound business practice but does not concern itself with how 

these changes might affect the community, or the fact that the landscape has seen considerable 

changes in the past 30 years.  For many, this effectively evicts them from their property.  At an 

individual level, people are angry and feel powerless, and can see few alternatives other than to look 

into available forms of assistance. People may be described as resilient or as persevering in the face 

of disaster, but the cold reality of cost/benefit calculations can erase that, if it renders the entire 

system as outside the bounds of acceptable costs. 

 We are reminded of Ulrich Beck’s statement that “smog is democratic” (1992), suggesting 

that in the emergent risk society, the globalization of risks (e.g. pollution or nuclear fallout) means 

we are all subject to these risks and their consequences. While many problems do have a potential 

for global reach, the context in the gulf coast highlights a patchwork of risks that are far from 

equitably distributed.  Environmental risks destabilize social networks and threaten community 

longevity and sustainability. Insurance is meant to help mitigate these risks, and works in 

conjunction with social support networks, NGOs, or local state or federal government. What is left 

is a hybrid regime of risk governance, with spotty coverage based on variable regulations and 

standards, and with limited universal dependability - which leaves little room for trust in the system. 

Residents may be aware of their own levels of insurance coverage, but insurance companies have a 

notorious habit of denying claims (one of the complicating factors of a for-profit system). Residents 

are also uncertain whether the state or federal government will provide assistance which complicates 

their choice whether to purchase insurance products, and at what level of coverage109.  Residents are 

confronted with the neoliberal logic of individual choice, and they are expected to effectively 

manage their risks based on a logical cost/benefit analysis, using all available information (cf. 

                                                
109 Trust and dependability in these institutions, whether social, governmental, or commercial, is something that I need to explore in 
greater depth. 
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neoliberal governance, cost/benefit analysis, rational choice, and access to information - the 

informed consumer model). 

 It is within this avalanche of information that residents are expected to parse out that which 

applies to them (cf. monitorial citizenship; Schudson 1999, also cf. Deuze 2008). Citizens are 

monitoring information - in ways that mirror Foucault’s deployment of Bentham’s panopticon - 

whereby they consume (view) any information that might be relevant to their interests. By expanding 

on the notions of citizenship and responsibility, and returning to the Foucaltian notions of 

governance and biopower, the creation of populations, surveillance and monitoring, this 

consumption of information is not simply for one’s own personal growth, it is an expected part of 

participation in a citizenship project.  Good citizens are understood as well informed consumers of 

information, monitoring all the relevant information channels (cf. preparedness, previous chapters). 

In the case of risk, hurricanes, and insurance, this involves an adequate understanding of hurricane 

threats, the potential for flooding during a storm or other times of high water, and the appropriate 

insurance products and coverage levels to adequately protect against these various potentialities.  

How Is Insurance Policy Operationalized? Productive Power and Compulsory Coverage 

 Maps are powerful, as they provide an easy and efficient way to communicate complex ideas 

to a populace.  For example, the elevation and wind-speed map provided by the Louisiana State 

University Ag Center gives an estimate of the base flood elevation (BFE) of a given property, and 

the wind speed that homeowner is likely to experience in a storm (and the minimum speeds your 

structure needs to be able to withstand to meet code) (Figure 5.8a-5.8b). Both are relevant in 

calculating insurance and wind ratings of new construction, and BFE for new constructions lets 

people identify the minimum elevation to meet zoning and insurance standards in coastal flood risk 

zones.  
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Another example is estimated flooding levels provided by the Army Corps of Engineers 

before levee removal and the opening of the Morganza and Bonnet Carre spillways. Citizen 

consumers are presented with an estimation of the flooding they are likely to see in the coming 

weeks as part of the spillway openings. These maps are based on regional expertise, and serve 

multiple goals, including the explicit goal of providing timely information to an interested public, but 

also contains an element of ‘empowerment’ in terms of shifting the locus of responsibility for action 

onto the citizens of the region - given their access to the information - through websites such as this, 

as well as public meetings being held around the region (Figure 5.9).  

 The choice to open the spillway is couched in terms of costs and benefits, and while some in 

the region may suffer, opening the spillway is seen as serving the greater good. Those who will be 

affected by these decisions are presented with the information so that they can make a rational 

choice after considering the imminent flood risk. This normalizes and naturalizes (cf. Foucault, 

Canguilhem) the decision making process given the inherent cost/benefit logic that drives the initial 

decision.  This also does something more important regarding how we frame agency and 

empowerment. By ‘empowering’ citizens with information so that they can make rational decisions, 

it not only shifts responsibility for choice, as well as outcomes to the individuals who are making 

these choices, the notion of choice embeds this sense of agency and opportunity within a system 

where choice is constrained. If the flooding is about to inundate one’s community, is the ‘choice’ to 

evacuate (and the irrationality attached to choosing not to) really a choice?  Or is this simply 

empowering an individual to satisfy the rational logics embedded within the available choices? This 

parallels the case of hurricanes, where the consequences of “choosing” to live in a region that is 

affected by hurricanes, and in particular the ‘choice’ to not evacuate, is couched in terms that are 

judgmental of the perceived irrationality of these choices and behaviors. 
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 The flow of information and the expectation of monitorial citizenship suggest there are 

consequences for failing to adequately understand and monitor this information, and especially for 

failing to act when action would be appropriate given the circumstances. Yet this forms a sort of 

post-hoc audit (cf. audit culture; Strathern 1997) - not necessarily that of measuring efficiency to 

improve the system - but identifying aspects of behavioral choices that are now clearly irrational or 

not based on good information.  A concrete example of these sorts of post-hoc judgments are the 

perceptions and understandings that swirled in the immediate post-Katrina context. As images of 

(mostly) impoverished, (mostly) black, and (often) elderly and the very young were plastered on 

television screens during the slow burn that was the post-Katrina social disaster, this had a lasting 

affect at least two fronts. The first was the notion of ‘never again’ or ‘how could this happen here?’, 

and certainly resonated at a nationwide scale, although locally as well. The patterns post-Katrina 

were seen as reflecting a serious problem with our social system if such patterns of explicit inequality 

were allowed to exist with nothing being done, and phrases such as ‘revealing social fault lines’ and 

‘second class citizenship’ were used to describe the embodied experience of racism writ large in a 

mass-mediated context.  

The second was the idea of “we’re not New Orleans” - an oft repeated phrase (cf. Bakhtin 

1935) by participants from both field sites, that indexed something more than just a desire for a 

more fair and equitable society. In discussions of the contrast between New Orleans and their own 

communities, there was a thread directed at the perceived dependency of urban residents of New 

Orleans, and in particular (although not specified as such) African Americans.  They indexed their 

own identity as distinct from “those people” - a prejudiced perspective veiled in a critique of 

stereotypes of the relationship between urban minorities and government assistance programs. This 

reflects a long history of racial/ethnic conflict that is beyond the scope of this paper, but suffices to 

say, racial/ethnic tensions play a role here. 
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 The combination of these perspectives was brought together by the searing images of post-

Katrina television coverage, and the helplessness that was communicated as people pleaded for help. 

Whether owing to social interpretations of urban poverty and benign neglect, or racist 

interpretations owing to the perceived inferiority or poor choices of an entire social class or ethnic 

group, the phrase “we’re not New Orleans” could just as easily be reconfigured in future tense as 

“we don't want to become New Orleans”. This agentive interpretation is rooted in the discussions 

presented above, as people are aware that the necessary information has been made available, and 

that they are capable of making a rational choice within this system. But much like the context of 

New Orleans and Katrina, it is far more complicated than this implies, as choice is constrained by 

practical issues such as insurance regulations and zoning laws, which are products of a larger 

environmental change well beyond the scope of individual choice. The context of Southern 

Louisiana includes the complex assemblage of oil and gas exploration and extraction industries, 

environmental modification at the hands of the Army Corps and private industries, and the 

incredible wealth that results from participation (read: work) in this network means complicity is 

hardly attributable to any individual, yet this is precisely who is empowered to make rational choices 

in the wake of ever more scientific data and information. 

 

REFLECTIONS ON THE SHIFT FROM COLLECTIVE TO ACTUARIAL 

The shift from a socialized perspective on collective risk, to a monetized perspective on actuarial risk 

is the likely next step (towards a profound shift) in the gradual sequential breakdown of social and 

environmental systems in the gulf coast.  Even prior to the Biggert Waters Act of 2012, I was 

skeptical regarding the fate of the most vulnerable and marginalized communities of the gulf coast, 

and insurance and zoning policy changes designate even more communities as ‘vulnerable’.  In the 

previous chapter I described the valorization of resilient identity as setting communities up for 
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failure.  Socialized insurance programs stood as a buffer against this failure, but in the modern 

incantation, insurance programs are heavily focused on actuarial rather than socialized metrics of 

risk.  The emphasis on monetized risk has led insurance companies to decide that entire regions of 

the gulf are not worth insuring (Michel-Kerjan & Kunreuther 2012).  The proverbial (and clichéd) 

rug is about to be pulled out from under these communities again.   Hurricanes are merely the 

catalyst; the underlying problems reflect larger issues related to responsibility and trust.  Who is 

responsible for the care and governance of these communities?  The politics of responsibility are laid 

bare in this context, and while anger is directed at government bureaucrats who are thought to be 

condemning a region for poor choices, the region stands to suffer, to continue to suffer, the slow 

death associated with the gradual withdrawal of the safety net of affordable insurance.  These 

withdrawals are justified by the exorbitant costs associated with the technological intervention 

required to keep people safe in these regions, the relatively frequent need to rebuild, and the ongoing 

costs of chronic changes and acute hurricanes.  Insurance is supposed to act as a buffer so that the 

most affected of a community are not driven away or lost to tragedy, not as an actuarial logic that 

undermines the long-term trajectory of an entire region. 

 This ultimately returns us to discussions of trust.  Insurance, as well as the larger institutions 

of emergency and disaster management, is dependent on trust that the overall system is working for 

your community’s best interests, to ensure present and future stability within the system, that you do 

not have to plan for contingencies, etc.  This thread of insurance, disaster management, and 

community stability also highlights a conversation about responsibility, and the political 

considerations embedded within these attributions/distributions of responsibility.  Who is 

responsible?  Who is accountable?  For many long-term gulf residents who have paid into the system 

for years, they have certain and entirely reasonable expectations that the system will remain stable 

and maintain their stability and well-being.  Social and political realties run counter to these 
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expectations, as cost-benefit rational logic characterizes them as irrational actors within their social 

system, leading to considerable uncertainty concerning their immediate present, never mind the 

future.  The resulting tension is inherently destabilizing (cf. previous chapter, migrations, social 

disruptions), and outside of the acute storm events, represents the real potential for disaster in the 

region, in the form of large-scale social disruptions of gulf communities, who can no longer afford 

the social and economic costs given large-scale change to the social and political/economic 

landscape.   

Rational Choice and Risk: Redux 

 This larger discussion of risk and insurance and rational choice returns us to the paradox of 

agency/choice within a framework of neoliberalism.  Hurricanes and disaster in the gulf coast, as 

well as flooding on the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers, are points of reference for when and how 

these ‘choices’ are made.  But choice implies a binary event, and there are accumulated risks 

associated with a modified and built environment.  Like the kinetic energy stored in a stretched 

rubber band, they can be released in a more severe event.  Agentive choice is framed in relation to 

these modified environments, the forces that have shaped these modifications (including political, 

industrial, commercial, natural/meteorological), etc.), and the neoliberal logic that demands a 

rational decision making process and tends to punish those who do not satisfy these demands. 

 Another important consideration centers on discourses that circulate post-disaster about 

failure - and specifically the failure to engage in protective or proactive decision-making.  This 

notion of failure is embedded within a system of audits - a panopticon of self-surveillance whereby a 

set of standards regarding the governance/government of the self/family is communicated in terms 

of preparedness and population security.  This spotlights those who are ill prepared (regardless of 

the reasons) or those who are hit particularly hard, reframing the issue to emphasize the 

consequences of behavioral choices and poor planning and decision-making. 
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 The floods of 2011 are another in a long line of disasters to affect the region, including 

hurricanes, the BP oil spill, and tornados. Numerous research participants flatly denied the 

existential threat of hurricanes110, given their ability to prepare and recover, and their history in 

dealing with significant and/or recent storms (e.g. Andrew in 1994, Katrina/Rita in 2005, 

Ike/Gustav in 2008)111.  Flooding was different, given the widespread negative potential for flooding 

in a large hurricane; especially coastal flooding that resulted from hurricane storm surges that drove 

water over the increasingly fragmented wetlands.  This was seen as a more significant, albeit chronic, 

threat - and one of a particularly existential nature, given the landscape scale consequences 

embedded within these risks. 

 The existential nature of flood potential was linked to the accumulation - the 

aforementioned kinetic buildup - of risks that were systemic in nature, embedded within the 

technological modifications upon which life in this environment of risk was predicated. These 

systemic threats came from ‘above’, that is, upstream, in the form of the Mississippi River 

channelization and associated river control structures, and the decisions regarding flows that held 

control over local fates). These threats also came from ‘below,' or downstream, in the coastal/deltaic 

communities where the wetland degradation, subsidence (sinking land as a result of, primarily, the 

extraction of oil and gas), and land loss has radically altered the landscape. 

 Gulf residents are at once empowered to engage in decision making that affects their very 

existence, while at the same time, they are held accountable for deviations from these prescriptions, 

which are ever more complicated and potentially contradictory. This paradox introduces a logical 

tension that is a source of friction.  Residents are presented with a choice. They can do what is 

rational, based on calculations and logic (i.e. move away or elevate their homes), yet this is 

                                                
110 At least in terms of wind and rain 
111 This is not to say that they did not consider hurricanes to be a problem, but rather, that the systems in place, and in particular, their 
own knowledge, skills, and abilities for preparation and response, would assist them to return to a semblance of normalcy following all 
but the most severe and directly impacting hurricanes. 
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potentially disruptive to their community or prohibitively expensive.  Or they can remain in place, 

and be subject to the discourses about responsibility and choice, as public audits are effectively ‘trials 

in the court of public opinion’.  This can undermine public support, and was clearly demonstrated in 

the wake of Katrina, where explicit discourses of responsibility intersected with tacit/underlying 

commentary about race and class.  Katrina may have highlighted underlying social inequality, but it 

also foregrounded preconceived ideas about dependency within the welfare state (cf. Dean 2010), 

and the desire to maintain a regional (resilient) identity as separate from the populations who are 

seen as ‘looking for a handout’ or ‘couldn’t’ make it without the government’, etc.  The acute threat 

of a hurricane tends to bring communities together, but the slow burn of the chronic environmental 

change brings issues of responsibility, social safety nets, insurance regulations, and risk environments 

to the forefront.  As discussed previously, the long term and slower moving chronic changes to the 

environment, to the social structures and institutions, and ultimately to the community and region, 

may eventually be a larger threat to long term sustainability, even while acute hurricane events cause 

considerable fear, damage, and disruption. 
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FIGURES: CHAPTER 5 
 

 
Figure 5.1: Measured Land Loss and Gain 1932-2000: Projected Land Loss 2000-2050 

Source: United States Geological Survey 
 

 
Figure 5.2: Flooding and Estimated Depths Along Atchafalaya Basin 

Source: Army Corps of Engineers and The Times-Picayune 
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Figure 5.3: Engineering Schematic for Eastern River Systems 

Source: US Army Corps of Engineers 
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Figure 5.4: National Flood Insurance Program Rating Examples 

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
 

 
Figure 5.5: Base Flood Elevation (BFE) Maps - Morgan City, LA and Houma, LA 

Source: NFIP & Louisiana State University Online Tool 
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Figure 5.6: Base Flood Elevation (BFE) Maps – Lower Terrebonne Parish 

Source: NFIP & Louisiana State University Online Tool 
 
 

 
Figure 5.7: Slab Elevated Home, Terrebonne Parish, LA 

Image Source: Ben McMahan 
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Figure 5.8: Wind Speed Maps and Inundation Calculation Web Tools 

Source: Louisiana State University Online Tool 
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Figure 5.9: Louisiana Flood Map Portal 

Source: Louisiana State University Ag Center Flood Map Portal 
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CHAPTER 6 

EPILOGUE - SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

EPILOUGE 

On April 20, 2010, The Deepwater Horizon oil rig exploded, killing 11 in the immediate aftermath, 

and throwing the gulf into chaos and uncertainty for the next several months.  The crisis played out 

as a slow motion disaster that unfolded in real time, given the relatively slow speed at which the oil 

spill traveled, but with considerable volume, as nearly 5 million barrels of oil (210 million gallons) 

flowed into the gulf.  Industry and government personnel scrambled to deal with the crisis while 

under intense media and public scrutiny.  The general public was overwhelmed by daily images of 

burning oil fires, oiled animals, and spoiled beaches, while locals waited to see if the oil would reach 

them, and to what effect.  I was in the gulf over the summer of 2010, working on an ongoing project 

documenting the social effects of the oil spill, and the anticipation and sense of dread was palpable, 

yet it was unclear where to direct their ire or when the dreaded oil would actually arrive, as much of 

the coast was not “seeing” the oil in many places other than in media coverage. 

My dissertation research is not about this particular disaster, yet it contains a number of 

similar elements, related to environments of risk, chronic vs. acute crises, the involvement of the oil 

industry and technological interventions into natural environments.  It provides a poignant example 

of one of the larger points I make about hurricanes and disaster, namely the uncertainty associated 

with the ongoing crisis, the lack of a quick fix, and the questions over the short and long term 
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implications for environment, wildlife, local fisheries, and even the oil industry112.  Uncertainty, in 

the absence of a direct threat, can be far more destabilizing than a manageable acute event.  In an 

acute crisis, the immediacy of the issue forces people to address the problem and move on.  With 

regards to the oil spill, there were (and remain) concerns over the long term impacts on the 

environment, the long term health concerns associated with the use of dispersant, and the degree to 

which this disaster reinforced the consequences for the close relationship between the oil and gas 

industry and local communities.  This only served to reinforce the antagonistic and co-dependent 

relationship communities have with this industry, and the difficulty in seeing one without the other.  

With regards to longer-term social and environmental changes, there are concerns about the impact 

these changes will have on the long-term health and sustainability of these communities, regardless 

of how ‘resilient’ they are or are perceived to be.   

Trust in the local institutions (especially industry) and the federal government (e.g. efficacy 

and necessity of regulation) is understandably strained, yet regionally, people are far more likely to 

see the federal government as culpable for problems associated with the spill. At a national level, the 

inverse is true, wherein those not directly tied to the oil industry by vocation and location saw need 

for changes to the system, perhaps alternative forms of energy or better regulation, while those 

embedded within the system preferred improving (but keeping) the current system.  The oil spill is 

just another in a long line of disasters and crises that have afflicted the region.  The current status of 

the spill is that it seems to have been kept under control and there are no obvious or widespread 

ecological crashes or environmental fallouts post-spill, but the timeframe is still such that there is 

considerable uncertainty as to whether this could still happen.  People are tentatively hopeful that 

                                                
112 The moratorium put into place during the oil spill was widely regarded at the time as ‘crippling’ the oil industry, although hindsight 
reveals that many companies may have been using this as cover for planned reductions and contractions in workforce.  3 years out, 
the oil and gas industry is still going strong. 
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the worst is not yet to come, but the experience of the Exxon Valdez demonstrated that effects can 

be felt 20 or more years later, so stability 3-4 years out is hardly comforting.   

The spill demonstrates another concept from my analytical framework for my dissertation, 

namely the layered and cumulative effects of various factors, some acute and temporally abrupt, and 

others long term and extended, with a long tail of possible effects.  The oil spill, like the syndemic 

relationship between hurricanes and environmental degradation, has potential for persistent long 

term effects, as well as amplifications by specific acute crises. 

 

DISSERTATION SUMMARY 

Returning to gulf coast hurricanes and my dissertation research, I want to summarize the key themes 

I addressed in each of the chapters.  In chapter  1 , I gave a quick summary of the main themes from 

each of the chapters, and gave an overview of my field site locations and the methods and data that I 

used in each chapter.   

In chapter  2 , I turned to the overall social and political context of my field sites, and 

described larger trends of the gulf coast region before going into greater detail regarding the 

community specifics and the vocational and environmental history of each field site community.  I 

argued to consider the field sites as networks of relationships, rather than as specific bounded 

communities, to emphasize the interactions that took place within and across communities.  I 

introduced the key factors affecting my communities, including the history of hurricane impacts, as 

well as other social and environmental factors that amplify the effects of hurricanes (environmental 

change, vocational instability, etc.).  I included a discussion of the rhythm and temporal patterns of 

hurricane season, wherein communities build up in anticipation as the storm season approaches, as 

well as when a specific storm is predicted to make possible landfall,   These build ups are tempered 

by the time since the most recent storm, as a multi-year quiet period can attenuate focus on the 
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possibility of hurricanes, while a particularly severe season might elevate focus beyond what is 

normal.  I include a discussion of the political ecology of the region, and the important and 

embedded relationship between communities on the US gulf coast, and the oil and gas industry that 

has had a profound effect on the social, environmental, and economic trajectories of the region.  

Because of the relationship between hurricanes, disaster, and these trends, this is a key component 

for a better understanding of the experience of gulf coast hurricanes.  I closed with a discussion of 

the built environment, which describes the technological and infrastructural investments that have 

been put into place to facilitate continued life on the gulf coast, even as the social and environmental 

contexts are shifting. 

In chapter  3 , I focus on the ways that people prepare and respond to disasters, in 

community and local contexts, as well as larger bureaucratic enterprises (in government, in social 

institutions, etc.).  I trace the important role the social memory plays in remembrance and 

preparation for storms.  Long-term residents share stories and experiences, and use these as ways to 

better understand the present.  They have a frame of reference, their own prior experience, or the 

stories they were told that help them make sense of how to deal with hurricanes, and how to manage 

recovery after a storm hits.  There is considerable value embedded within this knowledge – this 

cultural capital, but the emergency preparedness apparatus, in an effort to standardize protocols, as 

well as to better manage populations, has shifted focus towards the notion of the informed and 

prepared individual – the contemporary ‘good citizen’ who is well prepared, and focused on rational 

responses to disasters.  This information does not come from history and memory, but from 

science: via predictive technologies. Internet connectivity has facilitated the distribution of these data 
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and models, and now just about anyone with a smartphone or internet access at home113, can view 

up to the minute projections of storm tracks, days or even weeks in advance of predicted landfall.  

Predictive information drives a form of distributed and productive power, as residents are 

compelled to engage in a process through discourses of preparedness and personal responsibility. 

Both memory and technology serve as organizing narratives to better understand storms, but history 

and memory are no longer as privileged or prized as they once were, with science and technology 

supplanting these community resources, standing in as a standardized and homogenized data source 

that aids individuals or households to make the best decision they can given available data. This 

introduces a tension between the accumulated expertise of communities, and the professional 

expertise associated with meteorology and emergency preparedness.  This also shifts emphasis to the 

anticipatory – these models expand the window within which data is available, and one must follow 

the information threads, and be prepared to respond when the time is appropriate.  The potential 

context of disaster is ever-present, and given past history and experiences, people know what looms 

on the horizon, but they do not know the exact time, place, or intensity of these inevitable disasters. 

I expand on how long term issues related to river flooding, as well as a practice of intensive 

environmental modification as part of the oil and gas industry’s exploration and extraction, have set 

the stage for widespread environmental issues that complicate and amplify the effect of acute 

storms. Environmental changes have been gradual and cumulative over time, but they pose risk of 

sharp and sudden impact if an acute crisis further challenges their wobbly protections.  These 

changes inform a chronic environmental health perspective, where like their human analog, chronic 

environmental health problems are frequently overlooked in favor of addressing specific acute 

crises.  The entire emergency management apparatus is organized to triage and manage specific 

                                                
113 Internet access is a key issue, especially if emergency management planning assumes universal access.  This technology gap will 
likely only serve to reinforce existing patterns of unequal access and further amplify the differences between marginalized and ‘normal’ 
populations (e.g. working poor, rural populations, elderly, etc.) 
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crises, but has limited capacity to deal with the underlying chronic factors that are shaping the 

experience of the acute.  It may not be their responsibility to address systemic social inequality or 

widespread environmental degradation, but if emergency managers and municipal officials operate 

as though there is no context, this is certainly more problematic – for the chronic conditions will 

drive the overall outcomes of their constituents.   I close the chapter with a discussion of the layered 

effect of chronic environmental health issues, of which hurricanes are merely one of many.  A 

holistic perspective that takes all the relevant factors into consideration will certainly result in better 

analysis and interpretation, but there may be other factors (specifically, political, or economic) that 

limit the political will to engage with all the complicating factors, especially given the linkages to the 

oil and gas industry, and the considerable wealth people of the region derive from this industry. 

In chapter  4 , I explore the ideas of resiliency and sustainability from a critical perspective, as 

these terms can be used as a compliment to a community, in describing their tenacity and will, but 

also in a cost/benefit consideration of where to allocate resources.  A community that is designated 

as resilient may be less likely to receive assistance, and while the attribution may be seen as a badge 

of honor, the layered effects of hurricanes are significant, and it is unlikely that communities will be 

able to survive on account of their resiliency alone.  By establishing an antagonistic relationship with 

governmental assistance, and by stigmatizing those that are in need of such assistance, it can 

undermine their own sense of self in times where they are dependent on this help.  Or it can cause 

even more antagonism if they are not provided assistance, while at the same time, urban residents 

who are perceived of as being part of larger entitlement culture, are demonized for what is perceived 

as a ‘handout mentality’.114 

I also document is the behavioral responses associated with knowledge that the local 

environment is at elevated risk.  Some people remain in place despite these risks, but there is 
                                                
114	  This is a complex issue, and issues of race and class antagonism are embedded within the framing and context, but 
are beyond the scope of this analysis.	  
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question as to how ‘sustainable’ this choice may be, either on their own, or with the assistance of 

regional NGOs and municipal service organizations, many of whom provide assistance in cases 

where the state or federal government does not or cannot.  Many are moving, migrating away from 

the coast, either by choice or economic necessity (or both).  This is a reflection of the perception 

that their current trajectory was unsustainable or untenable, and migration is one option to avoid 

further hurricane risks/damages, or the financial burden associated with remaining in place.  This 

comes at a social cost, as communities that once had close knit social networks, find themselves 

spread out and disconnected.  The larger question is how can living on the gulf be sustainable, if the 

environment keeps changing at the current rate/trajectory.  As I said in the chapter itself: “This is a 

dynamic environment, wrought with contradiction and complexity, and the simplistic language of 

sustainability does not reflect the ways that these factors come together to shape the present day 

context.”   

I also trace the importance of social network connectivity including the positive effects 

associated with strong network connections, as well as the negative consequences when established 

connections are lost or degraded, or when no such connection exists from the beginning.  Given the 

positive associations with these connections, a lack of connection is a form of structural 

vulnerability.  When these vulnerabilities are reinforced by social inequality or differential access to 

resources, this takes the form of structural violence.  In both cases, the structural limitations 

contribute to negative outcomes.  Strong social networks are a resource for a community, and as was 

the case with the notion of resilience, strong connections can actually be problematic if they are used 

as justification for withholding assistance (under the logic that they do not require assistance given 

their connectedness).  A number of NGOs are addressing these structural vulnerabilities, as well as 

environmental problems, and the resulting social movement network of clusters of these NGOs 

replicate functions of the State that have been withheld or resources that have been withdrawn.  
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Paradoxically, this reinforces the notion that State intervention may not be required, given the way 

that these NGOs fill in gaps.  Finally, I considered the way that identity is tied to place and 

landscape, and specifically the loss of trust associated with environmental changes.  People who are 

participants in the industry that had the biggest effect on the local environment (oil and gas) are now 

subject to the environmental risks wrought by these changes, and the loss of trust in oneself is 

destabilizing. 

In chapter 5, I document the rational-technical logic embedded within programs of 

environmental control, and how was the foundation of later cost/benefit oriented decisions made in 

terms of environmental management.  When this cost/benefit logic is carried over to social 

insurance, it calls into question the subsidized nature of socialized risk, and pushes to apply a more 

‘rational’ model of monetized risk.  This actuarial model of risk was already present in some aspects 

of insurance products, but the activity around the 2012 Biggert Waters Act indicated a priority to 

reconsider whether federal subsidies for flood insurance in coastal zones made sense.  If this or 

other legislation ever formalizes these changing priorities, this will effectively drive people away 

from the coast when they can no longer afford to live there.  This will either come in the form of a 

“choice”, as people decide to move before it is too late, or in catastrophe, if the region sustains 

significant damage after the shift, and people are unable to rebuild due to cost or zoning restrictions.  

This has the potential to disrupt entire communities who are within these coastal zones.  This 

transition is particularly troubling, as entire communities are subject to ‘benign neglect’ wherein the 

necessary resources to survive are gradually withdrawn, with the eventual result being the social 

death of the community  as it fractures and disperses under the weight of neoliberal 

policy/thought/logic.  This returns to the issue of trust and responsibility, as while this is ongoing, 

the question as to who is looking out for the best interests of your community and who is 

responsible for ensuring their well-being.  Under the older framework, close community connections 
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were supplemented by social insurance at times of crisis, and the overall system was stable.  Under 

the new framework, residents could be priced out of the community, as the monetization of risk and 

actuarial calculations determine what is sustainable, and what must be left to wither.   

 

FINAL THOUGHTS 

The local population is left in a position of considerable uncertainty, given this complex and layered 

history, context, and experience.  They have either been displaced, or they have been left with 

uncertainty about their future.  There are no guarantees what will happen with them either way, but 

in either case it is bad for the coherence of the extant community.  Protective factors associated with 

social network connectivity are removed, and the result is structural violence, stuck in a state of 

persistent structural vulnerability.  We have seen the warning signs associated with these disruptions, 

and if patterns hold, we can expect increased problems with mental health, substance abuse, and 

violence.  When people are left to fend for themselves and the social safety net is withdrawn, they 

do not have time or energy to deal with these crises, or they fall victim to their effects.   

This is a pragmatic concern, not an issue of blame.  People are trying to make due when they 

are dislocated.  After migration or dislocation, can they sink in a new set of roots?  Can they 

establish a connection that replicates some of their previous networks?  Are there social services that 

can help bridge these gaps and address the gaps?  This question is really asking, can you re-create, or 

rebuild community in a new location?   This issue is made more complex by the resilient identity 

people attribute to themselves.  What is the outlet for this energy when they have been uprooted?  

Can it be channeled at all?  To something positive?  Ultimately, we return to questions of rebuilding 

community, either by addressing the large-scale environmental changes and preventing the 

continued environmental degradation and social disruptions associated with these changes, allowing 
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a rebuilding within the current community.  Or by creating a new community someplace not subject 

to the same existential threats, but premised on the social disruptions inherent with a diaspora. 

 This is not just related to disruptions.  By embracing the notion of studying “across”, I am 

emphasizing the relationship between institutions, as well as how individuals interface with these 

institutions.  The ethnographic experience of bureaucracy sounds tedious, until you realize the 

complex way these logics are reproduced, and the long term outlook these changes can have for a 

community. We deal with bureaucratic governance every day, and our present and future reality is a 

hybrid form of risk governance, that includes state, local, and federal government, private insurance 

companies, NGOs, and the individuals themselves (engaging in self-governance).  An ethnographic 

approach to these realities will become ever more salient to our understanding of the human 

condition.   

Another aspect of this present/future ethnographic context is the persistent availability of 

information and in this dissertation, I also hint at how we might trace the distribution of 

representations, and the flow of information.  This flow happens within and across institutions, but 

also as individuals engage with scientific knowledge about acute hurricane and chronic 

environmental risks.  This comes into conflict with long term history and memory within a 

community, especially as emergency preparedness officials emphasize individual preparedness rather 

than community solidarity.  This tension is partly a reflection of environmental changes, as the 

conditions that may have led to a particular experience of storms in the past, will not be replicable 

given the current environmental context.  This intersection of community and scientific knowledge 

is an ever-present part of contemporary human experience, and the tensions and complementarity of 

this information will also be increasingly relevant to ethnographic analyses of the contemporary 

human experience. 
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These are all general issues associated with community dynamics of hurricanes and 

environmental change, but there are diverse impacts within these communities that I have not 

considered thus far. I did not write about it here, but age, and specifically the experience of the 

elderly in these communities, is a key component of these transitions, and a persistent theme in my 

interviews (with older residents of the communities).  As younger community members have moved 

away, mostly for work or to explore new futures (but also to escape changing environmental 

conditions), many older residents have remained behind.  The demographic transition associated 

with the baby boomers means this population of elderly and dependent adults will continue to grow 

throughout the baby boomer generational transition.  Age compounds structural vulnerability and 

the experience of the elderly during these transitions is a key part of this story.  One I will continue 

to expand on in later work and publications.  In addition to age, ethnicity and gender are other 

factors that clearly have a marginalizing effect, and warrant further exploration. 

 Another aspect that warrants further exploration is the potential for novel methods, 

especially as it relates to participatory mapping, qualitative GIS, and social network analysis.  A 

careful exploration of the interactions between social institutions would elucidate the structure of 

the hybrid organization of State and NGO actors.  These whole systems networks will be more 

complicated than community networks or individual ego networks, but can be analyzed in 

conjunction with individual/ego networks to better trace the way that people interface with the 

State.  This reflects the idea of studying ‘across’, (as opposed to up or down).  There is also 

considerable potential for all of these methods when it comes to presentation and interactivity.  

Mapping in particular presents a technology that is readily understandable, as well crafted maps and 

visualizations help represent the community, and if ethnographic data is embedded within these 

maps, community members can comment on their validity and resonance.  Better yet, an interactive 

map would allow for community members to embed their own perspectives, rather than simply 
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validating mine.  In both cases, the unidirectional nature typically seen in expertise based 

technologies is replaced by something more egalitarian and horizontal. 

 The experience of gulf coast hurricanes proved to be an incredibly complex research topic of 

research, for reasons both anticipated and unforeseen.  This complexity provides an ideal context to 

better understand the interactions between people, economy, environment, and technology, and the 

diverse ways that information flows through these complex networks.  As data and information 

becomes more ubiquitous (and fragmented), there is a parallel assumption that people and 

institutions will use this information in an engaged and rational decision making process, but 

contradictory information and possible outcomes muddy these waters.  In few cases is the decision 

making rationale seemingly cut and dry.  In most cases nuance and subjective choice will rule the 

day.  Yet in the contemporary system of rational choice based on calculated risk, people are held 

accountable for their choices.  Simultaneously, institutional systems (e.g. insurance) have also moved 

towards these models of calculated risk, and provide much smaller margins of error in their own 

pursuit of profit and maximal gain.   

At the same time, the ultimate sustainability of the coast must be considered – as is the case of 

any high-risk environment – who should bear the costs of continuing to live in a high risk 

environment?  Should we subsidize recovery in an area that will be hit again? The reality is this sort 

of actuarial logic can be applied anywhere, and it minimizes the effect of changes over time that led 

to the current context.  To let people suffer in the present for the actions and decisions that were 

years or decades in the making – seems heartless and cruel, but this is the increasingly prevalent logic 

we find in the individualist models of neoliberal thought.  As part of an ongoing institutional 

ethnography studying ‘across’ these systems, the thread of responsibility and culpability, and how 

this shapes policy decisions, will be a key part of understanding both the consequences of these 

strategic directions, and the possibility of changing them going forward. 
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